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Introduction to the
printer

This chapter is a general introduction to the printer, describing the capabili-
ties that it offers, previewing the various topics that are covered more fully
in the remaining chapters, and providing some general information that may
be useful and of interest to the reader.

1.1 The printing process
Data transferred to the printer is composed into pages by the printer’s inter-
nal software. When a complete page has been prepared in memory and is
ready for printing, it can be output.

The physical process of transferring a page of text and graphics from mem-
ory onto paper is carried out by the printer’s engine. The engine has a laser
beam that it can point, via a series of lenses and mirrors, onto the surface of
a rotating drum. Initially the entire surface of the drum has a positive electri-
cal charge. The laser beam scans back and forth across the drum, hitting the
drum’s surface at selected points under the control of the engine. Wherever
the laser beam hits the drum, that point on the drum is set to a neutral
charge. The laser builds up the,page’s image on the drum as an array of neu-
trally-charged points.

As the drum rotates past the toner compartment, particles of black toner are
attracted to the electrically neutral spots on the drum. As the drum continues
to rotate it meets the paper. The paper has been negatively charged by a thin
wire, known as a corona wire. The paper and drum are pressed together,
attracted by their opposite electrical charge. High temperature, and pressure
applied by a roller mechanism, combine to fuse the toner to the paper thus
transfen-ing the image from the drum onto the paper. The finished page is
then ejected.

This is a well-established process that produces consistent, high-quality out-
put, and which requires minimal maintenance.
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Emulations
.S-5EX printer model is supplied as standard with Hewlett Packard’s

1.2
The L
Printer Control Language, PCL, in combination with the GL2 graphics lan-
guage. TrueImage, MicroSoft’s PostScript-compatible page description lan-
guage, is available on an optional board which can be installed in the LS-
5EX.

The LS-5TT is supplied as standard with both PCL and GL2, and TrueIm-
age emulations.

PCL and PostScript are the two major worldwide small-computer system
printing standards; hence this printer offers a comprehensive solution to
home and office printing needs.
PCL/GL2 is the de facto standard for IBM PC word-processing and CAD
applications.
PostScript has revolutionized high-quality document and illustration pro-
duction, spawning an entire industry in the shape of desktop publishing.
Although closely associated with Apple Macintosh computers, PostScript
output can also be generated by IBM PC-based DOS and Windows applica-
tions, and those on a variety of other platforms.

TrueImage is an exact clone of PostScript, allowing any PostScript docu-
ment to be output as if on a PostScript printer. TrueImage’s inherent font
technology, TrueType, was pioneered by Apple as part of their System 7
operating system software, and has also been incorporated into Windows
3.1. TrueImage will also support any PostScript font.
Star’s implementations of PCL and TrueImage contain a number of
enhancements, that bring features such as paper tray-handling, paper-size
selection and emulation-switching under software control.

1.3 Fonts
As already mentioned, both emulations include a number of built-in fonts.
Further fonts may be obtained from commercial vendors in a variety of
forms: on disk, CD-ROM and cartridge (PCL only) and made available for
printing. Font cartridges simply plug in to the font cartridge slot. Disk or
CD-ROM based fonts should first be copied to the host computer’s hard disk
and then downloaded to the printer’s memory. Often applications download
the fonts they use automatically. However, failing this, utilities for the
expfess purpose of font-downloading also exist, and are often distributed
with commercial fonts.
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Should you wish to create your own PCL or TrueType fonts, font creation
and modification is possible directly within PCL and TrueImage. However,
font creation applications are available commercially and represent a more
practical, simpler alternative.

1.4 User needs
Potential users of the printer range in a broad spectrum from normal users,
who simply wish to print their application documents, through more sophis-
ticated users, who also print from their applications but who sometimes
need to be able to exert a closer degree of control over the printing process,
to application developers, who develop software to drive the printer directly.

The first and second categories of user are well served by the immense range
of software applications that may be used with this printer, including word-
processors, spreadsheets, desktop publishing programs and illustration,
drawing and computer-aided design packages. Any software that will gener-
ate PostScript or print to any model in the HP LaserJet series will work with
this model.

Normal users will have little need of this manual, as all the operational
information they require will be contained in the Operations Manual accom-
panying this printer, and the reference manuals that accompany their appli-
cation packages. This application manual may be of interest to these users,
however, in demonstrating the correspondence between the internal methods
of page control/page description and the high-level commands and option
settings available to them in their applications.

The middle category of users (those who sometimes need to program their
own utilities, hand-craft graphic output, create custom fonts and other spe-
cial effects, or modify existing printable files) will find this manual a useful
source of reference in explaining the mechanisms of the emulation lan-
guages and the details of their commands. This category of users may
include desk-top publishers, font designers, system support staff, and any
other people whose specific goals entail a certain amount of programming.

The third category of users (those creating full-blooded applications) will
find this manual a comprehensive reference source for PCL, GL2 and True-
Image, which should enable them to generate output in a suitable form and
to create programs that drive the printer successfully.
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1.5 Binary, decimal and hexadecimal numbers
When counting, people almost always use the decimal number system (base
10). In the decimal system the digits O– 9 are used to form numbers in
which each digit’s significance depends on its position in the number; by
convention each digit multiplies a value ten times greater than the digit to its
right. Hence the number 4523 is interpreted as:
(4X1OXIOXIO)+(5X 1ox 1O)+(2X1O)+(3X1).
4523 is simply the universally recognised form of the number.

Two more number systems that are of great importance in the world of com-
puters are the binary (base 2) and hexadecimal (base 16). All computers rep-
resent information internally in the form of binary numbers. In this system
the digits O and 1 are used, and each digit in a number multiplies a value
twice that of the digit to its right. Hence the number 10110 is interpreted as
(1X2X2X2X2)+(OX2X2X2)+(1X2X2)+(IX2)+(OX1).

In the hexadecimal system the digits O– 9 and A – F (or a – f) are used. A –
F represent the base ten values 10– 15. Each digit in a number multiplies a
value sixteen times that of the digit to its right. Hence the number 9F3E
equals (9x16x 16x16)+(15x16X16)+(3xl 6)+( 14x1), which equals 40766 in
base 10.

Binary numbers can easily be converted to hexadecimal numbers, and vice
versa. To convert a binary number 10111110101101110 into hexadecimal,
first split it up into blocks of four binary digits (bits), 10111 11010110
1110, and then convert each block to its hexadecimal equivalent, in this case
17D6E. To convert a hexadecimal number to binary, simply convert each
hexadecimal digit to its binary equivalent, and then string together the
resulting binary values; hence .482 is made up of 1010 (A), 1000 (8) and
0010 (2). Thus the binary equivalent of A82 is 101010000010.

Since binary and hexadecimal numbers are so easily interchanged, hexadec-
imal notation is a good medium for bridging the the gap between the numer-
ical requirements of humans, who want to use numbers that do not contain
long strings of digits, and computers, which can only handle two states
internally: zero and one. Hence hexadecimal numbers are often used to
specify character codes, and are also used when the printer outputs the raw
data that it receives (in hex dump mode)

The “followingtable compares the three number systems.
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Decimal Binary Hexadecimal Decimal Binary Hexadecimal

o 0000 0 8 1000 8

1 0001 1 9 1001 9

2. 0010 2 10 10IO A

3 0011 3 11 1011 B

4 0100 4 12 1100 c

5 0101 5 13 1101 D

6 0110 6 14 1110 E

7 0111 7 15 1111 F

1.6 General advice
Personal computer technology is a fast-evolving, ever-changing field in
which new software products, capabilities and standards are announced
almost daily. To keep abreast of new possibilities, try to refer frequently to
industry magazines that cover Macintosh, IBM PC, desktop publishing and
related topics. These contain informative articles, latest product announce-
ments and many useful hints for solving problems, resolving incompatibili-
ties and generally getting the most out of your system. Similarly, on-line
bulletin boards are also a good source of relevant information, advice and
encouragement.
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Controllingthe
printer

The printer is controlled in two ways: either by software running on a host
computer, or by use of the printer’s control panel. Use of the control panel is
covered fully in the Operations Manual that accompanies the printer. A
short overview is given here. Software control of the printer is covered fully
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this manual and is briefly touched on in this chap-
ter.

2.1 On-line
The printer is on-line when it is in a state capable of receiving commands
from a host computer and transforming them into printed output. On-line
should be the printer’s normal operational state. Changes can only be made
to printer settings via the control panel when the printer is off-line; this
avoids any conflict that might arise if the printer were able to receive host
data and control panel settings simultaneously.

A control panel button is used to set the printer on- and off-line, and a status
LED indicates the current state.
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2.2 Program mode
When the printer is off-line, you can set and alter various parameters, such
as the current emulation, font selection, spacing, interface etc., to suit your
needs. In the main these settings are made in program mode. In program
mode you can step through menus of parameters and the range of their pos-
sible values, view their current settings and change them as appropriate. The
settings are grouped and organised hierarchically, as a ‘tree’. You can step
through available parameter options, go down to the level of sub-options, or
go up a menu level using the control panel arrow buttons.

I
____

I
●

LOAD SET AUTO PRINT INTERFACE INPuT REP
FACTORY USEn PAPER DENSITY

+

BUFFER
SET DEFAuLT FEED

~r-1
AUTOSELECTION m#&iS SERIAL PARALLEL FULL PARTIAL

PAGE PAGE

DTR ROBUSTXON PROTOCOL STOP PARITY DATA BAUD
POLARITY BIT BIT RATE

<---------
EMULATION PAPER

FEED

[ I

1
FRONT FEEDER

---1-
I

NUMBER

‘;” “’OmAT’ONpOl&cH
MANUAL AUTO SET DEFAULT

MABGIN MARGIN

n--+-l ‘yMB’LSET
TEXT TOP RIGHT LEFT
LENGTH MARGIN MARGIN MARGIN

HP LASERJET,,,MODEONLY

To enter program mode, press the (PROGRAM)button. This enables the ( ..,. ),.R.o.

( TEST ), ( RESET) and (PROGRAM)buttons as arrow buttons. The Program mode
functions of these buttons is explained below.
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2.3 The control panel
The control panel consists of an LCD screen, five status LED lights and eight
buttons. The LEDs provide information on the progress of printing jobs, and
the buttons are used to set the printer on- or off-line and to make printer set-
tings.

2.3.1 LEDs
The LEDs’ significance is as follows:

On-line - lit when the printer is on-line, and not lit when it is off-line.

Print - lit when a page is in the process of being fed through the machine,
and unlit otherwise.

Data - lit or blinking when print data is being processed in the printer. If the
printer is powered off or reset while the data light is on (or blinking), data
will be lost.

Ready - lit when the printer is ready to receive data, irrespective of whether
the printer is on-line. The ready light blinks when the printer is warming up.

Alarm - lit when an error has occurred.

2.3.2 Buttons
The effects of pressing the control panel buttons are as follows:

ON LINE
sets the printer on-line and disables all other buttons (except, under certain
circumstances, the - button).

PRINT
“ causes any page data currently held in the printer to be printed out.
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ERROR SKIP / <
(i) if an error has been detected, checks again to see if the error condition
has been cleared, and if it has, restores the printer to a working state
(ii) in program mode pressing this button causes the next parameter or param-
eter value (depending on the current level) to be displayed on the LCD dis-
play.

TEST /J
(i) prints a test sheet, or font list according to the current emulation setting
(ii) in program mode pressing this button causes the previous parameter or
parameter value (depending on the current level) to be displayed on the LCD
screen.

RESET /V
(i) holding down this button resets the printer to “Initial setting” values for
the current emulation. The term “Initial settings” is described in the follow-
ing section, “Printer settings”.
(ii) in program mode, if a value is shown on the LCD display, pressing the
button selects the currently-displayed value as the setting for the current
parameter. If a parameter is displayed, pressing the button moves down a
level in the menu tree, either displaying the first in the next level of options,
or the first of the available values for the current parameter.

PROGRAM / ~
(i) enters program mode
(ii) in program mode pressing this button moves back up the menu tree, to
the next highest parameter group. If the current level is the highest level,
pressing the button exits program mode.

FEEDER SELECT
selects the paper feed.

MODE
selects one of two sets of user default printer settings (mode 1 or mode 2).
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2.4 Printer settings
At any given time, the printer’s parameter settings, such as current emula-
tion, font selection, spacing, and interface, define how the printer will
respond to and interpret data and instructions it receives from a host com-
puter. There are several useful ways to store collections of settings and to
revert to them when necessary.

The are essentially four distinct collections of printer settings.

1) Factory settings. This is the group of settings programmed into the
printer at the factory. The factory default settings may be restored at any
time, and cannot be altered. There are two available versions of the factory
default settings: US and EC. Restoring the printer’s factory settings does not
affect the current emulation setting

2) User settings. This is the group of settings which take effect when the
printer is switched on or when a hard reset is performed (using the ( MoDE)
button). There are two versions of the user default settings: mode 1 and
mode 2. The parameter values that comprise each mode are set and stored in
program mode. When the printer is first sent out from the factory, both mode
1 and mode 2 are the same as the EC factory default settings.

3) Initial settings. This is a single collection of printer and emulation set-
tings, consisting of all the currently effective control panel settings. Initial
setting parameter values are denoted on the LCD screen by an @ symbol.

On power-up, or after a hard reset, the initial settings take on the values of
the mode 1 default settings. Subsequent settings made using the control
panel become initial settings.

A soft reset (either made using the ( RESET) button, or received as a software
command from the host) causes all the current emulation’s parameter set-
tings to be reset to their initial setting values. Hence any that have been
changed by software commands from the host computer are changed back.
A soft reset does not change the current emulation. However, a hard reset
always restores the mode 1 user default emulation setting.

4) Current settings. These are the settings with which the printer is cur-
rently working, that is, a combination of the initial settings and settings
made by software commands in the current emulation. Virtually all parame-
ters that can be set from the control panel can also be set in software. Hence,
settings such as current font selection or margin size, may have been deter-
mined by either method.
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2.5 Setting parameters
The following settingsare available in program mode. To enter program mode
first make sure that the printer is off-line, then press the (PROGRAM) button.
“Number of copies” appears on the display. Use the =/~ buttons
to scroll through the list of available parameters, and the = button to
select a parameter to be set. The parameters available depend on the current
emulation.

2.5.1 ‘Number of copies
(HP LaserJet III emulation and TrueImage)
The first level of options allows you to select between “One” and “Multiple”
copies. Use the =/= buttons to display the options in turn, and
the = button to select the option you require. To print a single copy,
select “One”; to select a number of copies select “Multiple”, then use the
=/~ buttons to display the number of copies you require, and
confirm your selection with the = button.
A single copy is the factory default setting.

2.5.2 Character
(HP LaserJet III emulation)
This feature allows you to set the current font. The behaviour of the control
panel = button is slightly different in this option: pressing ~
makes a value selection and puts up a new menu. In other option menus it
does one of these but not both.
First specify the font you require by source (Resident font, Cartridge font or
downloaded “Soft” font); these are denoted by R, C and S respectively. Use
the ~/~ buttons to select the source, then confirm your selection
with the = button. A new menu appears listing available fonts in the
selected source by number. Use the =/~ buttons to step through
the available fonts until you reach the number of the font wish to select, then
press the ~ button to select it.
If the selected font is a bitmap font, a menu of available symbol sets is now
shown. Use the ( c l/~ buttons to select a symbol set, then confirm
your selection with the ~ button.
If you specified a scalable font, the font number menu is succeeded either by
a list of available point sizes (for proportionally-spaced fonts) or by a list of
available pitch settings (for monospaced fonts). Use the =/=
buttons to select a point size or pitch setting, then confirm your selection
with the = button. A list of available symbol sets is now displayed.
Seleptone as described above.
If a soft font is selected, the character setting is not stored when a “Set user
default” setting is made.
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2.5.3 Page size
The following page sizes are supported.

Paper Envelope
I

I B5 I International C5 I

I Executive I I
use the =/= buttons to display the options in turn! and the
= button to select a page size. If you select A4 size in HP LaserJet 111
emulation mode, a further option menu appears, offering a choice of “Right
End” widths of either 77 or 80. This selects a printable area width of 7.7” or
8.0”. Use the =/~ buttons to select a width, then confirm your
selection with the ~ button.

The factory default setting page size is Letter for US, and A4 with a print-
able area width of 7.7” for EC.

2.5.4 Layout
(HP LaserJet HI emulation)

The layout menu offers five different options which you can modify: Page
orientation, Margin settings, VMI (the height of a line of text), End of line
(text wrap), and Auto line feed. Use the ~/~ buttons to scroll
through the list of available options, and the ~ button to select the one
you wish to modify.

The available orientation options are Portrait (the factory default) and Land-
scape. Use the =/~ buttons to display the one you wish to select,
and the ~ button to confirm your selection.

The Margin menu allows you to select between “Default margin” and “Set
margin”. Select an option by displaying it with the ~/~ buttons,
and pressing ~. The default margins are determined by the current
font selection, orientation and emulation settings.
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If you select “Set margin”, a further menu appears, detailing the margin
parameters that can be set: left margin, right margin, top margin and text
length. Use the ~/~ buttons to step through the parameters to
the one you want to set, and press the ~ button. The parameter’s cur-
rent value is displayed. Step through the available values using the ~/
~ buttons and make your setting using the ~ button. The range
of values available depends on the current orientation, VMI and character
pitch.

The available End of line options are “Auto-wrap off’ (the factory default)
and “Auto-wrap on”. Use the ~/~ buttons to display your
choice, and the ~ button to select it.

The VMI menu allows either “Auto selection” or “Manual selection”. Select
either by displaying it with the ~/~ buttons, and pressing
~. If you selected manual selection, the current VMI setting (in 1/48”)
is displayed. Use the ~/~ buttons to step through the available
settings until you reach the value you want, then press the ~ button to
set the VMI to your chosen value. The factory default setting is a manual
VMI of 8; equivalent to 6 lines of text per inch.

If Auto VMI is selected, the Text length in the Set margin menu setting
determines the VMI. However, the current manual VMI value is retained for
future use, in case manual VMI is reselected.

The Auto line feed options are “CR=CR” (the factory default) and
“CR=CR+LF”. Use the ~/~ buttons to select one, and the
~ button to confirm your choice.
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2.5.5 Paper feed
This menu allows you to select the paper feed source, and to designate the
size of paper fed from the front tray. First use the ~/~ buttons to
display either “FEEDER” and “FRONT TRAY SIZE”, and the ~ but-
ton to select the option you wish to set. The available feeder options are:

HCassette only

Auto Selection

Cassette

E
Lower cassette

Front tray

Manual

The available front tray sizes are:

Letter Monarch

Legal COM-10

A4 International DL

B5 International C5

Executive

In each case use the ~/~ buttons to scroll through the list of
available options, and the ~ button to make your choice.
If the optional lower cassette unit is installed, selecting “Cassette only” as
the feeder option displays a further sub-menu, with the options “Substitute”
and “Normal”. If “Substitute” is selected, subsequent <ESC>&t’IH and
KESC>&/4H commands from a host computer will select the lower cas-
sette; if “Normal” is selected, cESC>&t’lH and KESC>&!4H will select
the standard cassette. Use the ~/~ buttons to display the option
you wish to select, and the ~ button to confirm your choice.

- The factory default feeder setting is Cassette only. The factory default front
tray size is A4, however, loading the factory settings will not alter the cur-
rent tray size setting.
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If the selected feeder option is “Cassette only”, the Front tray size menu is
not shown and the host command EESC>&t’lH cannot be used to select the
Front tray.
If “Auto selection” is the feeder option, host commands specifying a paper
size will cause commands that designate a paper source to be disregarded.
The paper feed source can also be selected using the Feeder select control
panel button.
Only physically available options are shown on the LCD display menu.

2.5.6 Emulation
On the LS-5EX the available options are HP LaserJet 111mode and Hex
dump mode (for debugging). If a TrueImage board has been installed, True-
Image will also be available.

On the LS-5TT the available options are HP LaserJet III mode, TrueImage
mode and Hex dump mode.

Use the ~/~ buttons to scroll through the list of available
options, and the ~ button to select tbe emulation you require. Per-
forming a factory reset does not change the selected emulation. The newly
selected emulation is marked by an @ symbol.

The factory default emulation is HP LaserJet III on the LS-5EX, and True-
Image on the LS-5TT.

2.5.7 Printer commands
(HP LaserJet III emulation)
The available options are PCL+GL2 (the factory default) and GL2 only.
Selecting GL2 only causes PCL commands to be disregarded. Use the
~/~ buttons to display the options in turn, and the ~ but-
ton to select the option you require.

2.5.8 REP
(HP LaserJet III emulation and TrueImage)
REP (Resolution Enhancement Procedure) enables 300x600 dots per inch
printing, and can be turned off or on. Use the ~/(7) buttons to dis-
play the options in turn, and the ~ button to select the option you
require.
With the standard memory configuration (lMB on the LS-5EX, 2MB on the
LS-5TT), REP is unavailable if Page mode has already been set to Full page.

If extra RAM has been installed, Full page and REP may both be selected.
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2.5.9 Page mode
(HP LaserJet III emulation and TrueImage)
The available options are “Partial page” and “Full page”. “Full page” mode
offers a further choice between Letter or A4 page size (the factory default)
and Legal page size. Use the ~/~ buttons to display the page
mode you require, and then press the ~ button. If YOU have selected

“Full page” mode, use ~/~ to choose a page size and confirm
y~ur selection with the ~ button.

With the standard memory configuration (lMB on the LS-5EX, 2MB on the
LS-5TT), Page mode will be unavailable if REP has already been selected.

If extra RAM has been installed, Full page and REP may both be selected.

Subsequently selecting Hex Dump mode will not alter the page mode set-
ting.

2.5.10 Input buffer
This setting determines the size of the buffer used to store in-coming data.
The buffer can be set to lk (the factory default) or 128k. Use the ~/
Q buttons to display the options in turn, and the ~ button to
select the option you require.

2.5.11 Interface
This option allows you to setup the interface between the host computer and
the printer.

The LS-5EX and LS-5TT are both equipped with a Centronics parallel
interface, an RS-232 serial interface and an AppleTalk interface. However,
the LS-5EX’SAppleTalk port is only enabled if a TrueImage board has been
installed. The parallel and serial interfaces may both be connected at the
same time, however, only one can be active at once.

The interface menu offers four options: Parallel, Serial, AppleTalk (LS-5TT
or LS-5EX with TrueImage board only) and Auto. Use the _/~
buttons to scroll through the list of available options, and the ~ button
to select one.

If you select Serial or Auto, a further menu appears, listingthe serialdata trans-
fer parameters that must be set: baud rate, data bit, parity, stop bit, protocol,
robust-XON and DTR polarity. Use the ~/~ buttons to step
through the parametersto the one you want to set, and press the ~ button.
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The parameter’s current setting is shown. Step through the available settings
using the ~/~ buttonsand select a value using the ~ button.
The range of availablesettingsis shownbelow.

INTERFACE

I
I

AUTO APPLETALK SERIAL PARALLEL
SELECTION

I I I
DT6 ROBUST XON PROTOCOL STOP BIT

&T’&&~ & ‘~ ‘AU”RATE

IGNORE
I 1

J-
300
600
1200
2400
4800
9600

19200
38400

Parallel is the factory default interface setting.

2.5.12 Print density
This setting controls the relative lightness or darkness of printed output. The
following print density settings are available:

-==+

Medium I

Light I

Use the ( z )/~ buttons to display the options in turn, and the
~ button to select the setting you require.
The factory default setting is medium.
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2.5.13 Auto paper feed
This feature allows you to set an interval at which paper will automatically
be fed into the printer. The available settings are:

Roff

30 seconds

60 seconds

180 seconds

Use the ~/~ buttons to display the setting you require, and the
~ button to confirm your selection. The factory default setting is
“off”.

2.5.14 Set user default
This menu allowsyou to assignthe present initialsettingsto one of the two user
default sets:mode 1or mode 2. Initialsettingsare indicatedby an @ next to the
valueon the LCD display.On power-upor after a hard reset, the printeralways
adopts the parameter values of mode 1.The user default settingsof mode 1 or
mode 2 can be made the current settingsat any time, using the _ button.
Use the ~/~ buttons to display “Mode 1“ or “Mode 2“ (which-
ever you wish to set) and the ~ button to assign the initial settings to
the chosen user default mode.

2.5.15 Load factory set
This option allows you to restore all parameter settings to their factory
default values. Either the EC or US factory default set may be selected. The
current and initial settings are set to those of the selected factory default set.
Use the ~/~ buttons to display “US Set” or “EC Set” (which-
ever you wish to use) and the ~ button to restore the factory settings.
The current emulation setting is not affected.
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2.6 Feeder select
The (=====?)button provides an alternative method of selecting the paper
source and Front tray paper size. The options available are as described in
the program mode section under the Paper feed parameter.
To select the paper source using the (z=~~~~) button, first make sure that the
printer is off-line, press the (====~?lbutton repeatedly until the chosen paper
source is selected, and then press the (ONLINE) button to confirm your selec-
tion and ‘putthe printer back on-line.
To select the front tray paper size hold down the (:=~=~?lbutton for 2 sec-
onds until the display shows the current front tray paper size. To select a
new setting, press the CE:==7)button repeatedly until the chosen paper size
is selected, and then press the m, ( TEST ) , ( RESET) or (-) button to

confirm your selection.

2.7 Mode
Youcan select the mode 1or mode 2 user default settingsas follows.Make sure
that the printer is off-line, then press the C!!.QDQbutton. The three available
optionsare: No change, Mode 1and Mode 2. Press ~ until the optionyou
require is displayed, then press the (ONLINE), ( TEST ) or ( RESET) button. If you
select No change, no action is taken. If you select Mode 1 or Mode 2, the set-
tings stored as the mode 1or 2 user default set are copied to the initialand cur-
rent settings.

2.8 Selecting display language
To select the language to be used on the LCD display, switch on the printer
while holding down the (RESET) button. Keep the (RESET ) button held down
until the message “Select language” appears on the LCD display. Use the
(’Ew,:”>and ( TEST 3 buttons to step through the selections to the language of
your choice, and the (RESET) button to confirm your selection. Finally press
the @!XI@button to save the new setting and put the printer back on-line. If
you press (ONLINE) without having pressed (RESET), the original display lan-
guage is retained. The languages available are: English, French, German,
Italian and Spanish. The factory default setting is English.
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2.9 Errors and status messages
Error messages and status messages are displayed on the LCD screen. Some
error conditions can be cleared by pressing the C’~~I~”Jbutton. In other
cases, some form of intervention will be necessary, e.g. a paper jam will
have to be cleared by hand. A full list of errors and alarms is given in the
Operations Manual.

2:10 PCL
The PCL and GL2 languages control the printer when it is in HP LaserJet 111
emulation mode. These languages provide a wide range of commands,
including commands that can set most of the parameters available on the
control panel. The printer’s current settings are generally a combination of
its initial settings and settings made by software. The Printer commands
parameter in program mode allows you to limit the printer to interpreting
GL2 commands only. The PCL and GL2 command languages are described
in chapters 4 and 5 of this manual.

2.11 TrueImage
TrueImage is a page description language based on, and compatible with,
Adobe System Inc’s PostScript. The printer’s TrueImage interpreter is capa-
ble of generating output from both TrueImage and PostScript page descrip-
tion programs.

The TrueImage language consists of a comprehensive range of operators
that can describe the appearantie of text and graphic material on the printed
page. The language also contains operators that can make the most of the
parameter settings available from the control panel. Star have added a num-
ber of extensions to TrueImage to enable paper size selection and tray selec-
tion. Hence programmers can enable applications to manage TrueImage
output with a high degree of flexibility.TrueImage is described in Chapter 6
of this manual.
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2.12 Hex dump mode
Hex dump mode is a special printer mode in which all data received by the
printer is simply printed as a sequence of hexadecimal numbers. The printer
does not attempt to interpret the in-coming data as emulation language com-
mands or as graphics or character data. For debugging purposes, Hex dump
mode can be a useful option, as it enables the user to examine the raw data
generated by an application program or page description program. Hex
dump mode is available as an emulation setting within program mode.

2.13 Superset commands
Four escape sequence commands, KESC>[Cn (Select feeder), KESC>[En
(Change emulation mode), KESCz[Orz (Select orientation), and cESC>[Sn
(Select paper size), are recognised in any emulation, HP LaserJet III, True-
Image and Hex dump. This allows any of these four functions to be per-
formed by software at any time (provided that the printer is on-line).

2.14 Fonts
Fonts are described in detail in chapter 3. Fonts are available from several
sources: resident fonts that are already installed in the printer, cartridge fonts
that plug into the printer’s cartridge slot (for HP LaserJet III mode only),
and downloadable (soft) fonts. Soft fonts are sent to the printer from a host
computer. The transfer process is known as downloading. This can be per-
formed using a downloader application (such as Font Downloader on the
Macintosh). Nowadays, however, many applications programs that use text
(such as DTP packages) automatically download fonts as necessary.

Soft fonts are normally purchased, either on floppy disk or on CD ROM,
transferred to the host computer’s hard disk, and then downloaded to the
printer. However, soft fonts may also be created by the user on a computer, -...
either using a commercial application designed for that purpose, or by using
the appropriate features in PCL or TrueImage. This latter method, however,
is liable to be time-consuming and may not yield satisfactory results. In
some cases, however, it may be appropriate, for example, if a small number
of otherwise unavailable special symbols is needed.
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3.1 Introduction
Most printing work involves the production of text. The most basic unit of
text is the single character. To facilitate text-handling characters are grouped
into fonts, in which all characters have a consistent appearance. A know-
ledge of fonts and the basic principles of typography is a useful asset, and
will also heIp you understand the way in which the printer handles text.

3.1.1 Definition of a font
A font is a collection of characters of a particular design and size. The
design is known as the typeface. There are thousands of different typefaces
in existence. Commonly-used typefaces include Times, Palatine, Helvetica,
Univers and Courier. A font may also consist of further modifications to the
basic typeface design, for example the characters may be bold or italic.
Typefaces are usually the product of meticulous and pains-taking effort by a
typographic artist who has designed the shape of each character so that the
overall effect of text in the font is pleasing to the eye and easy to read.

3.1.2 Typeface families
Fonts are often used or distributed as “families”, groups of fonts that are
variations on a single typeface design and that combine together well. For
example, Times, Times Bold, Times Italic and Times Bold Italic may com-
prise a family, or alternatively Garamond, Garamond Light, Garamond Italic
and Garamond Light Italic. There are numerous ways in which a basic type-
face design can be modified; these are described in the “Font attributes” sec-
tion which follows.
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3.1.3 Character features
There are several features of character shape and spacing that affect text
placement and appearance. The characters that make up a line of text sit on
an imaginary line known as the baseline. Most characters, such as ‘M’, ‘F’
and ‘r’, sit squarely on the baseline. Some characters, such as ‘y’ and ‘g’
extend below the baseline, while others, such as ‘1’and ‘k’, extend above
most other characters, and up close to the baseline of the text line above.
The part’of a character that goes below the baseline is known as a descender;
the part that.extends upwards is known as an ascender. Leading is the verti-
cal distance between successive lines of text and is measured from baseline
to baseline.

Ascender

+
e

L ‘m’”
quickkm34vn

dc!xj >~.#- Baseline

Descender ——/

ll!WU!yag-.-.-... -....-.J”

\\

Leadingis measured between
successivebaselines

As well the character’s shape, the design of a character in a font includes
information that describes how it will be positioned relative to adjacent
characters.

- ‘~.Character Next
origin character

origin

Bearing ~ &
- Character *

width
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The origin of a character is a reference point that defines how the character
is positioned relative to the text baseline, and to the preceding character.
A character’s width defines the distance between its origin and the position
of the origin of the character which follows. This distance is greater than the
actual width of the character’s shape.
A character’s bearing is the horizontal distance between the left-most part of
the character and its origin.
The width and bearing are designed so that adjacent characters are spaced
attractively.

3.1.4 Character shape and readability
Some typefaces, for example Times and Palatine, have small curly hooks on
the ends of the lines that form the characters. These hooks are known as ser-
.@and make body text more readable by leading the eye on from one letter
to the next. Other typefaces, for example Univers and Helvetica, do not have
these hooks and are referred to as suns serjf’(without serij) typefaces. Char-
acters in these typefaces stand out on their own better. Generally fonts with
serzf typefaces are used for body text and smz.s$erif typefaces are used for
headings and captions.

Helvetica // / Times
(Saris serif) //

/
(Serif)

1/
il /v

Serifs
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3.1.5 Document design
Advances in personal computer and laser printer technology have brought
high-quality document production within easy reach of anyone with access
to a PC and a laser printer. Document design is largely a matter of personal
preference, however, there are a few basic guidelines that should be fol-
lowed.

Do not be tempted to use too many different fonts in a single document, and
in particular, on a single page.

In general, use smaller-sized serif fonts for body text and larger saris serif
fonts for headings, captions, titles and any text that is to standout promi-
nently.

Choose typefaces that work well together. This, too, is to some extent a mat-
ter of taste, and experience and experimentation will help you develop good
judgement in this matter.

If your software allows, enforce consistency in a document by using para-
graph styles. Most desktop publishing packages and word-processors now
support this feature. Using this method, you define a number of fixed font
formats and assign names to them, e.g. you might define a paragraph style
“BodyText” to be 10 point Times Roman. Every time you set a piece of text
to be BodyText, it is automatically formatted as 10 point Times Roman.

If your software allows, define document master pages. These are page tem-
plates onto which you can place the text and graphic elements of your docu-
ment. This method also helps to lend your documents a consistent
appearance.
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3.2 Font attributes
The word “font” is used in a variety of contexts, and is open to a number of
different interpretations. For our purposes here, however, a font is a collec-
tion of characters with a specific set of attributes. When emulation software
(PCL, GL2 or TrueImage) selects a font for printing, the font is usually
identified as a specified collection of some or all of these attributes, e.g. 12
point Univers Bold Italic. Font attributes are as follows.

3.2.1 Typeface
The typeface of a font is the design style of the characters. Typeface lends a
font its distinctive appearance. The printer has fonts in several typefaces per-
manently resident in its ROM (read-only memory). Some examples of dif-
ferent typefaces are shown below.

Courier
Palatino

Bookman

Univers
Helvetica
f&w#? f+

3.2.2 Spacing type
Fonts are either monospaced (fixed) or proportionally-spaced. The spacing
type of a font is inherent in the typeface. Of the typefaces listed above, Cou-
rier fonts are monospaced, and the rest are proportionally-spaced.

The characters of a monospaced font all have equal width, and so occupy an
equal amount of space on a line. The characters of a proportionally-spaced
font take up varying amounts of space depending on each individual charac-
ter’s design. As a result of this, two different sentences that contain the same
number of characters will occupy the same width if printed using a mono-
spaced font, but will usually have different widths if a proportionally-spaced
font is used.

An example sentence in Courier.
Identical number of characters .
An example sentence in Bookman.
Identical number of characters.
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3.2.3 Height
The height or point size of a font is the maximum vertical distance that a
single line of text might occupy on the page. Height is measured in typo-
graphic points (1/72”) and is the vertical distance between the top of the
font’s highest ascending character, (for example the lowercase 1) and the
bottom of its lowest descender (for example the lowercase ‘p’). The highest
ascender and lowest descender depend on the typeface design.

Font height is
measured from
ascender to
descender

\

Baseline

3.2.4 Pitch
The pitch of a monospaced font is the number of characters printed per inch.
Proportionally-spaced fonts do not have a pitch attribute, since different
characters have different widths.

3.2.5 Weight
Font weight is the thickness of the lines which make up the font’scharacters.
The standard weight is known as meditim. Bold fonts, with thicker lines, are
also commonly used. Bold text is often used for emphasis or for headings.
Light stroke weight fonts have lines that are narrower than the standard
weight. Some examples of different stroke weights are shown below.

Univers Light
Univers Medium
Univers Bold
Univers Black
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3.2.6 Posture
A font’s posture attribute refers to whether it is upright or italic (oblique).
Italic text is often used
surrounding body text.

to make particular words or text stand out from the

Upright text

Italic text

3.2.7 Width
Some fonts are designed as variations on a basic typeface design, but with
the character width reduced or enlarged. These types of fonts are generally
referred to as condensed (or compressed) and extended.

Ordinary Univers Bold
CondensedUniversBold

3.2.8 Symbol set
The-symbol shapes that a font can display may be varied to meet different
printing needs. Most fonts normally use a standardised set comprising
upper- and lowercase letters, numerals and punctuation symbols, plus a few
extra symbols. However, Symbol or Dingbat typeface fonts use completely
different sets of symbols, including bullets, geometric shapes, arrow charac-
ters and Greek letters.

Roman-8
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQI?STT_NWGOZabcdefghij klmnopqrstuvw
xyz0123456789-= [];’ ,./! @#$% A&*()-+{ }:“<>?- “ ‘.. . ““
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3.3 Printer fonts
3.3.1 PCL
In HP LaserJet III mode fonts are either bitmap or scalable.

Bitmap fonts
Each character in a bitmap font is defined as a matrix of dots that the printer
prints on the page. As a result, bitmap fonts are available in particular point
sizes only. For example, the printer contains resident Courier 10 point and
12 point fonts. You can print using Courier 10 or 12 point at any time, sim-
ply by selecting the appropriate font. However, if you want to print using
Courier 16 point, Courier 16 point must first be made available to the printer
either on a cartridge or as a soft font downloaded from a host computer.

Scalable fonts
Each character in a scalable font is defined as an outline shape. The printer
converts the outline shape to a matrix of dots that forms the printed charac-
ter. Hence, scalable fonts are available in any size. For example, the printer
contains a resident Univers scalable font. To print using a Univers font of
any size, simply select the Univers typeface and specify the size you require.
The printer automatically scales the characters to the selected size. Scalable
fonts can be scaled to any size from 3 points to 999.75 points, in increments
of 0.25 points.

Resident printer fonts
The fonts that are available in HP LaserJet HI emulation are listed below.
There are 8 scalable typefaces and 14 bitmap fonts; each of the bitmap fonts
listed is available in both portrait and landscape versions. Although the
printer can automatically rotate any font to fit the current page orientation,
the rotated font will take up printer memory space. Thus resident fonts in
different orientations can help save memory.

Samples of each font are included for reference in the Technical Supplement
at the end of this manual.
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Scalable Bitmap

Univers Medium Courier 10-point (12 characters per inch)

Univers Medium Italic Courier Bold 10-point (12 characters per inch)

Univers Bold Courier Italic 10-point (12 characters per inch)

Univers Bold Italic Courier 12-point (10 characters per inch)

CG Times Courier Bold 12-point (10 characters per inch)

CG Times Italic Courier Italic 12-point (10 characters per inch)

CG Times Bold Line Printer 8.5-point (16.6 characters per inch)

CG Times Bold Italic

3.3.2 GL2
In GL2 graphics language mode any font available in PCL mode may be
selected. Additionally, GL2 has its own stick font, comprised purely of
lines. This font is suitable for use in technical drawings, and is described in
chapter 5.

3.3.3 TrueImage
TrueImage has its own native font format, known as TrueType. TrueType is
also an integral part of the Macintosh System 7 and MicroSoft Windows 3.1
operating systems. TrueImage can also use PostScript fonts. TrueType fonts
define their characters as a set of outline shapes that can be scaled to any
size. A Macintosh running system 7 or a PC running Windows 3.1 will have
access to TrueType fonts that are part of its system software. The computer
can automatically scale these fonts and send them to any printer. This laser
printer contains 35 resident TrueType fonts.
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TrueType
The printer contains the following TrueType fonts. These fonts can be used
at any time. Output that uses any of these fonts will be produced more
quickly, since the host computer is spared the task of sending the font to the
printer. Samples of each font are included for reference in the Technical
Supplement at the end of this manual.

Arial Courier ITCZapf’Chancery
MediumItalic

Arial Bold Courier Bold ITC Zapf Dingbats

Arial Oblique Courier Oblique Symbol

Arial Bold Oblique Courier Bold Oblique Times New Roman

Arial Na~row ITC Avant Garde Gothic Book Times New Roman Bold

Arial Narrow Bold ITC AvantGardeGothicDemi TimesNewRoman
Italic

Arial Narrow ITC Avant Garde Gothic Book Times New Roman Bold
Oblique Oblique Italic

Arial Narrow ‘ ITC AvantGarde Gothic Demi Zapf Calligraphic
Bold Oblique Oblique Roman

Century School- ITC Bookman Light Zapf Calligraphic Bold
book Roman

Century School- ITC Bookman Light Italic Zapf Calligraphic Italic
book Bold

Century School- ITC Bookman Demi Zapf Calligraphic Bold
book Bold Italic Italic

Century School- ITC Bookman Demi Italic
book Italic

PostScript Type 1 or Type 3 (user-defined fonts) can be used in TrueImage
mode. PostScript fonts are also defined as character outlines. The TrueIm-
age interpreter included with the printer scales the outline to produce char-
acters of the required size.
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3.4 Font sources
The printer can use fonts from three different sources: its own internal fonts,
as listed in the preceding section, fonts that have been downloaded from a
host computer, and fonts on a cartridge plugged into the printer’s cartridge
slot. (Cartridge fonts are only available in HP LaserJet III emulation mode).

3.4.1 Resident fonts
These are listed in the preceding section. These fonts are permanently resi-
dent in the printer’s ROM (Read-only memory) and thus are always avail-
able for selection. Documents that use the internal resident fonts will
generally print faster than documents that require fonts to be downloaded.

3.4.2 Downloaded (soft) fonts
Fonts can be downloaded from the host computer to the printer. There is a
vast number of fonts available for both HP LaserJet III and TrueImage
modes. Fonts can be purchased on floppy disk and on CD-ROM. Copy them
to your computer’s hard disk and then download them to the printer. Down-
loaded fonts reside in the printer’s RAM (Random Access Memory). The
process of downloading will depend on the host computer and the software
being used. Downloading is discussed is the section “How applications use
fonts” on page 36 of this chapter.

Since the printer also uses its memory to compose pages prior to outputting
them and also to store other necessary information, too many downloaded
fonts may slow the printer down, or even prevent it from printing complex
pages. It is good practice to regulate the number of soft fonts in the printer at
any given time.

3.4.3 Cartridge
In HP LaserJet HI modes fonts may be installed on cartridge. To make car-
tridge fonts available to the printer simply plug the cartridge into the car-
tridge slot. The fonts on the cartridge are then available for selection, just as
if they were resident in the printer, or had been downloaded into printer
memory. The advantage of cartridge fonts is that they do not consume any of
the printer’s resources. Also, a cartridge font may be selected as the mode 1
or mode 2 user default font. Provided that the cartridge remains in the
printer it will be restored as the user-default font when a hard reset is per-
formed.
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3.5 Font selection
So far in this chapter we have described ways in which fonts become avail-
able for selection, but have not described exactly how they may be selected.
As far as the average user is concerned, printer fonts will usually be selected
automatically by the applications software running on the host computer.
However, the explicit selection process depends on the printer mode as fol-
lows:

3.5.1 HP LaserJet Ill mode
A font may be selected as the current font using the printer’s control panel.
This is described in detail on page 12 of Chapter 2 of this manual. Text doc-
uments that contain no font selection information will be printed using this
default font.

Software applications select printer fonts using PCL escape sequence com-
mands, either specifying font attributes or a unique font ID number. This
process is described in detail on page 77 of Chapter 4 of this manual.

3.5.2 TrueImage mode
TrueImage fonts cannot be selected from the control panel. Applications
that enable TrueImage output and TrueImage page description programs
select TrueType and PostScript fonts using the TrueImage font operators.
These are described in the section Font operators starting on page 260 of
Chapter 6.
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3.6 Special symbols and characters
A typeface may comprise designs for many different characters. In addition
to the standard upper- and lowercase letters, numerals and punctuation sym-
bols, there are also currency signs, mathematical symbols, foreign-language
accented characters, Greek letters and various others that may be needed
from time to time. A printer font can usually represent a maximum of 256
different characters at any one time, as defined by its associated symbol set.
Symbol sets are normally designed for a specific purpose, for example to
print text in a particular language.

When the need arises, it is easy to switch symbol sets in order to gain access
to new characters. In HP LaserJet III mode this may be done in software
using escape sequence commands. For example, if you are printing a docu-
ment that is mostly in French but contains quotations in German, you would
first select the IS069:French symbol set with the appropriate command,
switch to the HP German symbol set at the appropriate points in the docu-
ment, and then revert to the French set after printing each quotation. In this
way, both French and German accented characters will appear properly.
PCL symbol set selection commands are described on page 81 and 82 of
Chapter 4.
PCL symbol set switching can also be performed from the control panel, as
described in Chapter 2 on page 12.
The symbol sets available with the printers resident PCL fonts are given for
reference in the Technical Supplement at the end of this manual.
The method in which different symbols can be selected in TrueImage mode
is outlined in Chapter 6 on page 218.
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3.7 How applications use fonts
The way in which applications and fonts interact depends on the hardware
and software that is being used with the printer. The documentation accom-
panying applications software and operating system software should tell you
what you have to do in order to use the fonts you require.

3.7.1 Automatic downloading
Nowadays many applications designed for handling text, such as word-pro-
cessors and desk-top publishing programs, will automatically manage font
downloading.

For example, suppose you are composing a document using PageMaker 4.0
running under System 7 on a Macintosh computer, driving the printer in
TrueImage mode. If you format a paragraph of body text in New Century
Schoolbook 12-point, and then print out the page containing the paragraph,
the paragraph will be printed using the resident printer font.

If you format a different paragraph in Palatino 10-point, and print out the
page containing the new paragraph, the Macintosh will check the printer’s
RAM and ROM to see if Palatino is available, and if it is not, will download
its own TrueType or PostScript Palatino font. The TrueImage interpreter
scales the new font to the correct size and the paragraph is then printed in
Palatine.

3.7.2 Manual download
Older operating system or applications software may not perform automatic
downloading. In these cases you will need to download soft fonts explicitly.
On PC systems running the MS-DOS operating system this can be done by
using the DOS COPY /B command to copy font files from the computer to
the printer. Usually, however, font vendors supply a downloading utility on
floppy disk with their fonts.

On older Macintosh systems, the Font Downloader utility may be used to
download fonts to the printer in TrueImage mode.
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3.8 Conclusion
Font technology is in a continual state of flux. Virtually every month new
products are released and new technological advances are announced. Com-
mercial applications are now available that allow you to convert existing
fonts from one format or platform to another. For example, you could create
Macintosh TrueType fonts using your existing PC PostScript fonts. Soon we
may see font formats that allow the user to derive unlimited numbers of vari-
ations from a small set of typeface designs.

For this reason it is well worth regularly reading the industry literature, and
monitoring the relevant topics on on-line bulletin boards, in order to keep
abreast of new developments.
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mAn m

Printer Control
Language A

4:1 Introduction
The Star LS-5EX and LS-5TT printers emulate the Hewlett Packard Laser-
Jet III. In HP LaserJet 111emulation mode, the printer is driven by a control
language known as Printer Control Language (PCL), a language that has
achieved wide acceptance as a de facto printer-control standard. This lan-
guage has evolved over several years and is now in its fifth major revision,
PCL5.

PCL features a wide range of commands and an extensive list of capabili-
ties.

● ‘Job control
● Page set-up
● Precise cursor positioning
● Support for both scalable and bitmap fonts
● Raster and vector graphics
● Macros

There are twenty-two resident PCL fonts already in the printer and you can
take advantage of many more by installing font cartridges that plug into the
printer’s cartridge slots, or by downloading fonts from your computer. There
are now thousands of commercially-available fonts, on cartridge, on floppy
disk and more recently on CD-ROM.

You can also construct fonts to your own design and download them using
PCL commands.

Powerful vector graphics capabilities are available in the shape of the GL2
graphics language, which can be directly accessed from PCL with a single
command. PCL and GL2 in conjunction allow you to combine high-quality
text and precision graphics in your output. GL2 is described in Chapter 5.
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4.2 Printer control language commands
PCL commands are usually sent to the printer together with text and graphic
data that is to be printed. Their function is to enable the printer to interpret
and format the accompanying data correctly. Whenever the printer receives
a command, it executes it. This may simply entail performing a single oper-
ation, for example drawing a rectangle on the page, or may determine the
way subsequent operations are carried out, for example causing subsequent
text to be printed in Times bold.

There are two types of PCL command: control codes and escape sequences.

A control code is a single ASCII code that instructs the printer to perform
some simple operation, for example, <CR> (ASCII code 13), causes the
printer to perform a carriage return operation. Other common control codes
are <LF> (Line feed) and <FF> (Form feed]. Control codes are normally
described by a two- or three-letter upper case abbreviation, for example
<CR>.

An escape sequence is a sequence of characters starting with the <ESC>
character. The <ESC> character is a control code (ASCII code 27). The
characters following the <ESC> character define the command, for example
<ESC>(S3B makes the primary font bold.

Most escape sequence commands include parameters. A typical command is
<ESC>(S16V which tells the printer to set the primary font type size to 16
point.

Some esc~pe sequence commands are followed by a stream of data bytes
describing, for example, a character or a graphic image.

4.2.1 Applications software
Commercial applications software drives the printer by converting its own
commands to the equivalent PCL commands. Hence if you are using a
word-processor and want a particular word within a paragraph to appear in
italic, you would first select or highlight the word and then select the word-
processor’s own built-in “italic” command. The word-processor will auto-
matically send the correct commands to the printer at print time.

Some older word-processors require you to enter the PCL escape sequences
manually into the document you are working on. In this case you will enter
the escape sequence from the keyboard. This involves first positioning the
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on-screen cursor and then pressing a combination of keys. The ALT and
CTRL keys usually designate an <ESC> sequence. Consult the particular
application’s manual for specific details.

4.2.2 Programming
If you are writing software to drive the printer, you will need to address the
printer directly. This is quite straightforward: PCL commands can be sent to
the printer using the same programming language commands that are used
to print ordinary text. In BASIC this is the LPRINT command, in C the
fprintf function.

A list of guidelines for coding follows:

● Send control codes to the printer as ASCII codes, for example the com-
mand LPRINT CHR$( 13); will send a carriage return to the printer.

● Send escape sequences by sending the <ESC> code followed by a text
string made up of the letters and numbers which follow. For example, the
command LPRINT CHR$(27);’’(S3B”;will transmit the command to set
the primary font to bold.

● Encode graphic images and font character definitions as a stream of
ASCII codes and send them to the printer using the LPRINT command or
equivalent.

● Combine escape sequences into one single sequence when possible, as
this makes for more compact code. However, ensure that you arrange
commands in the exact order in which you want them executed: combined
escape sequences are always executed from left to right.

● Compress character definitions and raster graphic data where possible.
● For complex graphic output switch to GL2 mode from within PCL using

the <ESC>9’onBcommand. Perform graphic operations using GL2 com-
mands before reverting to PCL with the -d?SC>9’onA command.
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4.3 Command format
A control code command is a single ASCII code.

An escape sequence command consists of the <ESC> character followed by
one or more characters which identify the command. Most escape sequence
commands require parameter values. These are represented in the sequence
by the appropriate numeric characters: that is, in the escape sequence
<ESC>(S16V the point-size parameter value 16 is represented by the char-
acters ‘1‘ and ‘6’. All the letters in an escape sequence must be lower case
except the final letter which must be uppercase.

There are six escape sequences that consist simply of <ESC> followed by a
single character: <ESC> E, <ESC> 9, <ESC> =, <ESC> Y, <ESC> Z and
<ESC> Z.

All others consist of <ESC> followed by several characters. The standard
form is as follows: the first character after <ESC> is either &, (, ) or *, the
second character is a lower case letter, the next one or more characters are
digits making up a number in the range –32768 to 32767, and the final char-
acter is an upper case letter (A – Z).

If you omit the number parameter, the printer reads its value as O.

The first, second and final characters of the escape sequence identify its
function and the parameter number specifies a setting or value.

There are four commands which have additional data bytes following the
final upper case character, for example the <ESC>(snW command, which is
used to define a downloadable font character.

A few escape sequence commands vary slightly from this form.

Two or more escape sequences can be combined into one if the first two
characters of each sequence are the same. For example, <ESC>(S14V
(which selects a height of 14 points for the primary font) and <ESC>(SIS
(which sets the primary font style to italic) maybe combined and sent to the
printer as <ESC>(S14V1S. Only the final character of the combined
sequence is upper case. The ‘V’ at the end of the first command is made
lower case in the combined sequence.
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4.3.1 Syntax
In this chapter commands are printed in the text as follows:

Control codes are represented by a two- or three-letter mnemonic in bold
type, e.g. <LF>.

Escape sequence commands are shown as follows:

The letters <ESC> in bold represent the escape character.

Letter and number characters in bold type are literals: they appear in the
escape sequence exactly as shown.

n in italics stands for a numeric parameter value.

Words in italics in angle brackets represent a stream of data bytes.

For clarity, lower case L is shown as ‘P.

4.4 The buffer
When the printer receives data from the computer, it uses the data to build
up an image of a complete page in its memory.

When it has received a complete page’s data it images the data onto paper
and ejects the hard copy page.

The speed of this process is limited by the time the printer takes to process
the in-coming data, and the rate at which it can physically transfer the image
to paper,

All printable data and commands are stored (buffered) in the printer’s mem-
ory until the command to print and eject the page (<FF> or <ESC> E) is
received. Data that has been received by the printer but not yet transferred to
paper is described as being in the printer buffer.

4.5 The imaginary cursor
A laser printer does not have a physical cursor: each page is imaged in one
feIl swoop as the drum rotates over the paper. However, when describing the
way in which PCL commands drive the printing process, it is helpful to
adopt the concept of a cursor.

The current cursor position is the position on the page from which printing
of the next character or graphic object will commence.

The cursor position changes as text and graphics are printed, when explicit
cursor repositioning commands are used, and when a new page is begun.
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4.6 The page
The sheet of paper on
The printer supports eight different sizes of physical page

which the printer prints is called the physical page.

The area of the physical page on which the cursor can be positioned is
known as the logical page. The size of the logical page depends on the phys-
ical page size. You can use PCL page definition commands to reposition and
rotate the logical page.

The printable area is the area of the physical page on which the printer can
place a dot. This is not the same as the logical page: the printable area is
determined purely by the physical limits of the printer, whereas”the logical
page location can be altered by the user.

The text area is the area of the page bounded by the margins. Margins can be
set using PCL commands or the control panel. The text area must lie wholly
within the logical page.

The picture frame is the rectangular area of the page in which GL2 graphic
images can be displayed. You can set the size and position of the picture
frame using PCL commands. The default picture frame and default text area
are the same.

The diagrams which follow show the physical page, printable area and
default logical page and picture frames for portrait and landscape pages. The
table lists their dimensions for the different physical page sizes available.
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Physicalpage

Printable area

Logical page

Picture frame

A B c D E F G

Letter 2550 3300 2400 3300 75 50 150

Legal 2550 4200 2400 4200 75 50 150

Executive 2175 3150 2025 3150 75 50 150

A4 2480 3507 2338 3507 71 50 150

Com-10 1237 2850 1087 2850 75 50 150

Monarch 1162 2250 1012 2250 75 50 150

C5 1913 2704 1771 2704 71 50 150

DL 1299 2598 1157 2598 71 50 150

Alldimensionsare in 1/300”.
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❑ Physicalpage
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1-J Printablearea

E Logicalpage

■ Pictureframe

A B c D E F G

Letter 3300 2550 3180 2550 60 50 150

Legal 4200 2550 4080 2550 60 50 150

Executive 3150 2175 3030 2175 60 50 150

A4 3507 2480 3389 2480 59 50 150

Com-10 2850 1237 2730 1237 60 50 150

Monarch 2250 1162 2130 1162 60 50 150

C5 2704 1913 2586 1913 59 50 150

DL 2598 1299 2480 1299 59 50 150

Alldimensionsare in 1/300”.
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4.7 The PCL coordinate system
The PCL coordinate system has its origin in the top left-hand comer of the
current logical page. There are three types of unit: dots (1/300”), decipoints
(1/720”) and rows and columns. A row is the height of a text line as defined
by the vertical motion index (VMI) setting. A column is equal to the width
of a single space character and is defined by the horizontal motion index
(HMI) setting.

Cursor positioning commands allow you to place the cursor anywhere on
the logical page by reference to the coordinate system. Movement can be
absolute with respect to the coordinate system origin or relative to the cur-
rent cursor position.

The default cursor position is the position the cursor is set to on a new page.
The default cursor position is at the left margin, 3/4 the height of a row
beIow the top margin. This positions the cursor on the baseline of the first
line of text on the new page.

The GL2 graphics language uses a different coordinate system and contains
its own cursor positioning command. These are described in Chapter 5.
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4.8 The printing environment
An environment is a combination of printer settings. The original settings
pre-programmed into the printer that are current when you first use the
printer in PCL mode, are known as the factory default environment.

There are four different types of environment to which we shall refer in this
chapter.

4.8.1 Factory default environment
The factory default environment is made up of the settings programmed into
the printer before it leaves.the factory. You can revert to the factory default
settings whenever you wish using the printer’s control panel. See Chapter 2
for details.

The HP LaserJet III emulation factory default environment consists both of
PCL parameter settings and GL2 graphics settings.

The table below shows the factory default PCL settings. The default GL2
settings are listed in the description of the GL2 IN command in Chapter 5.

Number of Copies 1 Stroke Weight !vledium

Registration Left= f), TOp=O Typeface Courier

Print Direction If) II Underlining Mode I off I

Orientation 1 Portrait II Font ID

Page Size I A4 llCharacterCode I o I

Paper Source Paper Tray Left Graphics Margin o

Veflical Mo[ion Index 8 (6 lpi) Resolution 75 dpi

Horizontal Motion index I 2 (10 cpi) Compression Mode ()

Top Margin II Raster Height I Not Sel I
Text Length 64 lines Raster Width Logical Page Width

Lef”tMargin Left edge of logical page Current Pattern Solid

Right Margin Right edge of logical page Source Transparency Mode 0 (transparent)

Perforation Skip On !/
Pattern Transparency Mode 0 (transparent)

Line Termination CR=CR. LF=LF, FF=FF Horizontal Rectangle Size o

Symbol Set Roman-8 VefiicalRectangle Size o

-

Area Fill ID ()

Macro ID o

Height 12 point End-of-Line Wrap off

Style \ Upright llDisplay Fwmtiom I off I
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4.8.2 User default environment
The user default environment is the combination of the factory default set-
tings and any settings made by the user from the printer’s control panel. Set-
tings that can be made from the control panel include the number of copies,
paper feed type and paper size. Most control panel-settable features can also
be set using PCL commands.

You can restore the user default environment either by using the PCL com-
mand <ESC>E, or by performing a reset from the printer’s control panel.
When you perform a reset all settings made using PCL commands are lost.

See Chapter 2 for a description of a control panel reset.

The user default environment is retained when the printer is switched off.

The user default environment is made up of the factory default environment
settings plus the following:

Numberof copies Symbolset

Fontsource Papertray

I FontID \ Pagesize I

Pitch Feedtype(manualor automatic)

Fontheight Orientation

Typeface Formlength

4.8.3 Modified print environment
The modified print environment is made up of the current values of all set-
tings that can be made with PCL commands (with a smalI number of excep-
tions). Whenever you change a setting with a PCL command, the modified
print environment is updated accordingly.

Any parameters that have not been set by PCL commands retain their user
default or factory default environment values.

If you use the Call macro or Enable macro for overlay command, the modi-
fied print environment is saved. After completion of the macro the modified

‘ print environment is restored again. Macros invoked using the Execute
macro command can alter the modified print environment.
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GL2 settings are not part of the modified print environment.

The settings which make up the modified print environment are listed below.

Pagelength MacroID

Pagesize VMIILinespacing

Orientation Horizontalrectanglesize

] Left registration ] Verticalrectanglesize I
Topregistration AreafillID

Papersource Rastergraphicsresolution

Numberof copies Rastergraphicspresentationmode

Margins Rastergraphicsleftmargin

I Perforationskipmode I PatternID I
\ Lineterminationmode I Currentpattern I

I End-of-Iinewrap IsourcetransP~ren~Ymode I
Primaryfont Patterntransparencymode

Secondaryfont Printdirection

Currentfont(Primaryor secondary) Rastergraphicscompressionmode

Primaryfontcharacteristics Underlinemode

I Secondaryfontcharacteristics Rastergraphicsheight

I HMI I Rastergraphicswidth I
\ FontID I Charactercode I
The following settings are not part of the modified print environment

Currentcursorposition Cursorpositionstack

I Downloadedfontsand macros I Pictureframesize I
I GL2plot size I Pictureframeanchorpoint I
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4.8.4 Macro overlay environment
The macro overlay environment is a version of the modified print environ-
ment in which some user default environment settings override the current
settings. The overlay environment becomes current when you invoke a
macro using the Enable macro for overlay command. The overlay environ-
ment is described in the section Macros at the end of this chapter.
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4.9 General printer control commands
This section describes the more general commands to control the printer,
including job control, page set-up and cursor positioning commands, and
commands for adjusting certain output characteristics.

4.9.1 Job control commands
The commands in this section prepare the printer for a print job. There are
two com’mandsfor selecting the paper source: the Paper source command
and the Select feeder command. Select feeder is a special command that will
work in both LaserJet 111and TrueImage emulation modes.

Reset - cESC> E
A Reset restores the user default environment.

Any data still in the printer buffer is printed out.

It is a good idea always to start a print job with a Reset, so that all settings
are in a known state.

Any temporary fonts and temporary macros are deleted from memory.

The command also has the following effects on the GL2 vector graphics state.

● All GL2 graphics settingsare reset to their default values. Default values of
these settings are listed in the description of the IN command in Chapter 5.

● The picture frame is reset to its default size and location.
● The GL2 horizontal and vertical plot sizes are reset to their default values,

equal to the width and height of the PCL picture frame. GL2 plot size is
explained in Chapter 5.

You can also perform a Reset from the control panel; see Chapter 2.

Select number of copies - cESC>&L’nX
This command specifies the number of copies to be printed; the new setting
takes immediate effect.

The current page and the following pages will be printed out the specified
number of times.

n can be from 1to 99.

The factory default number of copies is 1.

Youcan also select the number of copies from the control panel; see Chapter
2.
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Select feeder - cESC>[Cn
The command selects the paper feeder. On receipt of this command any data
in the printer buffer is printed out and the new setting is applied to subse-
quent pages. The cursor is placed at the default cursor position on the new
page.

Values for n are as follows.

1 Front paper tray

2 Front paper tray for one sheet, then cassette

4 Cassette

I 5 I Cassetteforonesheet, thenfrontpapertray I
I 7 I Optionalcassette I

8- Front paper tray for one sheet. then optional cassette

9 Cassette for one sheet, then optional cassette I

The factory default paper source is the ‘cassette.

Paper source - cESC4#nH
The command selects the paper source. Any data
printed out and the paper source is set as specified.
the default cursor position on the new page.

Values for n are as follows

o No change
I

I 1 I Frontpapertray I
2 Manual feed

I
I 3 I Manual envelopefeed I

4 Cassette

7 Optional cassette

The factory default paper source is the cassette.

in the printer buffer is
The cursor is placed at
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Change emulation - <ESC> [ En
The command switches emulation mode.

The command is effective in any mode.

n = Oselects HP LaserJet III mode

n = 5 selects TrueImage mode

You must preface this command with the <CR> and <FF> control codes to
eject the current page, otherwise the command simply ejects the current
page and performs a Reset without altering the emulation.
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4.9.2 Page definition commands
This section describes commands for selecting the paper size and setting the
position and orientation of the logical page. You can set the page size in two
ways: either by explicitly selecting a paper or envelope size, or by specify-
ing the number of text lines to be printed per page, in which case the printer
calculates the physical page size based on the current VMI value.

There are two commands for selecting the paper size: the Page size command
and the Select paper size command. Select paper size is a special command
that will work in both LaserJet III and TrueImage emulation modes.

Select paper size - <ESC>[S n
The command selects the paper or envelope size that the printer tiill use.

Values for n areas follows.

1 Letter

2 Legal

3 A4 international

4 Executive

5 B5 international

11 Monarch (envelope)

12 Corn-10 (envelope)

13 International DL (envelope)

14 International C5 (envelope)

Any data in the printer buffer is printed
default cursor position on the new page.

out. The cursor is placed at the

If cassette selection has been set to “Automatic” from the control panel, and
there is a tray inserted containing the selected size, paper is automatically
fed from that tray.

Otherwise, if the paper size you select conflicts with the size of the paper in
the selected paper feeder, a message appears on the control panel requesting
you to change the paper tray.

You can override this request from the control panel. The printer will then
proceed to use the paper in the currently selected feeder.
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If n is set to a value other than those shown above, the command is ignored.

The factory default page size is A4.

The logical page size and position, the left, right and top margins, and the
text length are set to the default values for the new page size.

The picture frame is set to its default size and position.

Any overlaid macro will be discarded.

The command also has the following effects on the GL2 vector graphics state.

●

●

●

The GL2 horizontal and vertical plot sizes are reset to their default values,
equal to the width and height of the PCL picture frame. GL2 plot size is
explained in Chapter 5.
The scaling points, PI and P2, the input window (soft clip limits) and the
GL~ cursor are all reset to their default positions.
The polygon buffer is emptied.

Page size - <ESC>&tnA
The command selects the paper or envelope size that the printer will use

Values for Hare as follows

E
I 3 I Legal I

I ’26 IA4interr@onal I
80 Monarch (envelope)

81 Corn-10 (envelope)

90 International DL (envelope)

91 International C5 (~nvelope)

Other values of n are ignored.

This command does not support B5 international size paper.

In all other respects the command is the same as the Select paper size -
<ESC>[S n command.

The factory default page size is A4.
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Page length - <ESC>&/nP
The command sets the logical page length in text lines.

n is the length of the logical page in lines (at the current VMI setting).

This command effectively selects the paper size: the smallest available size
onto which the logical page can fit.

However, the Page size and Select paper size commands are preferable for
page size selection.

It is best to use this command in conjunction with the Vertical motion index
command to take advantage of an existing page size setting.

On receipt of this command the printer prints out any pages remaining in the
printer buffer.

Paper sizes and the equivalent page length settings in text lines at 6 and 8
lines-per-inch are as follows.

Portrait Landscape

Page 6 lpi 8 lpi 6 lpi 8 lpi

Letter 66 88 51 68

I Legal I 84 I 112 I I I
I , I 1 1 i

A4 70 93 49 66
I I I I

\ Executive I 63 I 84 I 43 \ 58 I
I I I I I I

If cassette selection has been set to “Autonlatic” from the control panel, and
there is a tray inserted containing the selected size, paper is automatically
fed from that tray.

Otherwise, if the paper size selected conflicts with the size of the paper in
the selected paper feeder, a message appears on the control panel requesting
you to change the paper tray.

You can override this request from the control panel. The printer will then
proceed to use the paper in the currently selected feeder.

The left, right and top margins, and the text length are set to the default val-
ues for the new page size.
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The picture frame is set to its default size and position.
Any overlaid macro will be discarded.

If the value of n that you specify selects a logical page longer than any avail-
able paper size, or if the current VMI setting is O,the logical page length and
the paper size are not changed. However, the command still prints out any
remaining pages, discards any overlaid macro and resets the margins and
text length.

You cannot select Legal size in landscape orientation with this command. To
do this first select Legal in portrait orientation, then change the orientation
of the logical page to landscape.

You can set text length in lines-per-page from the control panel; however,
this can alter the current VMI setting.

The command also has the following effects on the GL2 vector graphics
state.

●

●

9

The GL2 horizontal and vertical plot sizes are reset to their default values,
equal to the width and height of the PCL picture frame. GL2 plot size is
explained in Chapter 5.
The scaling points, P1 and P2, the input window (soft clip limits) and the
GL2 cursor are all reset to their default positions.
The polygon buffer is emptied.

Left offset registration - cESC>&lnU
The command sets the horizontal offset of the logical page from its defauh
position.

n specifies the offset in decipoints (1/720”) of the left edge of the logical
page.

A positive value of n moves the logical page to the right on the physical
page, a negative value moves it to the left.

To shift the logical page 1/4”to the right, set n to180 (180 x 1/720”= 1/4”).

The command always moves the logical page across the width of the physi-
cal page, no matter what the current logical page orientation.

n is accurate to 2 decimal places.
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Top offset registration - <ESC>&t’nZ
The command sets the vertical offset of the logical page from its default
position.

n specifies the offset in decipoints (1/720”) of the top edge of the logical
page.

A positive value of n moves the logical page down the physical page, a neg-
ative value moves it upwards.

To shift the logical page 1/2” down the physical page, set n to 360 (360x
1/720” = 1/2”).

The command always moves the logical page up or down the length of the
physical page, no matter what the current logical page orientation.

n is accurate to 2 decimal places.
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Logical page orientation - <ESC>&inO
The command sets the orientation of the logical
page.

Values for n are as follows.

10 I Portrait I
1 Landscape

2 Reverse portrait

page relative to the physical

3 Reverse landscape

Values other than O, 1, 2 or 3 are ignored.

On receiving this command, the printer prints out any pages remaining in
the printer buffer.

The cursor is placed at the default cursor position on the next page.

The command resets page length, text length, top, left and right margins,
HMI and VMI to their user default values. The picture frame is reset to its
default size and position.

Any macro has been enabled for overlay will be discarded.

The logical page orientation and print direction settings together determine
the orientation of text on the page.

To print in more than one orientation on a single page use the Print direction
command or Select orientation command. The printer will automatically
rotate fonts as necessary.

Portrait or landscape orientation can also be selected from the control panel.

The factory default logical page orientation is portrait.

The command also has the following effects on the GL2 vector graphics state.

● The GL2 horizontal and vertical plot sizes are reset to their default values,
equal to the width and height of the PCL picture frame. GL2 plot size is
explained in Chapter 5.

● The scaling points, P1 and P2, the input window (soft clip limits) and the
GL2 cursor are all reset to their default positions.

● The polygon buffer is emptied.
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Select orientation - <ESC> [ O n
The command rotates the orientation of printing.

This command will work in any emulation mode.

n = Oselects portrait.

n = 1 selects landscape.

In portrait orientation the coordinate system origin is in the top left-hand
corner of the page, in landscape orientation it is in the bottom left-hand cor-
ner. Hence, cursor positioning must be amended accordingly.

The command resets page length, text length, top, left and right margins,
HMI and VMI to their user default values.

The picture frame is reset to its default size and position.

The printer automatically rotates fonts as necessary.

Portrait or landscape orientation can also be selected from

The factory default logical page orientation is portrait.

the control panel.
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4.9.3 Margins and line spacing commands
The commands in this section set the row and column size, the coordinate
system units, the number of lines per page and the margins.

Horizontal motion index - cESC>&knH
The command sets the column width in 1/120”.

A column is the unit of horizontal movement across the width of the logical
page.

If the current font is monospaced, the HMI is the horizontal distance the cur-
sor moves when any single character is printed. The Space (<SP>) and
Backspace (<BS>) control codes move the cursor a distance of one column.

If the current font is proportionally spaced, the HMI is the horizontal dis-
tance the cursor moves when a Space control code is sent to the printer. The
distance the cursor moves when a character is printed depends on its shape.

Switching between the primary and secondary fonts using the Select pri-
mary font (<SO>) or Select secondary font (41>) control codes, or chang-
ing any font attributes (e.g. point size or style) resets the HMI to the new
current font’s default pitch.

Margin settings are not affected by a change in the HMI.

n must be in the range O– 32767 and is accurate to 4 decimal places.

The factory default HMI is 1/10”.

Vertical motion index - cESC>&lnC
The command sets the height of a single row in 1/48”.

A row is the unit of vertical movement down the length of the logical page.

The VMI is the vertical distance the cursor moves down the page when a
Line feed (<LF>) control code is sent to the printer. The setting determines
both the Line feed (<LF>) and Half line feed (<ESC>=) distances.

If you try to set the VMI to greater than the length of the logical page,
command is ignored.

The position of the top margin is not affected by a change in the VMI.

The factory default setting is 8: equivalent to 6 lines of text per inch.

the

If the text length is changed from the control panel, the VMI will automati-
cally be changed.

n must be in the range O– 32767 and is accurate to 4 decimal places.
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Set line spacing - <ESC>&/nD
The command sets the number of text lines printed per inch.

n can be 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,12,16, 24 or 48.

Subsequent text is printed at n lines per inch.

Values of n other than those listed above are ignored.

The command is equivalent to the Vertical motion index command and sets
the VMI to l/n”

The setting determines both the Line feed (<LF>) and Half line feed
(<ESC>=) distances.

The position of the top margin is not affected by a change in the line spac-
ing.

The factory default setting is 6 lines per inch.

The number of lines per page can also be set from the printer’s control
panel.

Set left margin - cESC>&anL
The command sets the distance between the left edge of the logical page and
the left margin in columns.

The width of a column is set using the Horizontal motion index command.

The left margin setting remains in effect until a new one is set or another
command resets the margin to its default position.

Subsequent changes to the HMI do not affect the margin’s position.

If you try to set the left margin to the right of the current right margin, the
command is ignored.

If the cursor is to the left of the new left margin setting, it is moved to the
new left margin.

The factory default left margin is the left edge of the logical page,

Margin settings can also be made from the printer’s control panel.
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Set right margin - <ESC>&anM
The command sets the distance between the left edge of the logical page and
the right margin in columns.

The width of a column is set using the Horizontal motion index command.

The right margin setting remains in effect until a new one is set or another
command resets the margin to its default position.

Subsequent changes to the HMI do not affect the margin’s position.

If you try to place the right margin beyond the right edge of the logical page,
the margin is set to the right edge of the logical page.

If you try to set the right margin to the left of the current left margin, the
command is ignored.

If the cursor is to the right of the new right margin setting, it is moved to the
new right margin.

The factory default right margin is the right edge of the logical page.

Margin settings can also be made from the printer’s control panel.

Clear horizontal margins - cESC>9
The command resets the positions of the left and right margins.

The default left margin is the left edge of the logical page.

The default right margin is the right edge of the logical page.
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Top margin - <ESC>&fnE
The command sets the distance between the top edge of the logical page and
the top margin in rows.

The height of a row is set using the Vertical motion index or Set line spacing
command.

The top margin setting remains in effect until a new one is set or another
command resets the margin to its default position.

Subsequent changes to the VMI do not affect the margin’s position.

The command resets the text length: text length = logical page length – (top
margin + 1/2”).This automatically sets a bottom margin of 1/2”.

If you try to set the top margin to be greater than the current logical page
length, the command is ignored.

If the current VMI is O,the command is ignored.

The factory default top margin is 1/2”below the top of the logical page.

Margin settings can also be made from the printer’s control panel.
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Text length - cESC>&tnF
The command sets the number of lines of text per page.

Printing starts from the top margin.

The text length and the current VMI (or line spacing) settings together deter-
mine the length of the text area: the area of the logical page in which text
can be printed.

The text area length and top margin setting effectively set a bottom margin.

If a value is specified that would cause the text area to extend below the bot-
tom of the logical page, the command is ignored.

If the current VMI setting is O,the command is ignored.

The text length can also be set from the control panel: the VMI is automati-
cally recalculated so that the length of the text area does not change.

Any of the following commands, Page size, Select paper size, Page length,
Logical page orientation or Top margin, reset the text length to its user
default (control panel) setting.

The factory default text length for a particular page size = (default logical
page length – l“) x 6. The result is rounded down to the nearest integer.

Perforation skip - cESC>&tnL
The command turns perforation skip on or off.

~ = ()turns off perforation skip. n = 1 turns on perforation skip.

Other values are ignored.

The perforation region is the area between the bottom margin of one page
and the top margin of the next.

When perforation skip is on, the printer prints inside the text area until it
receives a command that would move the cursor below the bottom margin.
The printer then ejects the current page and moves the cursor to the default
cursor position on the next page. If there is data in the printer buffer, printing
continues on the new page.

When perforation skip is off, commands can move the cursor down into the
perforation region, enabling printing below the bottom margin and above
the top margin.

Changing the perforation skip setting resets the top margin and page length
to their default values.

The factory default setting is perforation skip on.
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4.9.4 Positioning the cursor
The commands in this section are used to position the cursor. In addition, up
to 20 cursor positions can be stored and retrieved.

Space - <SP>
The <SP> control code moves the cursor one column to the right, as defined
by the current HMI setting.

If the current font is monospaced, the cursor moves one column to the right.

If the current font is proportionally spaced, the cursor moves one column to
the right, unless a special space character is defined in the current symbol
set, in which case the defined space character is printed and the cursor is
moved to the right by the width of the character.

Carriage return - <CR>
The <CR> control code moves the cursor to the left margin on the current
line.

The cursor does not move vertically.

The Line termination command or the control panel auto line feed function
can be used to set the <CR> control code to perform a carriage returtdline
feed, to move the cursor to the left margin on the next line.

Line feed - <LF>
The <LF> control code moves the cursor down the page one row, as defined
by the VMI set by the most recent Vertical motion index or Set line spacing
command.

The cursor does not move horizontally.

The Line termination command can be used to set the <LF> control code to
perform a carriage returdline feed, to move the cursor to the left margin on
the next line.
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Form feed - cFF>
The <FF> control code ejects the current page and moves the cursor to the
first line of the text area on the next page.

The cursor does not move horizontally.

The cursor is positioned 3/4 of a row below the top margin, as defined by the
VMI set by the most recent Vertical motion index or Set line spacing com-
mand.

The Line termination command can be used to set the <FF> control code to
perform a form feed and a carriage return, to move the cursor to the left mar-
gin on the first line of the next page.

Backspace - <BS>
The cBS> control code moves the cursor one column or one character width
to the left.

If the currentfont is monospaced,the cursormovesone columnwidth to the left.

If the current font is proportionally spaced, a <BS> code moves the cursor a
distance equal to the width of the overstrike character.

If the currently selected font is proportionally spaced, multiple <BS> codes
move the cursor a distance equal to the width of the most recently printed
character. For example, if you print the string “abed” followed by four <BS>
control codes, the cursor moves to the left four times the width of the ‘d’.

If the cursor is on the left margin when a Backspaceis sent, the code is ignored.

Horizontal tab - cHT>
The <HT> controlcode moves the cursorto the next tab stop on the current
line.

The tab stops are at the left margin and at every eighth column across the
text area.

If there are no tab stops between the current cursor position and the right
margin, the cursor moves to the right margin.

If the current HMI setting is O,the command is ignored,
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Horizontal cursor position (columns) - <ESC>&anC
The command positions the cursor horizontally in column units.

Movement can either be absolute with respect to the left edge of the logical
page, or relative with respect to the current cursor position.

The width of a column is as defined by the current HMI setting.

n “specifiesthe number of columns the cursor is to be moved.

If n is unsigned, the cursor is moved n columns to the right of the left edge
of the logical page.

A plus or minus sign before n denotes movement relative to the current cur-
sor position.

A plus sign before n moves the cursor n columns to the right of the current
cursor position.

A minus sign before n moves the cursor n columns to the left of the current
position.

The cursor’s vertical position does not change.

n is accurate to 4 decimal places.

The command can move the cursor outside the horizontal margins but not
outside the edges of the logical page.

If a position outside the edges of the logical page is specified, the cursor is
moved to the left or right edge of the logical page.

Horizontal cursor position (dots) - cESC>*pnX
This command performs exactly the same function as the Horizontal cursor
position (columns) command described above. The only difference is that
the units used are dots (1/300’’),,not columns.

Horizontal cursor position (decipoints) - <ESC>&anH
This command also performs exactly the same function as the Horizontal
cursor position (columns) command described above. The only difference is
that the units used are decipoints (1/720”), not columns.

n is accurate to 2 decimal places.
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Vertical cursor position (rows) - cESC>&anR
The command positions the cursor vertically in row units.

Movement can either be absolute with respect to the top of the logical page,
or relative with respect to the current cursor position.

The height of a row is as defined by the current VMI setting,

n specifies the number of rows the cursor is to be moved.

If n is unsigned, the cursor is moved n rows down from the current top mar-
gin. (Hence a Top margin command affects subsequent absolute movement
specified with this command).

A plus or minus sign before n denotes movement relative to the current cur-
sor position.

A plus sign before n moves the cursor n rows down from the current cursor
position.

A minus sign before n moves the cursor n rows up from the current position.

The cursor’s horizontal position does not change.

n is accurate to 4 decimal places.

The command can move the cursor beyond the top and bottom margins but
not outside the edges of the logical page.

If a position outside the edges of the logical page is specified, the cursor is
moved to the top or bottom edge of the logical page.

Vertical cursor position (dots) - <ESC>*pnY
This command performs exactly the same function as the Vertical cursor
position (rows) command described above. The only difference is that the
units used are dots (1/300”), not rows.

Vertical cursor position (decipoints) - <ESC>&anV
This command also performs exactly the same function as the Vertical cur-
sor position (rows) command described above. The only difference is that
the units used are decipoints (1/720”), not rows.

n is accurate to 1 decimal place.
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Half line feed - cESC>=
The command moves the cursor down the page by half a row.

Row (or line) height is the VMI set by the most recent Vertical motion index
or Set line spacing command.

The cursor’s horizontal position does not change.

Push/pop cursor position - <ESC>&fnS
Up to 20 cursor positions can be stored on the cursor position stack.

This command stores the current cursor position or retrieves a s[ored posi-
tion.

If n = O,the current cursor position is placed on the stack. The current posi-
tion does not change.

If n = 1, the cursor position on top of the stack is removed from the stack
and made the current cursor position.

Cursor positions are retrieved (popped) from the stack in the opposite order
to that in which they were placed (pushed) onto the stack.

If you try to store more than 20 positions, or try to retrieve a cursor position
from an empty stack, the command is ignored.

Cursor positions are always interpreted relative to the top left-hand comer of
the current logical page in its current orientation. Hence, a cursor position
retrieved from the stack may have a new physical location on the page.

If a popped cursor position lies outside the logical page, the cursor is posi-
tioned onthe edge of the logical page closest to it.

A Reset empties the stack.
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4.9.5 Miscellaneous output commands
The commands described in this section change the way in which output
appears.

Print direction - cESC>&anP
This command allows printing of text in multiple directions on a single
page.

The command changes the orientation of the logical page with respect to the
physical page but does not eject the current page.

n specifies the angle or rotation in degrees, and can be O,90, 180 or 270. The
logical page is rotated counterclockwise through the selected angle. The
equivalent orientations are as shown below.

12 I Reverseportrait I

3 Reverse landscape

The cursor position retains the same physical position, thus its coordinates
change.

Margins are translated. For example, if n = 90 the top margin becomes the
new left margin, the left margin becomes the new bottom margin, the bot-
tom margin becomes the new right margin and the right margin becomes the
new top margin.

The margin positions relative to the edges of the logical page do not change.

Subsequent text and graphics are printed in the new orientation.

The current HMI setting does not change.

The command has no effect on GL2 graphics state.

If a value of n other than the above is specified, the command is ignored.

The factory default orientation is portrait.
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Line termination - <ESC>&knG
The command selects the way in which the printer interprets the carriage
return, line feed and form feed control codes.

Set n as follows.

o CR=CR, LF=LF, FF=FF

1 CR=CR/LF, LF=LF, FF=FF

2 CR=CR, LF=CWLF, FF=CR/FF

3 CR=CWLF, LF=CR/LF, FF.CR/FF

If n is set to a value other than O, 1, 2 or 3, the command is ignored.

End of line wrap - cESCAksnC
The command specifies the action taken when text is about to go over the
right margin.

~ = () turns text wrap on: lines longer than the width of the text area flow

onto the next line. An automatic carriage return/line feed is performed so
that text is not lost.

~ = I turns text wrap off: lines longer than the width of the text area are
clipped at the right margin. When text is clipped any part of a character that
would lie beyond the right margin will not appear on the printed page.

When text is clipped, the cursor is moved to the right margin.

This command is mainly for use with the display functions mode.

If n is set to a value other than Oor 1, the command is ignored.

The factory default setting is End of line wrap off.
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Display functions on - cESC> Y
The command turns on display functions mode.

In display functions mode the printer prints out escape sequences and con-
trol codes instead of executing them.

The only commands which do function in this mode are <CR>, which per-
forms a carriage return/line feed, and <ESC> Z, which turns display func-
tions mode off.

Data is printed out in the current font and inside the current text area.

The <ESC> Z command is both printed out and executed.

Display functions mode allows printing of characters defined for character
codes O,7 – 15 and 27.

Most symbol sets do not have printable characters defined in the code ranges
0 – 31 and 128– 159. If no character is defined, a space is printed instead.

Display functions off - cESC> Z
The command turns off display functions mode.

“cESC> Z“ is printed, but all subsequent escape sequences and control
codes are executed normally and not printed out.

Self test - cESC> z
The command prints out a test sheet,
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4.10 Fonts
4.10.1 Introduction
Fonts and typography are discussed fully in Chapter 3.

In the context of the HP LaserJet III emulation, a font is a set of symbols of
a given size, pitch, typeface, weight and style, for example, 12 point, 10
characters-per-inch Courier medium italic in the Roman-8 symbol set.

Bitmap fonts are fonts whose character size is fixed, for example Courier 12
point.

Scalable fonts are fonts with no implied character size: you can choose any
size you want when you select a scalable font for printing.

The printer comes with fourteen bitmap fonts and eight scaIable fonts which
are stored in the printer’s ROM (read-only memory). These are known as
internal fonts. You can select these fonts and print using them at any time
using PCL commands or the control panel.

Using PCL commands you can also select any other font, providing that you
make it available to the printer in one of the following ways. Bitmap and
scalable fonts are available on cartridges which you can plug into the print-
er’s cartridge slots. These fonts are then ready for use just as if they were
internal fonts. Bitmap and scalable fonts are also available on floppy disk or
CD-ROM. You can download these fonts to the printer from your computer.
In the same way, you can also download fonts that you have created yourself
on your computer. Fonts transferred from a computer are stored in the print-
er’s RAM (random access memory) and are referred to as downloaded or
‘soft’ fonts.

However, the printer also uses its RAM to compose each page prior to print-
ing it out. If you download too many fonts the printer may run out of mem-
ory and be unable to continue printing.

Downloaded fonts are deleted from the printer’s memory when you switch it
off. To use them again you must redownload them.

Using PCL commands you can select any font by specifying its attributes,
for example Roman-8, 12 point, 10 characters-per-inch Courier medium
italic. Fonts you select must be available in ROM, RAM or on cartridge, oth-
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erwise the printer will not be able to render the exact font specifications that
you select. If the printer cannot find the designated font, it will try to match
your selection as closely as it can using the fonts available.

Fonts can also be selected by a unique ID number

The most recently selected font is known as the current font. At all times the
printer maintains two font definitions: the primary font and the secondary
font. Yod can define and modify these with PCL commands or from the con-
trol panel. A single PCL command sets either of these to be the current font.

Escape codes with ‘(’ as the second character specify font characteristics of
the primary font.

Escape codes with ‘)’ as the second character specify font characteristics of
the secondary font.

The factory default primary and secondary fonts are both Courier 12 point,
10 characters per inch, medium, upright, in the Roman-8 symbol set.
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4.10.2 Selecting a
To select a font for printing,

font
either use PCL commands to specify its charac-

teristics, or select it with a single PCL command by quoting its unique iden-
tification number.

If you select a font by designating its characteristics, the printer will print
exactly as you specify, provided that the font is available either as an inter-
nal font, on cartridge or in memory. For example, if you specify 12 point, 10
cpi, Courier italic Roman-8 as the primary font, the printer can print in
exactly that font, as it is one of the internal fonts.

However, if you specify a font that is not available, the printer will instead
select an available font whose characteristics match your specifications in
the following order of priority:

i s~~bOlset

spacingtype

pitch(forfixedspacefontsonly)

I height I
style

strokeweight

typeface

These attributes are explained fully in the following section.

4.10.3 Symbol set
A symbol set is a pre-defined set of symbols. Symbol sets normally contain
lower and upper case letters, the digits Oto 9, punctuation marks and other
commonly used symbols. Some symbol sets are designed for particular pur-
poses, for example, for printing text in’a foreign language or for printing
mathematical expressions.

Symbol set is the highest priority font attribute. The printer will always
ensure that the selected symbol set is used if it is available, even at the
expense of all the other specified attributes
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4.10.4 Character spacing
There are two types of spacing, fixed spacing (monospacing) and propor-
tional spacing.

The characters of a fixed space font all occupy the same amount of space on
a line. Hence all eight-letter words in a particular fixed space font will be of
equal length on the printed page.

The characters of a proportionally spaced occupy varying amounts of space
on a line according to their design. Hence eight-letter words in a proportion-
ally spaced font will vary in length.

4.10.5 Pitch
The pitch setting is the number of characters per inch on a line. Pitch only
applies to fixed space fonts.

4.10.6 Height
A font’s height or point size is the vertical distance in points (1/72”)
between the top of the font’s highest ascender and the bottom of its lowest
descender. See on page 24 of Chapter 3 for an explanation of the terms
“ascender” and “descender”. Bitmap fonts are available only in fixed sizes,
for example 10 point or 12 point. Scalable fonts are available in any size
from 0.25 point to 999.75 point, in steps of 0.25 points.

4.10.7 Style
Font style is ‘the combination of posture (upright or italic), width (con-
densed, normal or expanded etc.) and structure (solid, outline or shadow
etc.). Both upright and italic fonts are available as internal fonts. Fonts with
widths other than normal, or structures other than solid must be installed on
a cartridge or downloaded.
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4.10.8 Stroke weight
Stroke weight is the thickness of the strokes which makes up the font’s char-
acters. Normal line thickness is known as medium. Bold and light are
thicker and thinner stroke weights respectively.

There are 15 different stroke weights ranging from Ultra Thin to Extra
Black.

Both medium and bold fonts are available as internal fonts. To print text in
other stroke weights you must install the appropriate font on a cartridge or
download it to the printer.

If the printer cannot match the selected stroke weight exactly, it matches it
as closely as possible.

4.10.9 Typeface
The typeface of a font is the unique style of the characters. Common exam-
ples include Times, Univers, Palatino and Courier. The printer’s own
installed typefaces are Courier, Line Printer, Univers and CG Times. You
can select fonts in these typefaces at any time.

Typeface is the lowest priority font attribute. When you select a font in a
given typeface, ensure that an exact match is available in one of the font
locations. If the exact font is not available, the printer may substitute a font
of a different typeface that matches higher priority attributes, such as stroke
weight.

4.10.10 Location
If two available fonts match your font specification equally, the printer
chooses between them according to their location. Downloaded fonts have
the highest priority and internal fonts the lowest. A bitmap font takes prior-
ity over a scalable font in the same location.

4.10.11 Orientation
The printer can rotate any font to each of the four logical page orientations.
However, this uses up memory and can be slow. Fonts are commercially
available in different orientations to make printing in different logical page
orientations easier.

If two fonts match the font specification equally in all categories, the printer
selects the font whose orientation is the same as the current logical page ori-
entation.
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4.10.12 Font selection commands
These commands control and specify the attributes of the primary and sec-
ondary fonts. Commands override any previous settings you have made,
both those made using PCL commands and those made using the control
panel.

Select primary font - +1>
The command makes the primary font the current font.

Subsequent text is printed in the primary font.

Select secondary font - <S0>
The command makes the secondary font the current font.

Subsequent text is printed in the secondary font.

Set primary font to default values - eESC>(3@
The command sets the primary font to the user default (control panel) pri-
mary font settings

Any primary font settings made using PCL commands are discarded.

Set secondary font to default values - cESC>)3@
The command sets the secondary font to the user default (control panel) sec-
ondary font settings

Any secondary font settings made using PCL commands are discarded.

Select primary font by ID number - cESC>(nX
The command sets the specified downloaded font to be the primary font.

If n matches the ID number of an available font, the primary font attributes
are set to that font’s attributes.

If the selected font is proportionally spaced, the current primary font pitch
setting is retained for possible future use.

When selecting a scalable font with this command, be sure to specify a point
size with the eESC>(snV command. Otherwise, the currentprimaryfont
pointsize setting will be adopted.

Use the Font ID command to assign ID numbers to soft fonts.

If there is no available font with the selected ID number, the command is
ignored.
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Select secondary font by ID number - <ESC>)nX
The command sets the specified downloaded font to be the secondary font.

It functions in the same way as the Select primary font by ID number com-
mand described above.

Select primary font symbol set - <ESC>( n
The command selects a symbol set for the primary font.

S~’mbolset may also be selected from the control panel.

The factory default symbol set for the primary font is Roman-8.

n is a one or two-digit number followed by a letter. A list of available sym-
bol sets is as follows.

,
ISO60: Norwegian OD HP Spanish 1s

RomanExtension OE 1S0 57:Chinese 2K

ISO 25:French OF ISO 17:Spanish 2s

HP German OG 1S02: IRV 2U

1S015:Italian 01 1S0 10:Swedish 3s

JIS ASCII OK 1S0 16:Portuguese 4s

ECMA-94Latin I ON ISO 84:Portuguese 5s

1S011:Swedish 0s 1S0 85:Spanish 6S

US-ASCII OU Roman-8 8U

1S061: Norwegian ID IBM-PC(US) 10U

1S04: UK IE IBM-PC(Denmark/Norway) 1IU

ISO69:French IF PC-850 12U

1S0 21:German IG
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Select secondary font symbol set - cESC>) n
The command selects a symbol set for the secondary font.

Symbol set may also be selected from the control panel.

The factory default symbol set for the secondary font is Roman-8.

n is a one- or two-digit number followed by a letter. A list of available sym-
bol sets is shown under the description of the Select primary font symbol set
command.

Select primary font spacing type - cESC>(snP
The command selects the spacing type for the primary font.

n = Oselects fixed spacing. n = 1 selects proportional spacing.

If you specify proportional spacing and a proportionally spaced font is not
available in the current symbol set, a fixed pitch font will be selected
instead.

The user default primary font spacing is determined by the typeface you
select for the user default primary font. For example, a Courier font always
has fixed spacing, a Univers font is always proportionally spaced.

Select secondary font spacing type - <ESC>)snP
The command selects the spacing type for the secondary font. It functions in
the same way as the Select primary font spacing type command described
above.
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Set primary font pitch - cESC>(snH
The command sets the pitch of the primary font.

The pitch setting is specified in characters per inch.

Pitch only applies to monospaced fonts,

If you specify a pitch while the current primary font is proportionally
spaced, the setting is recorded. If you later select a monospaced font, your
pitch setting will take effect.

If there is no font available with the specified pitch, the nearest available
higher pitch setting is used instead. If no higher pitch setting is available, the
closest lower setting is used.

The pitch of a scalable monospaced font is adjusted so that the font height is
a multiple of 0.25 points and the ratio of character height to character width
is retained.

n is accurate to 2 decimal places.

The user default primary font pitch is determined by the user default pri-
mary font.

The factory default pitch setting is 10 characters per inch.

Set secondary font pitch - <ESC>)WH
The command sets the pitch of the secondary font.

It functions in the same way as the Set primary font pitch command
described above.
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Set primary font point size - cESC>(snV
The command sets the point size of the primary font.

One point = 1/72”.

For scalable fonts n can range from 0.25 to 999.75. n is rounded to the near-
est 0.25.

For bitmap fonts the command will
0.25 points of n.

n is accurate to 2 decimal places.

If the specified height is unavailable,

select a font with a

the closest available

point size within

height is selected
instead.

When selecting a scalable font by ID number, be sure to specify the point
size as well. Otherwise the current primary font point size value will be
used.

The point size attribute does not apply to monospaced scalable fonts, whose
height is determined by the current pitch setting. If you designate a primary
font point size while the current primary font is a monospaced scalable font,
the command has no immediate effect. However, the new point size setting
is recorded and is applied if you later select a proportionally spaced scalable
font or a bitmap font.

The user default primary font point size is determined by the user default
primary font.

The factory default primary font height is 12 point.

Set secondary font point size - cESC>)srN
The command sets the point size of the secondary font.

It functions in the same way as the Set primary font point size command
described above.

The user default secondary font point size is determined by the user default
secondary font.

The factory default secondary font height is 12 point.
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Select primary font style - <ESC>(snS
The command sets the primary font style

Set n to the number that corresponds to the style you wish to select.

Common style values are shown below.

o Upright.solid 24 Expanded

I Italic 32 Outline

4 Condensed 64 Inline

5 Condenseditalic 128 Shadowed

8 Compressed(extracondensed) 160 Outline shadowed

In order to take effect straightaway, the specified style must exactly match
that of an available font.

If there is no font in the specified style which matches the current settings
for the higher priority font attributes (symbol set, spacing, pitch and point
size), the command has no immediate effect. However, the style selection is
recorded and is applied if changes to the higher priority font attributes allow
an exact match between your style selection and an available font.

The user default primary font style is determined by the current user default
primary font.

The factory default primary font style is upright, solid.

Select secondary font style - <ESC>)snS
The command sets the secondary font style.

It functions in the same way as the Set primary font style command
described above.

The user default secondary font style is determined by the current user
default secondary font.

The factory default secondary font style is upright, solid.
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Select primary font stroke weight - cESC>(snB
The command selects the stroke weight for the primary font.

n is in the range –7 to 7. n=O selects medium stroke weight, negative num-
bers select lighter stroke weights and positive numbers select bolder stroke
weights.

Stroke weight names and the corresponding values for n are shown below.

–7 UltraThin –2 DemiLight
I II I II

I-6 IExtraThin II-I I SemiLight 114 I ExtraBokl 1

–5 Thin
II

116 IExtraBlack I
DemiBold 7 UltraBlock

Bold fonts have a stroke weight of 3.

Light fonts have a stroke weight of –3.

If there is no font with the selected stroke weight which matches the current
settings for the higher priority font attributes, the printer attempts to come as
close as possible as follows:

If you select a stroke weight in the range O to 7 which is unavailable, the
printer selects the closest available bolder stroke weight. If no bolder stroke
weight font is available, the closest lighter stroke weight font is selected.

If you select a stroke weight in the range –7 to –1 which is unavailable, the
printer will select the closest available lighter stroke weight. If no lighter
stroke weight font is available, the closest bolder stroke weight font is
selected.

In either case the stroke weight selection is recorded and is applied if
changes to the higher priority font attributes allow an exact match between
your stroke weight selection and an available font.

The user default primary font stroke weight is determined by the user
default primary font setting.

The factory default primary font stroke weight is medium.
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Select secondary font stroke weight - <ESC>)snB
The command selects the stroke weight for the secondary font.

It functions in the same way as the Set primary font stroke weight command
described above.

The user default secondary font stroke weight is determined by the user
default secondary font setting.

The factory default secondary font stroke weight is medium.

Select primary font typeface - cESC>(snT
The command specifies the typeface for the primary font.

The printer’s internal typefaces are Courier, Line Printer, Univers and CG
Times.

n is in the range Oto 32767 and designates either the typeface base value, a
number between O and 511, or the typeface family value, a number which
identifies the typeface, the vending company and the font version.

The table below lists typefaces and their corresponding values.

Typeface Base value Base value + family value

Lineprinter o 4096

Courier 3 4099

Times 5 4101

Univers 52 4148

If the typeface you select is not available, the command is ignored.

The user default primary font ty,pefaceis determined by the user default pri-
mary font.

The factory default primary font typeface is Courier.
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Select secondary font typeface - -=ESC>)snT
The command specifies the typeface for the secondary font.

It functions in the same way as the Select primary font typeface command
described above.

The user default secondary font typeface is determined by the user default
secondary font.

The factory default secondary font typeface is Courier.

Turn underlining on - eESC>&dnD
This command turns on underlining.

When underlining is on, all printed text is underlined.

Horizontal cursor movement from left to right on the logical page is also
underlined.

~ = 1 seleets fixed underlining, n = 3 selects floating underlining.

A fixed underline is drawn in the same place for each character of a given
font. If the font does not change, the line is continuous. The line is 5 dots
( I/60”) below the font’s baseline and 3 dots ( 1/100”) thick.

A floating underline is drawn in the same place for every character on a line.
The underline is continuous irrespective of changes in font.

The underline and the underscore character
thickness.

Turn underlining off - cESC>&d@
The command turns underlining off.

Transparent print data - cESC>&pnX
The command allows you to print characters

may not align or be the same

<character data>
that are normally unprintable.

Hspecifies the number of data bytes that follow the command.

All bytes are interpreted as character codes. The corresponding characters in
the current symbol set are printed.

If there is no character for a particular code, a space is printed instead.

This command is useful for printing special characters in symbol sets such as
the IBM All Character Set, in which every code corresponds to a character.

Control codes in the data have no effect.
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4.10.13 Font selection examples
The following example sequence serves to illustrate some important points
about font selection.

First CG Times 10 point Bold in the Roman-8 symbol set is selected as the
primary font.

~()LpRINT CHR$ (27) + “(8U “ ;

20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) + “(slp10vOs3b4101T” ;

Next, Univers 12 point in the Roman-8 symbol set is selected as the second-
ary font, and made the current font.

10 LPRINT CHR$ (27) + “)8u”;
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) + “)s1p12v0sOb52T“;
30 LPRINT CHR$ (14);

Next, Courier 12 point Italic in the 1S0 69: French symbol set is selected as
the secondary font.

10 LPRINT CHR$ (27) + “)IF“;
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) + “)sOp10h12vlsOb3T”;

In this case the font selection command sequence must include a command
to select fixed spacing type. This is because spacing type has a higher prior-
ity than typeface. If fixed spacing selection were omitted, the previous
choice of proportional spacing (for Univers 12point)wouldstill be in force,
and the selection of Courier typeface would be ignored, since Courier type-
face fonts always employ fixed spacing.

Both height and pitch were specified, however. pitch alone would have been
sufficient.

Finally, 14 point Univers Light in the PC-8 symbol set is selected as the sec-
ondary font. This assumes that a scalable Univers Light font has been down-
loaded or is on an installed cartridge.

10 LPRINT CHR$ (27) + “)10U”;
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) + “)slp14vOs–3b52T” ;

If Univers Light is unavailable, but a light font in a different typeface, for
example Helvetica Light. is available, then Helvetica Light will be selected
as the secondary font, rather than a Univers font: stroke weight having a
higher priority than typeface. If no light font is available in any typeface,
Univers Medium will be selected.
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4.10.14 Creating and downloading fonts
You can download both commercial fonts and fonts you design yourself to
the printer using PCL commands.

Downloaded fonts can also be controlled using the commands described in
this section.

Downloaded fonts are either temporary or permanent. Temporary fonts are
deleted ‘when the printer is reset, permanent fonts are retained. Fonts are
temporary by default. Use the Font control command to make a soft font
permanent.

Font ID - cESC>*cnD
The command either identifies an existing soft font for processing by the
Font control command, or assigns a number to a new soft font.

If you issue this command and then download a font to the printer, the num-
ber is assigned to the new font. If a font with that ID number was already in
the printer;s memory, it is overwritten by the new font.

You can also use the command to specify the ID of a font already in the
printer’s memory in order to perform an operation on it with the Font control
command.

Font control - eESC>*cnF
The command performs the specified operation on one or more downloaded
fonts.

For single font operations, the font is identified by the Font ID command.

n = ()deletes all downloaded fonts from the printer’s memory.

n = 1deletes all temporary fonts from memory.

~ = 2 deletes a selected font from memory.

~ = 3 deletes a specified character from the selected font. The command
deletes the character specified by the most recent Character code command.

n = 4 makes the selected font temporary.

n = 5 makes the selected font permanent.

n = 6 makes a copy of the current font and assigns to it the most recently
specified font ID number.
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Sending a font to the printer involves sending a font descriptor, a block of
data describing the font, followed by a character code, character descriptor
and character data for every character in the font.

Characters are designed on a grid-shaped character cell. Its position on the
grid determines a character’s size, shape and alignment to other characters
in the font.

Soft fonts created by the user are either in bitmap format or Intellifont scal-
able format. The Intellifont format is beyond the scope of this manual. The
bitmap format is described in the following section.

The sequence of commands is as follows:

Send font descriptor
Send character code
Send character descriptor
<data>
Send character code
Send character descriptor
<dat~
Send character code
Send character descriptor
<data>
...etc
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Send font descriptor - <ESC>)snW edescripto~
The command sends the font descriptor to the printer.

n specifies the length of the font descriptor in bytes.

The font descriptor block contains attributes common to all the characters in
the font.

Attributes are represented using 8 different data types. The type of each
attribute field is indicated by the initials shown in the table.

B Boolean S1 Signed integer

UB Unsigned byte ULI Unsigned long integer

SB Signed byte SLI Signed long integer

UI Unsigned integer ASC ASCII string

The font descriptor block for bitmap fonts is shown below.

ByteIMSB I 1.S6 II Byte I MSB I LSll I
() Font descriptor size (64) M Typeface MSB Serif’style

~ Descriptor fomnat(()) Font type 28 Quality Placement

d S[}le MSB Rcscrwcf 30 f,’nderlin.edistance Underline height

6 Baseline position 32 Text height

x Cell width 34 ‘rextwidth

10 Cell height 36 First code

l? Orientation Spacing 3X Ltis[code

14 Symbol set 4(I Pitch extended Height extended

16 Pitch 42 Cap height

18 I Height 1144-47 I Font number I
xl x-Height 48”-63 Font name

~~ Wid(h type Style LSB 64 Copyright (optional)

The significance of the fields is as follows:

Font descriptor size (UI) - The size in bytes of the font descriptor block. 64
for bitmap format.
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Descriptor iormat (Uk3) - U for bitmap rormat.

Font type (UB) -0, 1 or 2. The value sets the range of symbols that can be
printed.

Font type Printable codes

o 32-127

1 32-127 and 160-255

2 0-255

To print characters O,7-15 and 27 in mode 2 use the Transparent print data
command.

Style MSB (UI) - Combined with the Style LSB to form the style word.
Style word = posture+ (4 x width) + (32 x structure)

Value Posture

o Upright

1 Italic

2 Alternateitalic

3 Reserved

Value Width

o Normal

1 Condensed

2 Compressed(ExtraCondensed)

3 ExtraCompressed

4 UltraCompressed

5 Reserved

,6 Extendedor Expanded

7 ExtraExtendedor ExtraExpanded
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Value Structure Value Structure

o Solid 7 Contourwithshadow

1 Outline 8-11 Patterned

2 In-line 12– 15 Patternedwithshadow

3 Contour 16 Inverse

4 Solidwithshadow 17 Inversein open border

5 Outline with shadow 18–31 Reserved

l-----inewithshadOwhadOw
Baseline position (UI) - This field is ignored by the printer.

Cell width (UI) - This field is ignored by the printer.

Cell height (UI) - This field is ignored by the printer.

Orientation (UB) - The font’s orientation relative to the current logical
page orientation.

\2 /Reverseportrait I

/3 I Reverse landscape I

Spacing (B) - The spacing type, O(fixed pitch) or 1 (proportional spacing).

Symbol set (UI) - The font’s symbol set. A symbol set ID consists of a num-
ber and a letter. Symbol set attribute= (32x number)+ ASCII value of letter
—64. Symbol set IDs are shown in the table with the description of the
Select primary font symbol set command.

Pitch (UI) - For bitmap fonts this attribute is combined with Pitch Extended
to specify the font’s pitch (for proportionally spaced fonts, the width of a
space). This attribute field holds the integer part of the font’s pitch in
1/1200”,e.g. for a 17 cpi font the value would be 70 (1200/17 = 70.588).
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Height (UI) - For bitmap fonts this attribute is combined with Height
Extended to specify the height of the font. This attribute field holds the inte-
ger part of the font’s height in 1/1200”, e.g. for a 10 point font the value
would be 166 (1200 x 10/72 = 166.667).

x-height (UI) - This field is ignored for bitmap fonts.

Width type (SB) - This field is ignored by the printer.

Style LSB (UB) - See Style MSB.

Stroke weight (SB) - Values can be from –7 to +7. O selects the normal
stroke width, –7 the lightest possible stroke weight and 7 the boldest.

Stroke weight Stroke weight Stroke weight

–7 UltraThin –2 DemiLight 3 Bold

–6 ExtraThin -1 SemiLight 4 ExtraBold

–5 Thin o Medium (Book or Text) 5 Black

–4 Extra Light 1 Semi Bold 6 Extra Black

–3 Light 2 Demi Bold 7 Ultra Block

Typeface family (UI) - The field is made up of the Typeface MSB and LSB
and identifies the typeface by number. The typeface family field is divided
into four parts as follows: bits 0 to 8 hold the typeface base value, bits 9 and
10 hold the version number, bits 11 to 14 identify the vendor and bit 15 is
always O.

1514 10 8 0

;

Ve;dor Ve;sion Typeface’base value
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Serif style (UB) - Bits 6 and 7 of this byte specify the serif style of the font.

Value Style

E
Quality (UB) - This field is ignored by the printer.

Placement (SB) - This field is ignored by the printer.

Underline distance (SB) - For bitmap fonts the field specifies the distance
from the baseline to the top row of the underline. A positive value specifies
an underline above the baseline, a negative value specifies one below the
baseline. A value of Ospecifies an underline on the baseline.

Underline-height (UB) - This field is ignored by the printer. Bitmap fonts
always print an underline 3 dots thick.

Text height (UI) - This field is ignored by the printer

Text width (UI) - This field is ignored by the printer

First code (UI) - This field is ignored by the printer

Last code (UI) - This field specifies the character code of the last (highest
numbered) character in the font. The range of printable codes for each font
type is shown in the table. However, the value may be greater than the last
code in the symbol set specified by the Font Type byte, since there may be
components of compound characters that are not part of the specified sym-
bol set but which still must be downloaded.

Font type Highest printable code

o 127

1 255

2 255
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Pitch extended (UB) - For bitmap fonts this field holds the fractional part of
the character pitch. For a 17 cpi font the value is calculated as follows:
1200/17= 70.588, the Pitch byte takes the value 70, Pitch Extended= 0.588
x 256 = 150 (rounded down).

Height extended (UB) - For bitmap fonts this field holds the fractional part
of the height of the font. For a 10 point font the value is calculated as fol-
lows:1200 x 10/72 = 166.667, the Height byte takes the value 166, Height
Extended = 0.667 x 256= 170 (after rounding down).

Cap height data (UI) - This field is ignored by the printer

Font number (ULI) - For bitmap fonts this field is ignored.

Font name (ASC) - This 16-byte field can be used to specify the name of
the font’s typeface. The name is used when the printer prints out a list of
available fonts.
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Send character code - <ESC>*cnE
This command sends a character code to the printer.

n specifies the code.

The character is defined by the Character descriptor command.

The command can also select a character for deletion from a font with the
Font control command.

Send character descriptor and data
- <ESC>(snW <descriptor and data>

The command sends to the printer a character descriptor block followed by
the data that makes up the character.

n is the total number of bytes, both descriptor and data, that follow the com-
mand.

n can be up to 32767. If it takes more than 32767 bytes to describe a charac-
ter, split the description into blocks of 32767 bytes or less, and use the com-
mand to send each block separately. A character descriptor field specifies
whether the data is the first block of a character description or a continua-
tion.

The character descriptor for the first block of data describing a bitmap for-
mat character is as follows:

Byte MSB LSB

o Format (4) Continuation (0)

2 Descriptor size (14) Class (1)

4 Orientation Reserved (0)

6 Left offset

8 Top offset

10 Character width

12 Character height

14 “ Delta X
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The character descriptor for a continuation block is as follows:

Byte MSB LSB

o Format (4) Continuation (not O)

The bytes following the header are the character’s raster data.

Character descriptor attributes are represented using 5 different data types.
The data type of each attribute field is indicated by the initials shown in the
table.

B Boolean

UB Unsigned byte

SB Signed byte

UI Unsigned integer

S1 Signed integer

Format (UB) -4 for bitmap fonts. If the setting does not match the descrip-
tor format setting in the font descriptor, the character is not downloaded.

Continuation (B) - This field specifies whether the data block describes a
new character (0) or is the continuation of a character description (1). If the
continuation byte is 1, all subsequent bytes are interpreted as character data.

Descriptor size (UB) -14 for bitmap fonts.

Class (UB) - 1 for bitmap fonts, 2 for compressed bitmap fonts. Ordinary
bitmap fonts are sent as uncompressed raster data. Compressed bitmap font
character data is encoded as follows.

The first byte of a line of data specifies the number of times that the line is
repeated. The second byte indicates the number of successive white pixels at
the start of the line. The third byte indicates the number of successive black
pixels that follow the white pixels. The fourth byte indicates the number of
successive white pixels following the black etc. Odd- and even-numbered
bytes specify the number of successive black and white pixels making up
the line. If there are more than 255 successive pixels of one color, this is rep-
resented by a byte set to 255, followed by a byte set to O,followed by a byte
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indicating the number of pixels of the color in excess of 255. The width of a
line is determined by the Character width attribute. The number of pixels in
each row must equal the Character width attribute setting,

Orientation (U13)- This setting determines the orientation of the character.
Ospecifies portrait, 1 specifies landscape, 2 specifies reverse portrait and 3,
reverse landscape.

If the setting does not match the Orientation attribute setting in the font
descriptor block, the character is not downloaded.

Left offset (S1) - The horizontal distance between the character reference
point (cursor position) and the leftmost character dot on the character cell
grid in the physical page coordinate system. The value must be in the range
–16384 to 16383.

Top offset (S1)- The distance between the character reference point (cursor
position) and the topmost character dot on the character cell grid in the
physical page coordinate system. The value must be in the range –16384 to
16383.

Character width (UI) - For bitmap fonts the attribute setting specifies the
width of the character in the physical page orientation in dots. The value
must be in the range 1 to 16383.

Character height (UI) - The setting specifies the height of the character in
the physical page orientation in dots. The value must be in the range 1 to
16383.

Delta X (UI) - The setting specifies the horizontal distance the cursor moves
from the character reference point after the character has been printed. The
value is specified in units of 1/1200” and must be in the range 32768 to
32767.

The character data follows these header bytes. Bitmap characters are
encoded as raster data. The data bytes build up an image of the character
from left to right, from top to bottom. The Character width and Character
height attribute settings determine the dimensions of the character cell grid.

—
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4.11 Graphics
4.11.1 The print model
Using PCL commands you can control the way graphic elements combine
on the page. The model used to describe the process details how a source
image (an image to be drawn) is applied to a destination image (an image
that has already been drawn).

The printer constructs each page in its memory before printing it out. Thus,
at a given time, it will have received some text and graphics commands and
will be about to receive more. The data received so far make up the destina-
tion image.

The source image may consist of a rectangle, a raster image or text. It con-
sists of white areas and patterned areas. The pattern may be solid black, a
shade of gray, or may itself be comprised of white and non-white areas. For
example, the pattern may consist of grid of lines. You can specify the way in
which you want the white and patterned areas of the whole source image
and the white and non-white areas of the source image’s pattern to interact
with the destination image to produce the final result.

4.11.2 Source transparency
The source image can be either transparent or opaque.

When a transparent source image is superimposed on the destination image,
the destination image is visible through the white (non-patterned) parts of’
the source image.

When an opaque source image is superimposed on the destination image, no
part of the destination image is visible through the source image.
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4.11.3 Pattern transparency
The source image’s pattern can also be either transparent or opaque.

When a source image with a transparent pattern is superimposed on the des-
tination image, the destination image is visible through any white parts of
the patterned areas of the source image. This is true even if the source image
itself is opaque.

When a source image with an opaque pattern is superimposed on the desti-
nation image, no part of the destination image is visible through the pat-
terned areas of the source image.

Black-filled or gray scale patterns do not have any white areas, hence no part
of the destination image is visible through the pattern, irrespective of the
pattern transparency setting.

White-filled and cross-hatched patterns are comprised wholly or partly of
white areas, however, a white filled rectangle constructed with the Draw
filled rectangle command is always opaque.

Source

Transparentsource
Transparentpattern

Transparentsource
Opaquepattern

Opaquesource
Transparentpattern

Opaquesource
Opaquepattern

Destination Result

m‘ & ““

El ‘,

g ,’,’,’
‘) 4 ,,

,
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Set source transparency - cESC>*vnN
The command specifies the source image transparency.

n = ()selects transparent mode

n = 1 selects opaque mode.

In transparent mode the destination image is visible through the white (non-
patterned) areas of the source image after the source image has been super-
imposed on it.

In opaque mode the destination image is not visible through the white (non-
patterned) areas of the source image after the source image has been super-
imposed on it.

Set pattern transparency - <ESC>*vnO
The command specifies the pattern transparency.

n = Oselects transparent mode.

n = 1 selects opaque mode.

In transparent mode the destination image is visible through the white parts
of the patterned areas of the source image after the source image has been
superimposed on it.

In opaque mode the destination image is not visible through the white parts
of the patterned areas of the source image after the source image has been
superimposed on it.

A white-filled rectangle drawn with the Draw filled rectangle command is
always opaque, no matter what the pattern transparency setting.
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Set area fill identity - <ESC>*cnG
The command selects a cross-hatch or gray scale pattern which can then be
selected with the Set pattern type command.

Select a cross-hatch pattern by setting n to the appropriate value (1 - 6).

(#1) (#2) (#3)

Select a shade of gray by setting n to the gray scale percentage you require
( 1– 100). n selects the shade whose percentage range it falls in.

E
(l-2%)

(36-550/.) (56-80%) (81-99%) (loo%)

Having selected a pattern or gray scale, you can enable it for printing with
the Set pattern type command.
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Set pattern type - eESC>*vnT
The command selects a fill pattern type: black, white, gray scale or cross-
hatch.

Text and graphics are printed with the selected fill.

n = Oselects solid black,

n = 1 selects white.

n = 2 selects a gray scale. YOUmust first have selected a gray scale percent-
age (O– 1007c)using the Set area fill identity command.

n = 3 selects a cross-hatch pattern. You must first have selected a cross-hatch
pattern using the Set area fill identity command.

4.11.4 Rectangle graphics
Using the commands described in this section you can draw filled rectan-
gles. The rectangles have no outline: they are simply blocks of a given shade
or pattern.

When drawing a filled rectangle position the cursor at the point where the
top left hand corner of the rectangle will be. Then specify the height and
width of the rectangle using the Set rectangle height and Set rectangle width
commands. You can now draw the rectangle with the Draw filled rectangle
command.

After the rectangle has been drawn the cursor position is still the top left-
hand corner of the rectangle.

If the current pattern is a cross-hatch pattern, the current pattern transpar-
ency setting determines whether the destination image is visible through the
rectangle. The source transparency has no significance, since the source
image consists of a patterned area without any accompanying white space.

A white-filled rectangle is always opaque, just like a black or gray scale
filled rectangle, no matter what the current pattern transparency setting. A
white rectangle appears simply as a solid white block.

Set rectangle width in dots - eESC>*cnA
The command specifies the width in dots of a rectangle to be printed.

n sets the width in dots.
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Set rectangle width in decipoints - <ESC>*cnH
The command specifies the width in decipoints of the
printed.

rectangle to be

n sets the width decipoints.

Set rectangle height in dots - <ESC>*cnB
The command specifies the height in dots of the rectangle to be printed.

n sets the height in dots.

Set rectangle height in decipoints - <ESC>*cnV
The command specifies the height in decipoints of the rectangle to be
printed.

n sets the height in decipoints.

Draw filled rectangle - eESC>*cnP
The command draws a rectangle filled with a pattern of the specified fill
type.

n = Oselects solid black as the fill.

n = 1 selects white as the fill.

n = 2 selects the gray scale selected by the Set area fill identity command as
the fill.

n = 3 selects the cross-hatch pattern specified by the Set area fill identity
command as the fill.

~ = 5 select5 the cu~ent pattern as specified by the most recent Set pattern
type command and the Set Area Fill Identity command which preceded it.

A white-filled rectangle is always opaque. The destination image is not visi-
ble through it.
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4.11.5 Raster graphics
A raster graphic consists of a matrix of white and black dots. The image is
represented by a matrix of zeroes and ones which correspond to the white
and black dots comprising the image. The areas of the image represented by
ones (the non-white areas) are output using the current pattern when the
image is printed.

The source transparency, pattern transparency and pattern settings affect ras-
ter images as described in the Print model.

Transmit raster data a line at a time using Send raster data commands. Pre-
cede the Send raster data commands with a Start raster transfer command
and terminate the transmission with an End raster transfer command.

It is a good idea to define a rectangular raster area within which the image is
to lie. Specify the height and width of the area with the Set raster area height
and Set raster area width commands. A raster area is not strictly necessary,
however, it often facilitates the transmission of images.

If you have defined a raster area you can use the Raster y-offset command to
skip any all-white lines. The printer automatically prints the number of white
lines which you specify. You can also omit trailing zeroes representing white
space on the end of a line. The printer pads out the line with white space up to
the edge of the raster area. The printer will also pad out the bottom of the ras-
ter area with white space, obviating the need to transmit trailing blank rows.
Any raster data that would lie outside the raster area is not printed.

Raster images can consist of a lot of numerical data. There are a number of
ways to compress the data using the Set compression mode command.

After the image has been printed, the cursor is positioned at the bottom
right-hand corner of the raster area or, if no raster area was defined, at the
end of the last transmitted row of data.

Set raster resolution - <ESC>*tnR
The command sets the raster image resolution in dots per inch.

n = 75, 100, 150 or 300.

Use this command before you the Start Raster Graphics command, otherwise
it does not take effect until after the next End Raster Graphics command.

Lower resolution images consume less printer memory.

The factory default raster resolution is 75 dots per inch.
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Set raster image orientation - <ESC>*rnF
The command specifies the orientation in which a raster image will be
printed with respect to the logical page orientation.

n = Ocauses the image to be printed in the current logical page orientation.

~ = 3 causes the image to be printed in the current physical page orientation,
irrespective of the logical page orientation.

Use this command before you the Start Raster Graphics command, other-
wise it does not take effect until after the next End Raster Graphics com-
mand.

The factory default setting is the current physical page orientation.

Set raster area height - <ESC>*rnT
The command determines the height of the raster area.

n specifiesthe height in raster rows.

The height of single raster row is either 1/300”, 1/150”, 1/100” or 1/75” as
determined by the current raster resolution setting.

A change in the raster resolution setting will change the physical height of
the raster area.

Use this command before you use the Start Raster Graphics command, oth-
erwise the setting does not take effect until after the next End Raster Graph-
ics command.

Set raster area width - <ESC>*rnS
The command determines the width of the raster area,

n specifies the width in raster rows.

The width of a single raster dot is either 1/300”, 1/150”, 1/100” or 1/75” as
determined by the current raster resolution setting.

A change in the raster resolution setting will change the physical width of
the raster area.

Use this command before you use the Start Raster Graphics command, oth-
erwise the setting does not take effect until after the next End Raster Graph-
ics command.
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Set raster y-offset - <ESC>*bnY
The command specifies how many rows should be skipped.

This command tells the printer to insert the specified number of white lines
in the image.

n is in the range O– 32767

Use this command after a Start Raster Graphics command and before an
End Raster Graphics command, otherwise it will have no effect.

Set compression mode - <ESC>*bnM
The command specifies the compression method that has been used to
encode a raster image.

n = Ospecifies no compression.

n = 1 selects run-length encoding.

n = 2 selects tagged image file format (TIFF) encoding.

n = 3 selects delta row compression.

Run-1engthencoding
Data bytes are transmitted in pairs. The first byte of a pair specifies the num-
ber of times the second byte is repeated successively.The second byte is ras-
ter image data. If the first byte has the value x, the second byte is repeated
.x+1 times.

Tagged image file format
An image consists of groups of bytes, each group consisting of a control
byte followed by one or more data bytes.

The control byte specifies how many data bytes follow and how they are to
be interpreted.

If the two’s complement value of the control byte is between –1 and –127,
the byte which follows is successively repeated. The number of times the
data byte is repeated equals the absolute value of the control byte plus one:
e.g. if the control byte’s two’s complement value is –31 (11100001), the
data byte is repeated 32 times.
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If the two’s complement value of the control byte is between Oand 127, the
bytes which follow are normal uncompressed raster data. The number of
data bytes is the value of the control byte plus one: e.g. if the control byte is
30, the following 31 bytes are unencoded raster data.

A control byte with two’s complement value –128 (binary 1000000) is
ignored and the byte which follows is interpreted as a control byte.

Delta row compression
An image is transmitted as a sequence of groups of bytes, each group con-
sisting of a command byte followed by one or more data bytes. Byte groups
specify a raster row by modifying the last transmitted row (the seed row).

The command byte identifies a sequence of bytes in the seed row that needs
to be changed. The data bytes that follow replace the specified seed row
sequence. The number of bytes to be changed equals the value held in the
top 3 bits of the command byte plus 1. The position in the row of the first
byte of the seed row sequence to be changed equals the value held in the
lower 5 bits of the command byte plus 1. For example, if the command byte
is 222 (binary 11011110), the 31st– 37th bytes of the seed row will be
replaced by the 7 data bytes which follow.

If the lower 5 bits are 11111 (31 decimal), the following byte (all 8 bits) is
added to 32 to calculate the total offset. If this offset byte equals 255, the
next byte is also treated as a further offset value and is added to the offset
total. This process continues until a byte whose value is less than 255 is
encountered. This byte is treated as the final byte in the offset sum.

Each row is specified in terms of the preceding row. If there is more than one
byte sequence in a raster row that must be changed, the second (and subse-
quent) offsets are counted from the first byte following the last byte that was
changed.

When a complete row has been transmitted it becomes the seed row.
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Start raster transfer - <ESC>*rnA
The command signals the start of a transmission of raster data to the printer.

~ = ()prints the image starting at the left edge of the logical page.

~ = 1 prints the image starting from the current cursor position.

The transfer continues until an End raster transfer command or until a com-
mand other than Transfer raster data, Set compression mode, or Set raster y-
offset is transmitted.

Transfer raster data - eESC>*bnWedafa>
The command transmits a row of raster data to the printer

n specifies the number of bytes to be transmitted.

If more data is transmitted than will fitted onto one raster area row, the line
is clipped.

End raster transfer - <ESC>*rB
The command signals the end of a transmission of raster data to the printer.

If a raster area has been defined, the cursor is positioned one raster dot
below the raster area.

The delta row compression seed row is set to all zeroes.

Any raster settings made since the last Start raster transfer command now
take effect.
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4.12 Macros
A macro is a predefine series of PCL commands which can be downloaded
to the printer and run automatically with a single command.

A typical macro application would be a set of commands to draw a company
logo in a set position on a page.

Downloaded macros take up printer memory in the same way as down-
loaded fonts do. However, some macros are available on cartridge, allowing
you to use macros without sacrificing memory.

Assign macros unique ID numbers with which they can then be referenced.
Cartridge macros already have ID numbers assigned to them.

A macro cannot enter GL2 mode, change the size or location of the picture
frame or change the GL2 plot size.

The cESC> E Reset command cannot be used within a macro.

All macros in use at a given time must have a unique ID number. If a car-
tridge macro has the same ID number as a downloaded macro, the down-
loaded macro takes precedence: the cartridge macro cannot be accessed
until you delete the downloaded macro. To avoid further conflict the deleted
macro could be assigned a different ID number and redownloaded.

One macro can call another. Only two levels of nesting are allowed.

Macros can be either temporary or permanent.

A Reset deletes all temporary macros from the printer’s memory.
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4.12.1 Running Macros
Macros can be executed, called or enabled for overlay.

When a macro is executed, it uses the current modified print environment.
Any changes it makes to the environment are permanent.

A called macro also uses the current modified print environment. However,
changes are not retained when the macro has finished running.

A macro enabled for overlay automatically runs as the final operation every
time a page is printed. Overlay macros use the macro overlay environment:
a combination of the user default environment and the modified print envi-
ronment. The macro overlay environment is only in effect while the macro is
running.

The macro overlay environment consists of the user default environment set-
tings for a!l features except those listed below, which retain their current
modified print environment settings.

Pagelength Papersource

Pagesize Numberof copies

Orientation Cursorpositionstack

Registration

See the Environments section for a description of the different printer envi-
ronments.

4.12.2 Macro definitions
A macro definition consists of three macro commands: Macro ID, Macro
Control (start macro definition) and Macro Control (end macro definition),
and the PCL commands which the macro will perform.

The sequence of commands is as follows:

Macro ID command

Macro Control (start macro definition) command

PCL commands ......

Macro Control (end macro definition) command

The sequence of PCL commands may contain the Macro Control (execute
macro) or Macro Control (call macro) command, invoking another macro.
No other macro commands are allowed within the definition.
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4.12.3 Macro commands
Macro ID - eESC>&fnY
The command assigns an ID number to a macro that is to be downloaded, or
identifies a macro in the printer’s memory.

Before downloading a macro, use this command to assign an ID to it. If you
use a number belonging to a macro already in printer memory, the new
macro overwrites the existing macro.

When using the Macro control command to perform an operation on a
macro already in the printer’s memory, for example, making the macro per-
manent. use this command to select it.

The factory default macro ID number is O.

Macro control - eESC>&fnX
The command performs a specific action on one or all macros. When per-
forming an action on a single macro first select the macro using the Macro
ID command, then use this command to perform the appropriate action.

The start and end macro definition options apply to a macro to be down-
loaded, all other options apply to a macro (or all macros) in memory.

n specifies the operation to be performed as follows:

n = 0 starts macro definition

This option signals the start of a macro definition.

~ = 1 endsmacro definition

This option signals the end of a macro definition.

~ = 2 executesa macro

Changes that the macro makes to the modified print environment, e.g. font
selection, are retained after the macro has finished running.

n = 3 calls a macro,

Changes that the macro makes to the modified print environment are tempo-
rary and are not retained after the macro has finished running.

n = 4 enables a macro for overlay.
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The macro is run as the final operation each time a page is printed

~ = 5 disables an overlaid macro.

~ = 6 deletes all macros from the printer’s memory.

~ = 7 deletes all temporary macros from the printer’s memory,

All macros are temporary unless they have been made permanent with the
Make macro permanent command.

~ = 8 deletes a macro from the printer’s memory.

~ = 9 makes a macro temporary.

Temporary macros are not retained after a Reset.

This command only applies to downloaded macros.

n = 10 makes a macro permanent.

Permanent macros are retained after a Reset.

This command only applies to downloaded macros.
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E!mA* m

Vectorgraphics

Printer Control Language does not contain any vector graphics commands
of its own. However, PCL commands allow you to switch from PCL mode
into GL2 vector graphics mode and use the powerful vector drawing com-
mands of the GL2 graphics language. Originally devised for pen-plotters,
GL2 is a powerful drawing tool that precisely defines images with reference
to a grid coordinate system, and includes commands to draw lines and
shapes, apply shading patterns and fills to shapes, and handle text. In GL2
mode, you can draw images to appear on the same page as text and graphics
generated in PCL mode. On completion of vector graphics operations you
can then switch back into PCL mode.

5.1 GL2 concepts
The picture frame is the rectangular area of the page in which GL2 graphic
images can appear. The default picture frame for a given page size is the
same as the default text area. Picture frame dimensions for the different page
sizes are given in tables on pages 45 and 46 of Chapter 4. Before entering
GL2 mode you can specify the size and location of the picture frame using
PCL commands. Specify the size and location in terms of the anchor point
(the top left-hand corner of the picture frame) and height and width

The GL2 coordinate system has its default origin in the bottom left-hand
corner of the picture frame. Hence, in contrast to the PCL coordinate sys-
tem, the x-coordinate value of the pen position increases as it moves up the
page. The default units, known as plotter units, are 1/1016” (0,025mm) on
both axes. Alternatively, you can specify a more convenient unit size using
the SC command. These custom units are known as user units and you can
define x- and y-axis user units of different sizes. The printer automatically
converts user units to plotter units at print time. The units in use at a particu-
lar time (plotter or user) are called the current units.
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GL2 drawing commands can be described using the notion of an imaginary
pen, which can be either “up” or “down”. When the pen is “down”, a GL2
plotting command, e.g. the command to move the pen to a specified coordi-
nate location, will draw a line on the page. When the pen is “up”, the same
command will not draw a line. Thus, when the pen is in the “up” state, you
can position it without marking the page.

Two GL2 commands, the PU and PD commands, allow you to set the pen to
be “up” or “down” before you issue a command to move the pen.

Some GL2 commands always draw on the page, irrespective of the current
pen state (“up” or “down”). Hence you do not need to precede these com-
mands with a “pen down” instruction.

GL2 makes use of two reference scaling points, PI and P2, whose default
positions are the bottom left- and top right-hand corners of the picture
frame. The 1P and IR commands alter the positions of P1 and P2.

By altering the relative positions of P1 and P2 and scaling the user units with
the SC command, you can dynamically rotate, reflect, skew and scale images.

Pen movement is either absolute or relative. Absolute movement coordi-
nates are specified with reference to P1, the origin of the coordinate system.
Relative movement coordinates are specified relative to the current pen posi-
tion. Coordinates are always expressed in the current units.

The input window, also known as the soft clip limits, is a user-defined rect-
angular window, outside which GL2’graphic output cannot appear. In this
respect, it,is like the picture frame, however, the difference is that you can
define an input window in GL2 mode, whereas you can only modify the pic-
ture frame in PCL mode.
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The area formed by the overlappingof the printable area, logical page, picture
frame and input window is called the effective window. Only GL2 output that
lies within the effective window will appear on the printed page. The printable
area and the logical page are defined in “The page” in Chapter 4.

Physical page
/
~Logical page

— Printable area

1— Input window

YEffective window

Picture frame

5.2 Managing GL2 mode from PCL mode
The PCL commands in this section allow you to switch back and forth
between PCL and GL2 mode, to determine the size and position of the pic-
ture frame, and to scale a GL2 image to fit the area you require. In some
instances scaling is performed automatically.

If you do not specify picture frame position, height and width, the default
picture frame is used. Default picture frame sizes are shown on pages 45 and
45 of Chapter 4.

The <ESC>*COTcommand makes the current PCL cursor position the pic-
ture frame anchor point. The 43SC>*cnX command sets the picture frame
height and the <ESC>*cnY command sets the width.
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5.2.1 Scaling an imported image
An imported image will automatically be scaled to fit the picture frame if
the image is page-size independent. An image is page-size independent if
the GL2 code that defines it meets the following conditions:

1) User units are used exclusively: i.e. a SC scaling command must precede
all plotting commands and any others that take current unit parameters.

2) All pen movement is relative: i.e. only relative plotting commands may be
used.

3) All measurements are relative: character size, line type pattern length and
pen width must be specified as relative distances.

4) No commands that imply absolute pen movement are used: i.e. any com-
mand, such as 1P or PA, that has a relative equivalent (IR and PR) may not
be used, even without parameters.

If the image you want to import does not satisfy the above conditions, use
the <ESC>*cnK and <ESC>*cnL plot size commands to specify the hori-
zontal and vertical dimensions of the original image. The printer will then
scale the x- and y-axis dimensions so that the image fits the picture frame
exactly. If you fail to specify the original height and width, the imported
image is printed actual size. and may be clipped as a result.

If the image you want to import is the same size as the picture frame, you do
not need to use the plot size commands.
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5.2.2 Set-up commands for GL2 mode
Set picture frame anchor point - <ESC>*COT
The command sets the picture frame anchor point to the current cursor posi-
tion.

First position the cursor using the appropriate PCL commands, then use the
command to make the current position the anchor point.

The command has the following effects on the GL2 vector graphics state.

The scaling points, P1 and P2, are set to their respective default positions,
the bottom left-hand and top right-hand corners of the picture frame.

The input window is set to its default position, the picture frame limits.

The polygon buffer is emptied.

The GL2 cursor is set to its default position. P1.

Set picture frame vertical size - <ESC>*cnY
The command sets the height of the picture frame in decipoints ( 1/720”).

The command has the same effects on the GL2 vector graphics state as the
Set picture frame anchor point command.

Set picture frame horizontal size - <ESC>*cnX
The command sets the width of the picture frame in decipoints (1/720”).

The command has the same effects on the GL2 vector graphics state as the
Set picture frame anchor point command.

Specify vertical plot size - <ESC>*cnL
The command specifies the height in inches of an imported image.

Only use this command if importing an existing image.

n must be between Oand 32767 and is accurate to four decimal places.

The imported graphic is scaled vertically to fit the height of the picture
frame.
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Specify horizontal plot size - <ESC>*cnK
The command specifies the width in inches of an imported image.

Only use this command if importing an existing image.

n must be between Oand 32767 and is accurate to four decimal places.

The imported graphic is scaled horizontally to fit the width of the picture
frame.

Enter GL2 mode - <ESC>YOnB
The command switches the printer from PCL mode into GL2 graphics
mode.

~ = () positions the pen at the previous GL2 pen position. If this is the first
switch into GL2 mode since a Reset or since the printer was switched on,
the pen is positioned at the lower left-hand corner of the picture frame.
n = 1positions the pen at the current PCL cursor position.

All commands that follow are interpreted as GL2 vector graphics commands
until the printer receives an <ESC> E Reset, <ESC>%nA Enter PCL mode
or <ESC> [ E n Change emulation mode command, or until a control panel
reset is performed.

When the printer is first switched into GL2 graphics mode after switch-on or
a reset, all GL2 settings have their default values. These are listed with the
description of the IN command on page 128.

Enter PCL mode - <ESC>YOnA
The command switches the printer from GL2 graphics mode back into PCL
mode.

n = () positions the PCL cursor at the position it was in when the printer
entered GL2 graphics mode.

n = 1 positions the pCL cursor at the current GL2 pen position.
All commands that follow are interpreted as PCL commands.
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5.3 GL2 syntax
GL2 commands can consist of up to four components: a two-letter mne-
monic, parameters, separator characters and a terminating character.

The mnemonic is an abbreviation for the name of the command and helps
remind you of the command’s purpose.

Almost all GL2 commands can have one or more numerical parameters.

Parameters must be delimited from one another by separators: valid separa-
tors are a space, a comma, and the + and – signs.

A terminator is not usually necessary, though a semi-colon may be used to
terminate any command explicitly. The final command used before quitting
GL2 mode must be terminated by a semi-colon, as must the PE Polyline
encode command. In all other instances, however, a command may be
implicitly terminated by the first letter of the mnemonic of the command
which follows.

PRIOO ,200;
Hm

mnemonic

/

separator
I

terminator

parameter parameter

In this chapter command mnemonics are shown in bold upright type and
parameters are shown in italics. Optional elements, i.e. optional parameters
and the terminator, are enclosed in square brackets. Parameters that may
optionally be repeated a number of times are followed by dots “...”.

Parameters fall into the following five format categories:

Integer - any integer from –230 to 230–1. Real numbers are rounded to the
nearest integer.

Clamped integer - any integer from –32768 (–215)to 32767 (2]5– 1). Num-
bers outside the range are clamped to the nearest integer inside the range,

“ e.g. 33000 would be clamped to 32767. Real numbers are rounded to the
nearest integer inside the range.
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Real number - any real number whose integer component is in the range
–23~ t. 2s~–1 Numbers that are out of range cause the command to be

ignored. If the number has no fractional component the decimal point may
be omitted. Real numbers are accurate to six significant digits.

Clamped real number - any real number whose integer component is in the
range –32768 (–215) to 32767 (215–1). Numbers outside this range are
clamped to the nearest real number inside the range. If the number has no
fractional component the decimal point may be omitted.

Label - any text string.
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5.4 Programming with GL2
Send GL2 commands to the printer using the same programming language
commands that are used for printing ordinary text. in BASIC this is the
LPRINT command. The two example programs which follow, in BASIC
and C, demonstrate how an IBM PC might send the printer GL2 commands.

5.4.1 BASIC program
1~O WIDTH “LPT1 :“,255
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27 );f’E”; :REM ESC E Reset
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB”; :REM ESC %OB - Enter’ GL2
graphics mode
130 LPRINT “IN“; :REM Initialize G12 graphics var~ables
140 LPRINT “IPO,0,6096,6096‘r; :REM Initiaiize PI and P2
150 LPRINT “Sco,24,0,24“; :REM Set user units to 1/4‘r
160 LPRINT “SP1PA6,6“; :REM Select black pen & move to
(6,6)
170 LPRINT “PUEA18,18“; :REM D~aw square
180-LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OA”; :REM Revert to PCL mode with
cursor in its pre GL2 mode POsiti.on
190 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“; :REM Reset printer & eject page

5.4.2 C program
#include <stdio.h>
main ()

FILE *pm; /* Access printer port */
prn = fopen(’’PRN”,“wb”);
fprintf(pm, ’’’,33E”); /’ ESC E - Reset */
fpri.ntf(prn,’’\33%OB”); I* ESC%OB - Enter GL~ graPhi~~
mode */
fprinLf(prn,’’IN”!; I* Initialize GL,2graphics variables
*/

fprint.f (prn,“IPO,0,6096,6096“); /* Initialize P1 and P2

*/
fprintf (pm, “sc0,24,0,24”) ; /’*Set.user units to 1/4” *I
fprintf(prn,“SPIPA6,6“); )* Select black pen & move to
(6,6) */
fprintf(pm, ’’PUEAl8,18”); /’ Draw square *1
fprintf(pm, ’’\33%OA”); ,’*Revert to PCL,mode Witki cursor
in its pre–GL2 mode position *;
fprintf(prn,“\33E I* Reset priner & eject page ‘~

}
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5.4.3 Automatic “Pen down”
Some drawing commands draw on the page irrespective of the current pen
state (up or down). It is advisable to immediately precede these commands
with a Pen up command (PU). This precludes the possibility of unwanted
dots on the final output.

5.4.4 Lost mode
If a command parameter value causes overflow, the printer can lose track of
the current pen position. The printer then enters “lost” mode. In “lost” mode
the printer raises the pen and ignores the following commands: AA, AR,
AT, CL, CP, EA, ER, EW, LB, PE, PMO,PR, RA, RR, RT and WG.

The printer can still perform the following commands: AC, AD, CF, CO,
DF, DI, DR, DT, DV, ES, FT, IN, 1P,IR, IW, LA, LO, LT, PA, PD, PG,
PM1, PM2, PU, PW, RF, RO, RP, SA, SB, SC, SD, S1, SL, SM, SP, SR,
SS, TD, UL and WU.

You can get out of “lost” mode by using the IN, PA, PG or RP commands
with valid parameters, or the PU or PD commands with valid absolute
parameters. The PD (Pen down) command draws a line from the last known
pen position to the first point in its parameter list. If the PA command is
used to clear “lost” mode, the pen stays in the “up” position until the printer
receives a PD (Pen down) command.
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5.5 GL2 graphics commands
GL2 graphics commands are classified in five groups. Each group consists
of commands whose uses are related. The five command groups are as fol-
lows:

Configuration and status group

Vector group I
I Polygon group I
I Lineandfill attributesgroup ~

I Character group I

5.5.1 Configuration and status group
The commands that make up the configuration and status group are as fol-
lows:

Initialize IN Rotate coordinate system RO

Default values DF Input window IW

Input scaling points 1P Advance full page PG

Input relative scaling points IR Replot RP

Scale Sc ,

These commands set up an environment in which the remaining GL2 conl-
mands can operate.

IN and DF set GL2 variables to default values.

1P and IR position the scaling points P]’and P2, and hence determine image
size and rotation. They can be used to effect a variety of image transposi-
tions and duplications.

SC sets the size of the user units and can thus be used to resize or distort an
image.

RO rotates the coordinate system and can thus also be used to rotate images.

IW defines a window outside of which no GL2 graphics or text can appear.
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Initialize
IN [;]
The command initializes all GL2 graphics mode variable settings to their
default values.

The table shows the default GL2 graphics mode settings and the command
equivalents for resetting them.

It is a good idea to use IN; each time you switch the printer into GL2 mode,
uniess you specifically want to retain some variable settings from the last
time that GL2 mode was used.

Function Setting Equivalent instruction

Plottin~mode .Absolute PA;

Window Current piclure frame IW’;

Anchor corner Bottom left corner of picture frame AC;
Scoling No scaling: plotter umls in use SC:
Scaling points Picture frame bottom left and top right comers 1P;

Rotation 0 degrees RO:

Line type Solid LT;
Line pattern length 4% of dis[tincefrom PI to P2 L’r;
Line attributes Butt caps. mitered joins. miter limit=5 LA:
User-definedline type All line types set to def”ault UI.:

Pen White pm selected SP:
Pen position Lower left comer of’picture f“rame PA(),();
Pen state Lip Pu;

Pen width type Metric Wu;
Pen vndth [).35mn1 Pw’;

Fill type Type I solid FT:

Raster till Solid biach RF;
Transparence}mode on TRI ;

Screened \,ectors No sc,cenmg Sv:
Polygon mode Polygon but% empty PM[)PM2;
Standard fonl Stick font SD;
Alternate font Stick font AD;

Character set Standard fhnt selected Ss:
Character slant 0 degrees SL():
Character fill Solid CF;
Character direction Horizontal DIl,O;

Character size transformation off S1:
Symhol mode off SM:
Scalable or hitmap fonts Scalable fonts only SB();

Label terminator CHR$(3), non-printing DTCHR$(3):
Labekorigin Current pen position LC)I;

Text path Left to right with normal line feed. DV;

Extra space No extra space Es;
Transparent data Normal priming mode TD;
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Default values
DF [;]
The command sets all GL2 graphics mode variable settings to their factory
default values. except for the following:

The position of P1 and P2, the GL2 coordinate system rotation, and the cur-
rent pen position, pen state (up or down), pen number, pen width and width
unit.

The printer sets the carriage return point for labelling to the current pen
position. See the Character group section on page 171 for a description of
labelling.

This command allows you to reset GL2 variables without affecting the cur-
rent plotting characteristics.

The table below shows the default GL2 graphics mode settings which DF;
resets and the command equivalents for resetting them.

Function Setting Equivalent instruction

Plolling mock ,4hw)lute PA:
Window Cummt picture frame Iw’:
Anchor corner Bcmomleft corner of piclure frame AC;

Scaling h’{}scaling: plotler units m use SC:
Line type Solid 1.1”;

Line pa[tem length 4% Oidistance fnml PI m P? I/T:

Line titlributes B“It caps, nutercd ,joins,mimr limit=5 LA;

Lsc!--detinedline type All line [ypes set 10d+iull (JL:

Fill type T])peI solid FT:

RNer till Solid hlack RF:

Transparency’mode 011 TR I:

Screened kcckm NOscrcenlng Sv:
Polygon tnode Polygon bufferempt} PMOPM2:
S[andardfont Stick ttint SD;
Alternate fon[ Stick fOnt AD:

(“haracter set Stundard tent selected Ss;
Character slant ()degrees SL();
Character fill Solid CF:

Chartcter direction Horizontal 1)11.():

Character size transtbrmatiotl Olf S1;

Symhol mode oft SM:
Sc:d~hlem bitmap font~ Scal:ihle fonts only Silo:
Label tcrn]ituitor CF{RS(3).nun-prinlmg. D“rCt{RS(3I;

Label orlqn C’urrtmtpm position LO I:

Text p~[h Lefl to right with normal line feed. DV’:

Ext[a ~pa~~ N()extra space Es;

‘Tran5panmld;itd ~(mlid priming mode TD; -+
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Input scaling points

1P[P7X, Ply [, P2X, P2y] ] [;]
Plx: x-coordinate of PI
PI?Hy-coordinate of P1

P2x: x-coordinate of P2
P2>I:y-coordinate of P2

The command defines the positions of P1 and P2 in absolute plotter units
relative to the lower left-hand corner of the picture frame.

Plotter units are 1/1016”and coordinate values are integers.

The next SC command received by the printer assigns user coordinate val-
ues to P 1 and P2. This effectively sets the size of the user units.

If you omit the parameters, the command sets the scaling points to their
default positions, the lower left- and upper right-hand corners of the PCL
picture frame in the current GL2 coordinate system orientation. See the
Rotate coordinate system command on page 136 for a description of how to
rotate the coordinate system.

If you omit the P2 parameters, P2 is repositioned so that it stays in the same
position relative to P1. Hence if you want to plot the same image several
times in different positions, simply move P1 and redraw the image.

PI and P2 may be positioned anywhere, as long as the specified coordinates
are inside the integer range. However, only the parts of an image that lie
inside the effective window will appear on the final output.

Plx must be set to a different value from P2x, and P]?!must be set to a dif-
ferent value from P2jJ.If Plx and P2x, or Ply and P2y, are set to equal val-
ues, the P2 coordinate is set to be 1 plotter unit greater than the
corresponding P 1coordinate.

The scaling point settings remain in effect until the printer receives another
1P command, or an IR or IN command.
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Input relative scaling points

IR IPlx, Ply[, P2X, P2y] ] [;]
Plx: x-coordinate of P1
Pl>vy-coordinate of PI

P2x: x-coordinate of P2

P2y: y-coordinate of P2

The command defines the positions of P1 and P2 as a percentage of the
width and height of the picture frame.

Coordinate values are clamped real numbers.

The next SC command received by the printer assigns user coordinate val-
ues to PI and P2. This effectively sets the size of the user units.

If you omit the parameters, the command sets the scaling points to their
default positions, the lower left- and upper right-hand corners of the PCL
picture frame in the current GL2 coordinate system orientation. See the
Rotate coordinate system command on page 136 for a description of how to
rotate the coordinate system.

If you change the size of the PCL picture frame, P1 and P2 are repositioned
so that their relative distances from each corner of the picture frame remain
the same.

The plotter unit coordinates of the scaling points are stored in the printer. If
you subsequently change the orientation of the coordinate system using the
Rotate coordinate system command, P1 and P2 are repositioned so that they
have the same plotter unit coordinates in the new orientation.

If you omit the P2 parameters, P2 is repositioned so that it stays in the same
position relative to PI. Hence if you want to plot the same image several
times in different positions, simply move PI and redraw the image.

P1 and P2 may be positioned anywhere, as long as the specified coordinates
are inside the real number range. However, only the parts of an image that
lie inside the effective window will appear on the final output.

The scaling point settings remain in effect until the printer receives another
IR command, an 1P command or an IN command.
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Scale
SC [ Mn~n,Xmax, Yrnin, Yrnax [, type [, /eft, bottom ]]] [;] (Types
o & 1)
SC [ Xmin, Xfacto~ Yrnin, Yfacto~ type] [;] (Type 2)

Xmin:x-coordinate of PI

Xmax: x-coordinate of P2
Ymi~t:y-coordinate of PI

Ymux: y-coordinate of P2

hp~:scaling type
l@: percentage of unused space to left of’scaling area

bottom: percentage of unused space below scaling area
Xjbcfor: ratio of plotter units to user units on x-axis

YfuctOr:ratio of plotter units to user units on y-axis

The command assigns user unit coordinates to P1 and P2. and makes user
units the current units.

In effect, this command sets the size of the user units, which are calculated
from the positions of P1 and P2.

Coordinates can now be specified in user units: the printer interprets coordi-
nate parameters with reference to the positions of P 1and P2.

There are three different types of scaling: anisotropic, isotropic and point
factor.

P1 and P2 are not graphic limits. You can print an image that lies wholly or
partly outside the P 1-P2 rectangle. so long as it lies within the effective win-
dow.

P1 does not have to be (0,0). Both the unit-size and origin can be selected to
fit the requirements of the task at hand.

The order in which the coordinate parameters are specified for the SC com-
mand differs from the order other commands use: the two x-coordinates are
specified first. then the two y-coordinates.

~yw = O. 1or 2.0 selects anisotropic scaling, 1 selects isotropic scaling and
2 selects point factor scaling.

In anisotropic and isotropic scaling Xmin must be different from Xma.r, and
Ymirzmust be different from Yma,r.
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Anisotropic scaling, the default, allows x-axis and y-axis
sizes. As a result, the rectangle defined by Xmin, Xrnax,
occupies the entire area defined by PI and P2.

PI

P2

units of different
Yrnin, and Yrnax

Anistropic units need not be square, so for example. the CI command to
draw a circle may be used to generate an ellipse.

The left and bottom parameters are not used in anisotropic scalinS. If they
are specified, they will be ignored.

Isotropic scaling forces x-axis and y-axis units to be the same size. As a
result. the rectangle defined by Xmin, Xmux, Ytnin, and YInax(the isotropic
area) may not occupy the entire area defined by PI and P2.

If the isotropic area does not fit exactly, it is sized so that either its height or
its width matches that of the P1/P2 rectangle, and so that it tits entirely
within the rectangle. This results in unused space either above and below, or
to the sides of the isotropic area.

PI

, P2
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Isotropic units are always square.
used, a circle is always drawn.

So for example, when the CI command is

You can precisely position the isotropic area within the P1-P2 rectangle by
specifying the percentage of unused space that should lie below, or to the
left of, the isotropic area.

lejf determines the percentage of unused space to lie to the left of the isotro-
pic area; if the width of the isotropic area is less than the width of the P1/P2
rectangle. left is in the range Oto 100.

bottom determines the percentage of unused space to lie below the isotropic
area, if the height of the isotropic area is less than the height of the P1/P2
rectangle. bottom is in the range Oto 100.

Specify either both left and bottom parameters, or neither. Although only
one of them will apply, both must be supplied.

If you omit the left and bottom parameters, the isotropic area is centered
within the P I/P2 rectangle.

PI

— 50%-

P2

Point factor scaling specifies the number of plotter units in each user unit
and assigns user unit coordinates to P1.

Xfactor specifies the number of plotter units in one x-axis user unit, and
Yfactor the number of plotter units in a y-axis user unit. Xfactor and Y/tictor
are both integers.

By Varying the parameters supplied to successive SC commands you can
manipulate images in a number of ways, for example, you can invert images
and create mirror images.
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To invert an image set Yrnin to be greater than Ymu.x.To generate the mirror
image of an image, set XrnirZto be greater than Mnax.

Because the SC command sets the size of user x- and y-units in terms of the
scaling points, changes to the relative positions of PI and P2 will cause the
size of one or both of the user units to change as well.

Possible parameter errors and the action the printer takes in each case are as
follows:

I Condition I Printer’snqmm I
[ ‘Ypes0,1 & 2-:NO parameters I Ignorescom~~nd,turnss~~iingoff /

I TypesO& l: Fewerthan4 parameters I Ignorescommand

\ TypesO& 1:6 parameters I Ignorescommand I

Types O& l: More than 7 parameters Executes command using first 7
parameters

I TYPeso& 1: Xnlin=Xma. I Ignores command I

I Types O& 1: Ymin=Ymax I Ignores command I
[ Type 2: Fewer than 5 parameters I ignores command I

Type 2: More than 5 parameters 1Ignores command !
Type 2: More than 7 parameters Ignores command

Type 2: Xfactor = Oor Yfactor = O Ignores command

The SC; command with no parameters makes plotter units the current units.

An SC command remains in effect until the printer receives another SC
command or a DF or IN command.
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Rotate coordinate system
RO [ ang/e ] [;]
The command sets the orientation of the GL2 coordinate system relative to
the orientation of the picture frame.

angle, which can be O,90. 180,or 270, specifiesthe angle of rotation counter-
clockwise from the default orientation, in which the origin of the GL2 coordi-
nate system corresponds to the bottom left-hand corner of the picture frame.

Pictureframe Pictureframe
.—
I I

,----.-..---......--=

I I
P2 P;

-*
,,

Currentpen ~
position ~

L

*
0- -- -- --- -’

PI I.—.—
(0,0)

Currentpen
position ~

a ,,

–,,
(0,0)

Rotatingthe coordinatesystemthrough 90”

The plotter unit origin. (0,0), is set to one of the four corners of the picture
frame, according to the specified rotation.

The current pen position does not change: the pen’s current coordinates are
changed to reflect the new orientation.

The positions of PI and P2 move with the coordinate system so that they
retain the same coordinates. However, this may place either or both of them
outside the picture frame. To reposition P] and P2 at the lower left- and
upper right-hand corners of the picture frame in the new orientation, use the
1P;command.

The contents of the polygon buffer are rotated.

An input window will be rotated with the coordinate system. However, this
may place part of the window outside the picture frame. The input window
will then be clipped to the overlap of the picture frame, the logical page and
the printable area. To reset the input window to the picture frame limits, use
the IW; command.

The command with no parameter sets the rotation of’the coordintite system
to ()degrees.

The command remains in effect until the printer receives another RO com-
mand or an IN; command.
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Input window

Iw [ xl, Yl, x2, Y2] [;]
Xl: input window bottom left corner x-coordinate

Yl: input window bottom left corner y-coordinate

X2: input window upper right corner x-coordinate
Y2:input window upper right corner y-coordinate

The command defines an input window. a rectangular area on the page, out-
side which no printed output can appear. Only GL2 graphics output that lies
within the input window will appear on the printed page.

The input window is also known as the soft clip limits.

Coordinates are specified in current units and are integers.

If the current units are user units when the input window is defined, subse-
quent 1P or IR commands will move the window on the page, so that the
user coordinate values of the window’s corners remain the same. However, a
subsequent SC command fixes the input window on the page: its position is
then unaffected by any further 1P or IR commands.

Picture frame Picture frame

(

Input window

An input window can be used to
mask out portions of an image

The comers of the window can be set to lie outsidethe picture frame. However,
only the partsof an imagewhichfall withinthe effective-windowwill be printed.

The command with no parameters sets the input window to the picture
frame limits.

“ The command remains in effect until the printer receives another IW com-
mand or a DF; or IN; command.
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Advance full page

PG [;]
The command clears “lost” mode but is otherwise ignored by the printer.

Use the PCL Form feed control code to eject a page. This is described in
Chapter 4 on page 68.

A Form feed does not affect the GL2 pen position.

Replot

RP [;]
The command clears “lost” mode but is otherwise ignored by the printer.

Use the PCL Select number of copies command to print multiple copies of a
graphics plot. This is described in Chapter 4 on page 52.

5.5.2 Vectorgroup
The commands that make up the vector group are as follows:

Pen up Pu Draw circle CI

Pen down PD Draw absolute arc AA

Plot absolute PA Draw absolute three point arc AT

Plot relative PR Draw relative arc AR

Polyline encoded PE Draw relative three point arc RT

The commands in this group control the pen state (up or down), position the
pen and draw lines. PU (Pen up) and PD (Pen down) set the pen state, deter-
mining whether plotting commands such as PA (Plot absolute) and PR (Plot
relative) plot lines or simply move the pen without drawing. PE (Polyline
encoded) combines a sequence of vector group commands into a single
command. CI (Draw circle) and the arc drawing commands add the facility
to draw circles, ellipses and curves.

.,
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Pen up

Pu [ x, Y[,...] ] [;]
X: x-coordinate of destination point

Y y-coordinate of destination point

The command raises the pen and moves
points specified.

in turn to each of the destination

If no parameters are supplied, the command raises the pen without moving it.

Coordinates are in current units, are real numbers, and can be either relative
or absolute. If a PA (Plot absolute) command was used most recently, coor-
dinates are absolute. If PR (Plot relative) was used most recently. coordi-
nates are relative. If neither PA or PR has been used, coordinates are
absolute.

There is no limit on the number of coordinate pairs you can specify.

If an odd number of coordinates is specified, the final coordinate is ignored.

In symbol mode the selected symbol is drawn at each point in the list. For a
description of symbol mode refer to the SM command on page 166.

In polygon mode the destination points are stored in the polygon buffer and
used when an Edge polygon or Fill polygon command is executed. For a
description of polygon mode refer to the PM command on page 149.

Pen down

Pcl [ x, Y[,...] ] [;]
X: x-coordinate of destination point

K y-coordinate of destination point

The command lowers the pen and draws a line from the current pen position
to the first destination point, and then successively from each destination
point to the next.

If no parameters are supplied, the command lowers the pen without moving it.

In all other respects the command is the same as the PU (pen up) command.
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Plot absolute
PA [ X, Y[,...] ] [;]

X: x-coordinate of destination point
X y-coordinate of destination point

The command moves the pen to each of the destination points in turn, and
sets the plotting mode to absolute plotting.

If no parameters are supplied, the command simply makes absolute plotting
the current plotting mode.

The parameters of commands which follow are treated as absolute coordi-
nates.

Coordinates are in current units and are real numbers.

If the pen is “down”, a line is drawn from the current pen position to the first
specified position, and then between each successive pair of points in the
parameter list.

If an odd number of coordinates is specified, the final coordinate is ignored.

In symbol mode the selected symbol is drawn at each point in the list. For a
description of symbol mode refer to the SM command on page 166.

In polygon mode the destination points are stored in the polygon buffer and
used when an Edge polygon or Fill polygon command is executed. For a
description of polygon mode refer to the PM command on page 149.
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Plot relative
PR [ X, Y[,...] ] [;]

X: x-coordinate of destination point

Y y-coordinate of destination point

The command moves the pen to each of the destination points in turn, and
sets the plotting mode to relative plotting. The coordinates of the first point
in the list are interpreted relative to the current pen position; the coordinates
of each subsequent point are interpreted relative to the preceding point.

If no parameters are supplied, the command simply makes relative plotting
the current plotting mode.

The parameters of commands which follow are treated as relative coordi-
nates.

Coordinates are in current units and are real numbers.

If the pen is “down”, a line is drawn from the current pen position to the first
specified position, and then between each successive pair of points in the
parameter list.

If an odd number of coordinates is specified, the final coordinate is ignored.

If the command moves the pen to a position whose absolute plotter unit
coordinates are outside integer range, all following commands are ignored
until a PA or PE command clears “lost” mode.

In symbol mode the selected symbol is drawn at each point in the list. For a
description of symbol mode refer to the SM command on page 166.

In polygon mode the destination points are stored in the polygon buffer and
used when an Edge polygon or Fill polygon command is executed. For a
description of polygon mode refer to the PM command on page 149.
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Polyline encoded
PE [[ f/ag ] [va/ue ] I Xi W... [ f/ag ] [vahe ] I Xi Yi ] ] ;

flag: a command, number type, plotting mode or data mode
value: parameter data for preceding flag

Xi: x-coordinate of destination point
H“:y-coordinate of destination point

The command incorporates a sequence of PA, PR, PU, PD and SP com-
mands into a coded form, resulting in smaller graphics files and reducing
data transmission times.

Flags within the parameter list determine the way in which data is inter-
preted.

The command draws lines to all coordinate points in the list except those
preceded by a “<” (pen up) flag.

All coordinatesare relativeexcept those precededby the absolutemode flag (=).

The command must be explicitly terminated by a semi-colon.

Flags are as follows:

Select pen The number that follows selects the pen. A PE
command without this flag uses the current pen.

< Pen up The pen is raised, moved to the point specified by
the coordinates that follow, and lowered. Lines
are drawn to all points not preceded by this flag.

> Fractional data The number that follows specifies the number of
fractional binary bits in the data.

= Absolute plot- The coordinate pair following the flag are inter-
ting preted as abs,olute coordinates. Any coordinates

not preceded by this flag are relative.

7 7-bit mode All coordinate values following the flag are inter-
preted as 7-bit (base 32) values.

Send flags to the printer as ASCII character codes. The MSB of the code is
ignored, so ‘<’, the fractional data flag, can be either 62 or 190.

The ‘:’ select pen flag has no effect in polygon mode.
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Values and coordinates are encoded in base 64 or base 32 using ASCII char-
acter codes. Codes O– 62, 127 – 190 and 255 are not used. (Number encod-
ing schemes are described below).

Valid ranges for values and coordinates are as follows:

I Pen number ] O(white)or 1 (black) I

Number of fractional binary bits Oto 26 (default O)

–2~ot. 2s0–1 plotter units
Coordinates

If the command moves the pen to a position whose absolute plotter unit coor-
dinates are outside integer range, all following coordinates are discarded up
to the next absolute flag, 6=’,that is followed by in-range coordinates.

Encodecoordinatevaluesas eitherbase 64 (thedefault)or base 32 numbers,and
send them to the printer using the correspondingASCII character codes. Use
base 32 on systemsrequiringa paritybit and base 64 on systemsthat do not.

To encode an integer, multiply its absolute value by 2, and, if the original
value was negative, add 1,e.g. represent –50 as 101 and +50 as 100.Convert
this number to base 64 or base 32, and encode each base 64 or 32 digit as an
ASCII character code.

To encode a real number, multiply the number of decimal places by 3.33 and
round this result up to the next integer (e.g. round 23.31 up to 24). This is
the number of binary bits needed to represent the fractional part of the real
number – the value that follows the ‘>’ flag. Call this number a. Multiply the
original real number by 2a, round it to the nearest integer and encode it as an
integer as described above.

Numbers must be transmitted to the printer least significant digit first, and
the last (most significant) digit of a number must be specified using a differ-
ent ASCII range from that used for the preceding digits, as follows.

Base Non-terminating codes Terminating codes

32 63-94 95-126

64 63-126 191-254
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For example, to encode a two-digit base 64 number with least significant
digit 2, and most significant digit 7, encode 2 as 65 (63+2) and 7 as 198
(191+7).

Commas are not permitted within a PE command.

In symbol mode the selected symbol is drawn at each specified point. For a
description of symbol mode refer to the SM command on page 166.

In polygon mode the specified points are stored in the polygon buffer and
used when an Edge polygon or Fill polygon command is executed. For a
description of polygon mode refer to the PM command on page 149.

After the command has been executed the previous plotting mode (absolute
or relative) is restored and the pen is set in the “down” position, unless the
PE command’s final pen movement was with the pen “up”.

The PE; command with no parameters updates the carriage return point. For
an explanation of the carriage return point refer to the LO Label origin com-
mand on page 179.

100 WIDTH “LPT1 :“,255;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB”;
130 LPRINT “INSCO,500,0,500,1,50,0“;
140 LPRINT “PE:1<=150,150,100,0,0,50,–7O,–25,–3O,–25“;
150 LPRINT CHR$ (27); “%OA”;
160 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
170 END
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Draw circle
Cl radius [, chord] [;]

radius: circle radius in current units

chord: chord angle in degrees

The command draws a circle of radius radius, whose center is the current
cursor position.

The circle is comprised of equal chords which subtend an angle of chord
degrees.

radius is a real number, and chord a clamped real number with a valid range
of 0.5 to 180. The default value is 5, giving a default 72 chords to the circle.
The smaller the angle chord, the smoother the circle.

The command plots irrespective of the current pen state

It is advisable to precede the command with a PU command, to avoid an
unwanted dot at the center of the circle.

Anisotropic or point factor scaling may cause the circle to appear as an
ellipse.

When the command has executed, the previous pen position (the center of
the circle) and pen state (up or down) are restored.

100 WIDTH “LPT1 :“,255;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB“;
130 LPRINT “INSCO,500,0.,500,1,50,0“;
140 LPRINT “PU250,25OCI100,C150,C125“;
150 LPRINT CHR$ (27); “%OA”;
160 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
170 END
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Draw absolute arc
AA X, ~ arc [, chord] [;]

X: arc center x-coordinate

K arc center y-coordinate

arc: arc angle in degrees

chord: chord angle in degrees

The command draws an arc starting from the current cursor position. The
arc’s center is the specified point.

Coordinates are in current units and are absolute,

The radius of the arc is the distance between the current position and the
point (X,~.

The arc subtends an angle of arc degrees and is made up of equal chords,
each subtending an angle of chord degrees. The smaller the value of chord,
the smoother the arc.

If arc is positive, the arc is drawn counterclockwise; if it is negative, the arc
is drawn clockwise.

An arc is only plotted if the pen is down.

After the command has finished, the pen position is at the opposite end of
the arc from the starting point (even if the pen was up).

X and Yare real numbers.

arc is a clamped real number and chord a clamped real number with a valid
range of 0.5 to 180.The default value is 5.

Anisotropic or point factor scaling may make the arc elliptical rather than
circular.

It is advisablenot to use an adaptiveline type with this command. For an expla-
nationof line types refer to the LTLine type command on page 162.
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Draw absolute three point arc
AT Xl, Yl, X2, Y2[, chord] [;]

Xl: x-coordinate of intermediate point

Y1:y-coordinate of intermediate point
X2: x-coordinate of end point

Y2:y-coordinate of end point

chord; chord angle

The command draws an arc that starts at the current pen position, passes
through the intermediate point, and finishes at the end point.

Coordinates are in current units and are absolute.

An arc is only plotted if the pen is down.

After the command has finished, the pen position is at the opposite end of
the arc from the starting point (even if the pen was up).

Whether the arc is drawn clockwise or counterclockwise depends on the
position of the intermediate point relative to the start and end points.

Xl, Y], X2 and Y2are real numbers.

chord is a clamped real number with a valid range of 0.5 to 180.The default
value is 5.

Anisotropic or point factor scaling may make the arc elliptical rather than
circular.

If the intermediatepoint does not lie between the start and end points, an arc is
not drawn. Instead two straight lines are plotted: one from the current pen
position through the intermediateposition to the edge of the effectivewindow,
and one from the opposite edge of the effective window to the end point.
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Draw relative arc
AR X, ~ arc [, chord] [;]

X: arc center x-coordinate
Y arc center y-coordinate

arc: arc angle in degrees
chord; chord angle in degrees

The command draws an arc starting from the current cursor position. The
arc’s center is the specified point.

Coordinates are in current units and are relative.

In all other respects the command functions in the same way as the AA
Draw absolute arc command.

Draw relative three point arc
RT Xl, Y7, X2, Y2[, chord] [;]

Xl: x-coordinate of intermediate point

Y]: y-coordinate of intermediate point
X2: x-coordinate of end point

Y2:y-coordinate of end point

chord: chord angle

The command draws an arc that starts at the current pen position, passes
through the intermediate point, and finishes at the end point.

Coordinatesare in currentunits and are absolute:the intermediateand end point
coordinate;are specifiedrelativeto the startpoint (the currentcursorposition).

In all other respects the command functions in the same way as the AT
Draw absolute three point arc command.
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5.5.3 Polygon group
The commands that make up the polygon group are as follows:

Polygon mode PM Fill absolute rectangle RA

Edge absolute rectangle EA Fill relative rectangle RR

Edge relative rectangle ER Fill polygon FP

Edge polygon EP Fill wedge WG

Edge wedge EW

Polygon group commands store, plot, and fill polygons. The polygon buffer,
a temporary printer storage area, holds coordinate pairs that define one or
more polygons. The buffer has enough space for at least 512 points, and
may be able to hold many more if printer memory is available. This depends
in part on the number of fonts and macros downloaded in PCL mode. Multi-
ple polygons in the buffer are referred to as sub-polygons. A polygon or
sub-polygon stays in the buffer until overwritten by another polygon, or
until the printer receives a DF; or IN; command. Some commands automat-
ically use the contents of the polygon buffer; others only use the buffer in
polygon mode. The PM command is used to enter polygon mode.

Polygon Mode
PM [ mode] [;]

mode: command mode

The command enters or exits polygon mode, or closes a sub-polygon.

In polygon mode vector group commands, such as PA and PR. can be used
to define the outline of a polygon.

A polygon in the buffer will not be plotted until polygon mode has been
exited.

Multiple polygons in the buffer are known as sub-poIygons.

The value of nzodedetermines the action of the command.

mode = O empties the polygon buffer, enters polygon mode and stores the
current pen position as the first vertex of the new polygon. Make sure you
position the pen at the first point in the polygon before using a PMO;com-
mand.
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mode = 1 closes the current polygon or sub-polygon without exiting polygon
mode. To close a polygon the command adds a point whose coordinates are
the same as those of the starting point, so that the polygon is a closed shape.

The vector group commands that follow a PM1; define a single sub-poly-
gon. A subsequent PM1; closes the polygon and marks the start of a new
sub-polygon definition.

mode =. 2 closes the current polygon or sub-polygon and exits polygon
mode.

Unlike a PMO; command, a PM1; command does not store the current pen
position as the first point of a new sub-polygon.

100 WIDTH “LPT1 :“,255;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E”;
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB”;
130 LPRINT “INSCO,500,0,500,1,50,0“;
140 LPRINT “PU1OO,100“;
150 LPRINT “PMOPA1OO,400,400,400,400,100,100,10OPM1“;
160 LPRINT “PU200,20OCI30PM1,PU200,30OC13OPM1“;
170 LPRINT “PU300,20OC13OPM1,PU300,300C13O“;
180 LPRINT “PM2;FP;EP“;
190 LPRINT CHR$ (27); “%OA”;
200 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
210 END ❑
The command with no parameters is equivalent to a PMO; command.

After polygon mode has been exited, the EP or FP command can be used to
edge or fill the polygon or polygons in the buffer.

When a polygon is edged or filled, the pen is automatically raised and
moved to the first point of the polygon in the “up” state.

The EP command only draws between points defined with the pen “down”.

The FP command fills a polygon irrespective of the pen state at the time the
polygon was defined.

Only vector group commands, IN; and DF; have any effect in polygon
mode. IN; and DF; clear the buffer and exit polygon mode.

If a Reset is performed while the printer is in polygon mode, the printer exits
polygon mode, empties the polygon buffer, exits GL2 mode and ejects the
current page.
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Edge absolute rectangle
EA X, Y[;]

X: x-coordinate of rectangle opposite corner

Y y-coordinate of rectangle opposite corner

The command draws a rectangle with the current cursor position and (X,lo
in opposite comers.

Coordinates are in current units and are absolute. Coordinate values are real
numbers.

The rectangle is drawn irrespective of the pen state, using the current pen,
line width and line attributes.

The command first empties the polygon buffer and then makes use of it to
define the rectangle, however, you do not have to enter polygon mode to use
the command. After the command has executed the buffer contains the rect-
angle vertices.

The current pen position and pen state do not change.

Edge relative rectangle
ER X, Y[;]

X: x-coordinate of rectangle opposite corner
Y y-coordinate of rectangle opposite corner

The command draws a rectangle with the current cursor position and (X,Y)
in opposite comers.

Coordinates are in current units and are relative. Hence the position of (X,Y)
is specified relative to the current cursor position. Coordinate values are real
numbers.

In all other respects the command functions in the same way as the EA Edge
absolute rectangle command.
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Edge polygon
EP [;]
The command plots the outline of the polygon or polygons in the buffer.

The command only draws between points defined while the pen was “down”.

Polygons are plotted irrespective of the current pen state, using the current
pen, line width and line attributes.

All polygons in the buffer are plotted, including those implicitly defined by
any previous EA, ER, RA, RR, EW or WG commands.

The data in the polygon buffer is not altered by the command.

The current pen position and pen state do not change.

Edge wedge
EW radius, start, arc [, chord] [;]

radius:”radius

start: start point angle (degrees)
arc: arc angle (degrees)

chord: chord angle (degrees)

The command draws a wedge of radius radius whose center is the current
cursor position.

The radius is in current units; radius i.sa real number.

The command first empties the polygon buffer and then makes use of it to
define the wedge, however, you do not have to enter polygon mode to use
the command. After the command has executed the buffer contains the
wedge’s vertices.

The wedge is plotted irrespective of the current pen state, using the current
pen, line width and line attributes.

The current pen position and pen state do not change.

The starting point from which the arc of the wedge is plotted can be deter-
mined in terms of a reference radius that extends horizontally from the cur-
rent pen position. Any point on the reference radius has the same
y-coordinate value as the current pen position.
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If radius is positive, the reference radius extends in the positive x-direction.
If radius is negative, the reference radius extends in the negative x-direction.

If start is positive, the arc is drawn from a point start degrees counterclock-
wise from the reference radius. If start is negative, the arc is drawn from a
point start degrees clockwise from the reference radius.

Negative arc .* ~. Positive arc

.
Negative ~
radius \ A“

4Negative ar~’.. ,:

r
- Positive

L radius

*
,’ ‘ Positive arc

Positive arc “’* “ Negative arc

The arc is comprised of chords that subtend an angle of chord degrees. The
smaller the value of chord, the smoother the arc.

start is a clamped real number.

If start is greater than 360, a start angle of start modulo 360 degrees is used.

arc should be in the range –360 to 360. If arc is greater than 360, a circle is
drawn.

If arc is positive the arc is drawn counterclockwise. If arc is negative the arc
is drawn clockwise.

chord should be in the range 0.5 to 180.The default value is 5.

Anisotropic or point factor scaling may cause the wedge to appear distorted.
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Fill absolute rectangle
RA X, Y[;]

X: x-coordinate of rectangle opposite corner
Y y-coordinate of rectangle opposite corner

The command draws and fills a rectangle with the current cursor position
and (X,Y)in opposite corners.

Coordinates are in current units and are absolute. Coordinate values are real
numbers.

The rectangle is drawn irrespective of the pen state, using the current pen,
fill type, line width and line attributes.

The command first empties the polygon buffer and then makes use of it to
define the rectangle, however, you do not have to enter polygon mode to use
the command. After the command has executed the buffer contains the rect-
angle vertices.

The current pen position and pen state do not change.

Fill relative rectangle
RR X, Y[;]

X: x-coordinate of rectangle opposite comer
Y y-coordinate of rectangle opposite corner

The command draws and fills a rectangle with the current cursor position
and (X,Y)in opposite corners.

Coordinates are in current units and are relative. Hence the position of (X,Y)
is specified relative to the current cursor position. Coordinate values are real
numbers.

In all other respects the command functions in the same way as the RA Fill
absolute rectangle command.
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Fill polygon
FP [;]
The command plots and fills the polygon or polygons in the buffer.

The command plots and fills irrespective of the pen state at the time the
polygon was defined.

Polygons are plotted irrespective of the current pen state, using the current
pen, fill type, line width and line attributes.

All polygons in the buffer are plotted and filled, including those implicitly
defined by any previous EA, ER, RA, RR, EW or WG commands.

Areas formed by overlapping sub-polygons are alternately filled and left
blank. The command fills a particular area enclosed by overlapping sub-
polygons if an imaginary line drawn into the area from outside all the sub-
polygons would intersect the sub-polygons’ edges an odd number of times.

The data in the polygon buffer is not altered by the command.

The current pen position and pen state do not change.
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Fill wedge
WG radius, start, arc [, chord] [;]

wdim: radius
start: start point angle (degrees)

arc: arc angle (degrees)

chord:chord angle (degrees)

The command draws and fills a wedge of radius radius whose center is the
current cursor position.

The command first empties the polygon buffer and then makes ‘useof it to
define the wedge, however, you do not have to enter polygon mode to use
the command. After the command has executed the buffer contains the
wedge’s vertices.

The wedge is plotted and filled irrespective of the current pen state, using
the current pen, fill type, line width and line attributes.

In all other respects the command functions in the same way as the EG
Edge wedge command.
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5.5.4 Line and fill attributes group
The commands that make up the line and fill attributes group areas follows:

Anchor corner AC Symbol mode SM

Fill type FT Select pen SP

Line attributes LA Screened vectors Sv

Line type LT Transparency mode TR

Pen width Pw User-defined line type UL

Raster fill definition RF Select pen width unit Wu

The commands in this group establish the line and fill types that are used by
vector and polygon group commands.

Anchor corner
AC [ X, Y] [;]

X: x-coordinate of fill pattern anchor comer

Y: y-coordinate of fill pattern anchor comer

The command establishesthe startingpoint of the currently selectedfillpattern.

Coordinates are in current units and are real numbers.

The command can be used to align a fill pattern with the shape which is to
be filled, or to fill adjacent shapes with a continuous pattern.

The command with no parameters sets the anchor position to the lower left-
hand comer of the picture frame in the current coordinate system rotation.

(

Fill pattern start point Fill pattern start point is aligned
is aligned to lower to lower left-hand corner picture
left-hand corner of frame, and so does not align to
filled shape corner of shape
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Fill type
FT [ fi// [, 0/37 [, 0/32]]] [;]

jill: fill type (1,2,3,4, 10, 11 or 21)

opl, op2 : options

The command selects a shading pattern.

fill = I or 2 selects solid black. opl and op2 are disregarded.

@ = 3 selects parallel hatching, filt = 4 selects cross-hatching. opl sets the
distance in current x-axis units between the lines of the pattern. opl = O
selects a spacing of 1% of the distance between P1 and P2. op2 selects the
angle in degrees between the hatching lines and the x-axis. The hatching
lines are drawn using the current line type, pen width and line attributes.
Subsequent changes in the position of P1 and P2 affect this spacing if user
units were current at the time that the hatching fill was selected, but not if
plotter units were in force. The lines in a cross-hatch pattern are drawn at the
selected angle to the x-axis and at 90 degrees to the selected angle.

jill = 10 selects a gray scale. opl selects the tone (O- 100%); O%selects the
lightest tone, and 100% the darkest. There are eight levels of gray available.
op2 is disregarded.

❑
(o-2%)

(36-55°/0)

EIEI
(3-lo%) (11-20%)

■ “m
(56-80%) (81-99%) (loo%)
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@ = 11 selects a raster fill previously defined with the RF command. opl
identifies the fill by index number ( 1– 8). op2 is disregarded. If no raster fill
has been defined for the selected index number, a solid black fill is used
instead.

$f/=21selects aPCLcross-hatch pattern. opl selects one of “ ‘“ ‘
PCL cross-hatch patterns (1 – 6). op2 is disregarded.

SIXpreaennea

I I

(#2) (#3)

(#4) (#5) (#6)

If opl or op2 are omitted. the most recently supplied values for the selected
fill type are used. If no values have been set, the default values for the fill
type are used.

The command with no parameters defaults all fill type parameters and sets
the fill type to solid fill.
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Line attributes
LA [ attribute, vahe [, attribute, vahe [, attribute, vahe ]]] [;]

attribute: line attribute

value: attribute value

The command specifies the shape of line joins and line ends by
three line attributes: line end type, line join type and miter limit.

setting the

attribute = 1 specifies line end type, attribute = 2 line join type, and attribute
= 3 miter limit,

The four line end types and corresponding value values are as follows:

Value Lineend

1 Butt 1)~

2 Square 2) I

3 Triangular 3) I b

4 Round 4) ~

Line join types and corresponding value values are as shown below:

Round Beveled
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Miter length is the dimension shown below:

The miter limit is the maximum ratio of miter length to line width and is
expressed as a number. e.g. if the miter length can be up to 8 times the line
width, the miter limit is 8.

If mitered line join type is selected and the miter limit is exceeded, the join
is beveled instead, the miter limit determining the cut off point.

Line width Miter limit

If mitered/beveled line join type is selected and the miter limit is exceeded, a
beveled line join is also used. In this case, however, the cut off point is deter-
mined by the lines’ lengths and relative positions.

Lines 0.35mm wide or less always have butt line ends and no line join.

Labels are always drawn with rounded Iine ends and line joins, regardless of
the current line attributes.

The command with no parameters sets line ends to butt, line joins to mitered
and the miter limit to 5.

The line attributes settings remain in effect until the printer receives another
LA command, or a DF; or IN; command.
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Line type
LT [ type [, /ength [, mode ]]] [;]

type: line type
length: pattern length
mode: pattern length mode

The command selects the line pattern which vector and polygon group com-
mands will use.

type selects the line type. type is from –8 to 8 or is 99.

All line types are drawn using the current line attribute settings.

You can define custom line types with the UL command.

type =1 to 8 selects a fixed pattern length line type. Any unused part of a pat-
tern is carried over and used at the start of the next line.

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

—

——
—

—

——
—

type=-1 to –8 selects an adaptive pattern length line type. When a line is
drawn the pattern is scaled to fit the line exactly.

–8 — — ——
–7
–6 — — — ———
–5 — —
-4
–3
–2 —
–1
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~pe = Oplots a single dot at each vertex of a rectangle plotted with an AA,
AR,ATor RT command, each point in the parameter list of a PA,PD or PR
command, and at the center of a circle drawn with a CI command.

length is specified either as a percentage of the distance between PI and P2,
or in millimeters, depending on the value of mode. If length is omitted, the
most recently specified pattern length is used. If no value has been specified
previously, the default value is used.

If length is zero or negative, the command is ignored.

mode = O specifies that length is specified as a percentage of the distance
between PI and P2. mode =1 specifies that length is defined in millimeters.
If mode is omitted, the most recently specified mode value is used. If no
value has been specified previously, the default value is used.

LT99; restores the most recent previous line type. For fixed line types the
pattern residue is also restored. LT99; only works if the following three con-
ditions are true: 1) the current line type is solid, 2) since the current line type
was selected the pen position has not changed and, 3) since the current line
type was selected none of the following commands have been used.

Lineandfillattributesgroup Configurationandstatusgroup

AC,LA,LT(exceptLT;and DF,IN, 1P,IR, IW, RO, SC
LT99;),PW, RF, SP,TR, UL, WU

LT;sets the line type to be solid. The previous line type, pattern length and
line residue are saved.

It is advisable to use a fixed pattern line type to plot circles, arcs, wedges
and polygons.

The line type settings remain in effect until the printer receives another LT
command, or a DF; or IN; command.
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Pen width
PW [ wklth [, pen ]] [;]

width: pen width

pen: pen number

The command sets the width of the specified pen.

The setting determines the width of subsequent lines drawn with the
selected pen.

Pen width is either specified in millimeters, or as a percentage of the dis-
tance between P1 and P2; the current pen width unit selection determines
which method is used. If no pen width unit has been specified, the width is
set in millimeters.

If width = O.a width of 1/300” is selected.

Widths specified in millimeters are scaled by the ratio of the PCL picture
frame size.to the GL2 plot size. If the ratio is different for the two axes, the
thinner pen width (smaller ratio) is used. If this is less than 1/300”, then a
width of 1/300”is used.

If pen is not specified, both pens are set to the specified width. If penis not O
or 1, the command is disregarded.

The command with no parameters set both pens to a width of either 0.35mm
or 0.1% of the P1-P2 distance, according to the current pen width unit.

The pen width setting does not affect the width of label characters.

The DF: command does not reset the pen width.

The pen width setting remains in effect until the printer receives another PW
command or an IN; command.

Raster fill definition
RF [ index[, width, height, pixe/ [;...]]] [;]

index: pattern index

width: fill width

heighf: fill height
pi.~el:pixel setting

The command defines a raster fill pattern. Up to 8 fill patterns may be
detined.
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The FT command can be used to select a pattern.

index is the index number of the pattern which is used to reference it when it
is selected. index can be from 1 to 8. width is the width of the pattern in pix-
els and height is the height. width and height can both be from 1 to 255.

pixel represents a single pixel in the fill pattern. O stands for a white pixel,
and any other value for a black pixel. There can be as many pixel parameters
as there are pixels in the pattern i.e. width x height. Pixels are set from left to
right and from top to bottom. If there are fewer than (width x height) pixel
parameters, the trailing pixels are set to white.

If width, height and pixel are omitted, the pattern is defined as a solid black
fill.

The command with no parameters sets all 8 raster fill patterns to solid black
fill.

100 WIDTH “LPT1:“,255;
110 LPR.INTCHR$ (27);“E“;
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“~OB”;
130 LPRINT “INSP1SCO,500,0,500,1,50,0“;
140 LPRINT “RF1,4,4,“
150 LPRINT “1,0,1,0“
160 LPRINT “O,1,0,1“
170 LPRINT “1,0,1,0“
180 LJ?RINT“O,1,0,1“
190 LPRINT “FT11,1PU100,10ORA105,103“;
200 LPRINT CHR$ (27); “%0.A” ;
210 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
220 END R
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Symbol mode
SM [ char] [;]

char:ASCII character code

The command specifies a symbol for use with vector group commands, and
initiates symbol mode.

In symbol mode the specified symbol is drawn at each point in the parameter
list of any PA, PR, PD, PU or PE command, regardless of the pen state. If
the pen is down, lines are plotted as well. The symbol is centered on the
specified point.

char can be from any of the following character code ranges: 33 – 58, 60 –
126.161 or 254. The semi-colon, ‘;’, character code 59, cannot be used, as it
is the GL2 command terminator.

The symbol appears in the current font. If a new symbol set is selected, the
symbol may change.

The symbol’s appearance is also determined by the current character size,
slant and direction settings. See the Character group section on page 171.

The command with no parameters exits symbol mode. Subsequent PA,PR,
PD,PU and PE commands do not cause the symbol to be plotted.

The command does not alter the pen position or pen state.

An SM command remains in effect until the printer receives another SM
command, a DF;or an IN;command.
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Select pen
SP [ pen ] [;]

pen: pen number

The command selects a pen color for drawing and filling.

pen = Oselects the white pen. Output from the white pen is only visible on a
non-white background and when transparency mode has been turned off
with the TRO; command.

pen = 1 selects the black pen. Plotting commands produce output as normal.

Any other integer values of pen also select the black pen.

A change to the pen width does not change the current pen number selection.

The command with no parameter selects the white pen.

Screened vectors
SV [ screen [, opl [, op2 ]]] [;]

screen: screen type (0, 1, 2 or 21)

opl and op2: screen type options

The command selects the type of screening(shading)for use with lines, hatch-
ing patterns,arcs, circlesand the edges of polygons,rectanglesand wedges.

screen = Oturns screening off.

screen = 1 selects a gray scale. opl specifies the percentage of shading
required (O– 10070):op2 is disregarded. There are 8 gray scales available.
See the description of the FT (Fill type) command on page 158.

screen = 2 selects a raster fill defined by the RF command. opl specifies its
index number. If op2 = O,the fill uses the color of pen number 1. If op2 = 1,
the fill is in the current pen’s color.

screen =21 selects a PCL cross-hatch pattern. opl selects the pattern (1 – 6).
See the description of the FT (Fill type) command on page 158 for a dia-
gram showing the patterns available.

If opl or op2 are omitted, the most recently set values for the selected screen
type are used. If no values have been set, the values are defaulted.

The command with no parameters turns screening off.
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Transparency mode
TR [ setthg ] [;]

~etting:transparency mode

The command turns transparency mode on or off, determining how source
and destination images interact.

setling =.1 turns transparency mode on. The destination image may be seen
through the white areas of the source image.

setting = O turns transparency mode off. The destination image cannot be
seen through the white areas of the source image.

Refer to the description of the PCL print model on page 101 of Chapter 4 for
a discussion of source transparency.

The command with no parameter turns transparency mode on.

A Reset or.an IN; or DF; command turns transparency mode on.

User-defined line type
UL [ index ] [, gap [,...]] [;]

index: pattern index

gap: pattern gap

The command redefines line types. Up to 8 line patterns may be defined.

The LT command can be used to select the defined line types.

index (1– 8) specifies the index number of the line type to be defined.

gap sets the length of alternate pen down and pen up segments on the line. A
line type can have up to 20 segments; the first must always be a pen down
segment.

100 WIDTH “LPT1 :“,255;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB“;
130 LPRINrr“TNSP1“;
140 LPRINT “IPO,0,4064,4064“;
150 LPRINT “SCO,100,0,100“;
160 LPRINT “PU5O,50“;
170 LPRINT “UL4,40,30,20,10“;
180 LPRINT “PWO.5L.T4,12.5,OCI30“;
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190 LPRINT CHR$ (27); “%OA”;
200 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E”;
210 END

—\/“ \
/ \

/ \
i 1
\ /’‘\ /\- //

gap is a positive clamped integer. The LT command automatically converts
the gaps to percentages.

index is an absolute value. UL-6 and UL6 are equivalent. If a fixed 1ine type
is redefined, the corresponding adaptive line type is automatically redefined
to match.

The sum of the gap parameters must be greater than O.If an index number is
specified but no gap parameters, the line type is set to the default for the
index number.

The command with no parameters defaults all line types.
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Select pen width unit
WU [ unit] [;]

zmif:unit type

The command specifies a pen width unit for use with the PW command.
The unit selection applies to both pens.

The WU command always sets both pens’ widths to default values.

unit = O selects millimeters as the pen width unit and sets all pen widths to
0.35mm.

unit = 1 specifies that pen width is to be designated as a percentage of the
distance between PI and P2. Both pens’ widths are set to O.1‘%of the cur-
rent distance.

The command with no parameter sets the unit type to millimeters and both
pens’ widths to 0.35mm.

The unit type setting is not altered by a DF; command.

The width unit setting remains in effect until the printer receives another
WU command or an IN; command.
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5.5.5 Character group
The commands that comprise the character group are as follows:

Define standard font SD Relative direction DR

Define alternate font AD Define variable text path DV

Select standard font Ss Character plot CP

Select alternate font SA Character fill mode CF

Select primary font FI Set absolute character size S1

Select secondary”font FN Set relative character size SR

Define label LB Set character slant SL

Define label terminator DT Scalable or bitmap fonts SB

Label origin LO Extra space ES

Absolute direction DI Transparent data TD

The commands are used to print and manipulate text. Any font available in
PCL mode can also be used in GL2 mode. In addition, the size, direction, fill
pattern and slant of characters can be altered. As in PCL mode, two font def-
initions are always maintained, the standard font and the alternate font. You
can switch between the two with a single command.
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Define standard font
SD [ attribute, value] [...] [;]

attribute: font attribute
value: attribute value

The command defines the standard font in terms of the seven font attributes.

Attributes are as follows: symbol set, spacing, pitch, height, posture, stroke
weight and typeface.

attribute (1– 7) identifies which attribute is to be set, as shown:,

1 I I

attribute Attribute
I

\l I symbolset I

12 I spacingtype I

I 3 I pitch I

14 height

5 posture
1

6 strokeweight
I

17 I typeface I

Any number of attributes can be set: the current standard font settings are
retained for any attributes not specified in the command.

value selects the setting for the selected attribute.
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Available options for each attribute are as follows:

Symbol set

ISO60:Norwegian 4 HP Spanish 51

RomanExtension 5 1S0 57:Chinese 75

1S0 25:French 6 ISO 17:Spanish 83

HP German 7 1S02: IRV 85

1S0 15:Italian 9 1S0 10:Swedish 115

JIS ASCII 11 1S0 16:Portuguese 147

ECMA-94Latin 1 14 1S0 84:Portuguese 179

1S0 1I: Swedish 19 1S0 85:Spanish 211

US-ASCII 21 Roman-8 277

1S0 61: Norwegian 36 IBM-PC(US) 341

1S04: UK 37 IBM-PC(Denmark/Norway) 373

1S0 69:French 38 PC-850 405

ISO21:German 39

Spacing type
[ I 1

Fixed spacing (default) o

Proportional spacing 1

Pitch

Pitchsetting O– 32767

Height

Height setting O– 32767
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Posture

I

P+
Alternate italic 2

Stroke weight

–7 Ultra Thin 1 Semi Bold

–6 Extra Thin 2 Demi Bold

–5 Thin 3 Bold

–4 Extra Light 4 Extra Bold

–3 Light 5 Black

–2 Demi Light 6 Extra Black

–1 Semi Light 7 Ultra Block

o Medium 9999 Stick font

If the stick font is selected (typeface 48), selecting a stroke weight of 9999
causes stick font characters to be rendered at the current pen width.

Typeface

Line printer Oor 4096

Courier 3 or 4099

Times 5 or 4101

Stick font 48

Univers 52 or 4148

If no font with all the specified attribute values is available, the printer
attempts to match the requested font as closely as possible using an avail-
able font. Attribute number determines the priority order in which attributes
are matched; symbol set has the highest priority and typeface the lowest.
This is analogous to the font selection procedure in PCL mode. See the
explanation of font selection on page 77 of Chapter 4.
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The command without parameters defaults the standard font attribute set-
tings. The default standard font settings are as follows:

Default font settings

Attribute attribute Setting Equivalent value

Symbol set 1 Roman-8 277

Font spacing 2 Fixed o

Pitch 3 9 cpi 9

Point size 4 11.5 point 11.5

Posture 5 Upright o

Stroke weight 6 Medium o

Typeface 7 Stick font 48

Define alternate font
AD [ attrbufe, vake] [..] [;]

attribute: font attribute
value: attribute value

The command defines the alternate font in terms of the seven font attributes.

Any number of attributes can be set: the current alternate font settings are
retained for any attributes not specified in the command.

The command without parameters defaults the alternate font attribute set-
tings. The default alternate font settings are the same as the default standard
font settings.

The command functions in the same way as the SD Define standard font
command.
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Select standard font
Ss[;]
The command makes the standard font the current font. Subsequent label
text is printed in the standard font.

The standard font remains selected until the printer receives an SA com-
mand or <S0> control code (ASCII code 14).

An <S1> control code (ASCII code 15) in a label string also selects the stan-
dard font.

The default standard font is the GL2 stick font. The DF; and IN; commands
make the stick font the standard font and select it as the current font.

Select alternate font
SA [;]
The command makes the alternate font the current font. Subsequent label
text is printed in the alternate font.

The altem”atefont remains selected until the printer receives an SS com-
mand, an <S1> control code (ASCII code 15) or a DF; or IN; command.

An <SO> control code (ASCII code 14) in a label string also selects the
alternate font.

The default alternate font is the GL2 stick font.

Select primary font
FI id [;]

id font identity number.

The command selects a font as the primary (standard) font. The font is iden-
tified by number.

Any font to which a font identity number has previously been assigned in
PCL mode, may be selected. The font can be an internal font, a downloaded
font or a cartridge font.

The standard font’s attributes are set to those of the selected font.

If the selected font is scalable, a point size should first be specified with the
SD command. Otherwise the current standard font point size is adopted.

If the selected font is proportionally spaced, the current standard font pitch
is stored for future use.

If no font with the specified ID number is available, the command is
ignored.
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Select secondary font
FN id [;]

id: font identity number.

The command selects a font as the secondary (alternate) font. The font is
identified by number.

Any font to which a font identity number has previously been assigned in
PCL mode, maybe selected. The font can be an internal font, a downloaded
font or a cartridge font.

The alternate font’s attributes are set to those of the selected font.

If the selected font is scalable, a point size should first be specified with the
AD command. Otherwise the current alternate font point size is adopted.

If the selected font is proportionally spaced, the current alternate font pitch
is stored for future use.

If no font with the specified ID number is available, the command is
ignored.
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Define label
LB [ char] term [;]

chin-:character string
term: terminator

The command prints character string labels.

Labels can include non-printing characters, such as carriage returns or line
feeds and must be terminated with a terminating character. The default ter-
minator is the <ETX> code (ASCII code 3). A different label terminator
may be defined with the DT command.

Printing starts from the current pen position unless a label origin has been
set by an LO command.

Labels are printed even if the pen is up.

After the label has been printed the pen is at the bottom left-hand corner of
the next character’s character cell. The character cell is an imaginary bound-
ing box enclosing a single character. Each character in a font has its own
character cell definition. The character cell definitions determine the spacing
and alignment between successive characters.

1 e
feed

I
Cap height “Al

> * Character “
Character width +

I
Point
size

I

\
Baseline

origin - Character
cell width -
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Define label terminator
DT [char [, mode ]] [;]

char: character

mode: printing mode

The command defines a character as the label terminator.

mode = Ocauses the terminator to be printed as part of each string.

mode = 1 causes strings to be printed without the terminator appearing.

If mode is omitted, the terminator is not printed.

There must not be a space character between the letters DT and the termina-
tor character. If there is, the space character will be made the terminator.

If no parameters are supplied, the default terminator <ETX> (ASCII 3) is
used.

Label origin
LO [ origin] [;]

origin: label origin

The command determines the position relative to the current pen position
from which label printing starts.

There are eighteen possible settings: labels can be centered, left-justified or
right-justified relative to the current pen position, and vertically centered on,
above or below the current pen position. Each of these positions can be off-
set 259?0of the currently selected font’s point size.

origin is either 1 – 9 or 11 – 19 and determines the offset as shown.

--9--2(
19
x

x18

’17
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After a label has been printed, the pen position is at the bottom right-hand
corner of the final character’s character cell.

See the description of the LB Define label command on page 178 for a dia-
gram of the character cell.

The command sets the carriage return point to the new label origin; a car-
riage return after the last character of the label and before the terminating
character repositions the pen back at a label’s origin after printing.

Each sequence of characters that follow a carriage return in a label will be
printed from the label origin. Hence, several strings may be over-printed

The default label origin is at the bottom left-hand comer of the first charac-
ter’s character cell.

The command with no parameter defaults the label origin.

An LO command remains in effect until the printer receives another LO
command-or a DF; or IN: command.
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Absolute direction
DI [ run, rise] [;]

rwz:l a b ed i r e c t ix - c o m p o
r i s el a b ed i r e c t iy - c o m p o

T hc o m m a nd e t e r m it hd i r e ci w hl aa p rr e
t t hc o o r d i n as y s tx - a x

r i s/ r u= t ht a n g eo t ha n gb e t wt l a bb a sa t x

r ua nr i sa rc l a m pi n t e g e

T hc o m m a ns e tt hc a r r ir e tp ot t c u rp p o

T ht e xp a ts eb t hD c o m ma t a b sp d i
t o g e t h ed e t e r m it ho r i e n t aa nd i r eo t e

I r ua nr i sa rb o t0 t hc o m mi i g n o

T hc o m m a nw i t h op a r a m es et p r i nd i rt h o r

100
110
120
130
14(1
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

240

LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
LFIRINTCHR$ (27);“%OB“;
L,PRINT “INSPIIPO,0,4000,3200SCO,10,0,5“;
I,PRINT “DI8,4“; :REM Set text direction
LPRINT “DT*“;
LPRINT “SD2,1,4,1.8,7,4“;
LPRINT “Puo,0“;
LPRINT “LB First text string*“;
LPRINT “DV1,1“; :REM Set text path to vertical
LPRINT “SD4,12“;
LPRINT “PU5,4“;
LPRINT “LBSecorid”;CHR$ (1.3);CHR$ (10); “text string*“;
LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OP.“;
LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
END
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Relative direction
DR [ run, rise] [;]

r u nl a b ed i r e c t i ox - c o m p o n
r i s el a b ed i r e c t iy - c o m p o n

T h ec o m m a nd e t e r m i nt hd i r e c ti w h il a ba p r ia a p
c e n t a g eo t hh o r i z o n ta nv e r t id i s t ab e tP a P

r u na nr i sa rc l a m p ei n t e g e

T h ec o m m a ns e tt hc a r r i ar e t up o it t c u rp l o c

C h a n g e st t hr e l a t ip o s i t i oo P a nP c at r e lp r
d i r e c t i o nt c h a n g e

100 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB”;
120 LPRINT “INSP1IPO,0,3000,150OSCO,10,0,10“;
130 LPRINT “DR3,5“; :REM Set relative text direction
140 LPRINT “DT*“;
150 LPRINT “SD2,1,4,10,7,52“;
160 LPRINT “PU3,2“;
170 LPRINT “LBFrom a new angle*“;
180 LPRINT “IP300,0,1300,1500“;
190 LPRINT “PU3,2“;
200 LPRINT “LBFrom a new angle*”;
210 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OA”;
220 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E”;
230 END

newP2 , P2

T h et e xp a ts eb t hD c o m ma nt r e l ap rd i r
t o g e t h e rd e t e r m i nt ho r i e n t a ta nd i r e co t e

I fr u na nr i sa rb o tO t hc o m m ai i g n o

T h ec o m m a nw i t h o up a r a m e ts et hp r i nd i r et h o r i
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Define variable text path
DV [ @h [, ~CtjOtl ]] [;]

p a t ht e xp r i n t ip a t

a c t i o nl i nf e ea c t i

T hc o m m a ns e tt hl a bp r i n td i r e ca t c a rr ep

T ht e xp a ti d e f i nr e l a tt t hc u ra b so r ep r
d i r e c t i o nI n D o D c o m mh ab eu st t p i d
r e l a t i vt t hc o o r d i ns y s tx - a x

p a ti O 1 2 o 3 a ns e tt ht ep aa s h o

100 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB“;
120 LPRINT “INSPISCO,100,0,100“;
130 LPRINT “DT*“;
140 LPRINT “SD2,1,4,18,7,4“;
150 LPRINT “PU52,50“;
160 LPRINT “LBText path=O*“;
170 LPRINT “DV1“;
180 LPRINT “PU5O,48“;
190 LPRINT “LBText path=1*“;
200 LPRINT “DV2“;
210 LPRINT “PU48,50“;
220 LPRINT “LBText path=2*”;
230 LPRINT “DV3”;
240 LPRINT “PU50,52”;
250 LPRINT “LBText path=3*”;
260 LPRINT CHR$ (27); “%OA”;
270 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E”;
280 END

3

i
t
a
P

t
x

a c t i o= Oc a u s ea l i nf et r e p o s it p c l oa a a o
9 0t t ht e xp a t hF oe x a m pi p a= 3 a n l o t w b
p r i n t et t hr i g ho t hp r e v il i n

a c r i o= 1 causes a l i nf et r e p o s it p c o u n t ea a
a n g lo 9 0t t ht e xp a tF oe x a mi p a= 2 a n l o t w
b p r i n t eb e l ot hp r e v il i n

C h a n g et t hp o s i t i oo P a nP d n a f ft t p a
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I fa c f i oi o m i t t e da l i nf e er e p o s i tt hp c l o ca 9 t t
t e x tp a t h

T h ed e f a u lt e xp a ti h o r i z o n tp r i n ti f rl et r i gA l f r
s i t i o n st hp ec l o c k w ia 9 0t t ht e xe q u i vt a D Vc o m

T h ec o m m a nw i tn p a r a m e ts et ht ep at b h o r iw
p r i n t i n gf r ol e ft r i g h

Character plot
CP [ spaces [, /ines ]] [;]

s p a c e sp em o v e m ei s p a c

l i n e sp em o v e m e ni l i n

T h ec o m m a nr e p o s i t i ot hp ea s p e c id i s t a

T h ed i s t a n ci s p e c i f ia a n u m bo l i na ns p aN p l oi p
f o r m e d .

P e nm o v e m e ni s p e c i f ir e l a tt t hc u r rp r i nd i r e

A p u c e si t hn u m b eo s p a ct hp em o vh o r i z oA p o sv
m o v e st hp et t hr i g ha n e g a tv a lm o vi t t l e

l i n e si t hn u m b eo l i n et hp em o vv e r t i cA p o sv am
t h ep eu p w a r d sa n e g a t iv a lm o vi d o w n w

T h eh e i g ho a l i na nw i do a s p aa rd e t e rb t c uf o
p i t c h( os p a cc h a r a c tw i d ti i i p r o p o r t is p aa l i n e
T h el i n e - s p a c i n gt hv e r t i cd i s t at hp em o va fa l if ei d e
f o re v e rf o n ta nm ab a d j u s tw it hE E xs pc o m

s p a c e sa nl i n ea rc l a m pi n t e g e

A st hp ei r e p o s i t i o n et hc a r r ir e tp oi a d ja c c o

T h ec o m m a nd o en oa f f et hc u r rp es to m a rs e t

T h ec o m m a nw i tn p a r a m e tr e p o s i tt p o l b et
c a r r i a g er e t u rp o i n te q u i v a lt a c a i - rr e t ul if e
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Character fill mode
CF [ fN [, pen ]] [;]

jill: f i lp a t t e

p e np en u m b

T hc o m m a ns p e c i f ih ot ec h a r a ca t b e da f i

S c a l a b lf o nc h a r a c t em ab e d ga nf i lw ia p at c b
s e l e c t ew i tt hF c o m m aB i tf oc h a ra s f c
a c t e rc a n n ob e d ga nm ao nb f i lw ia r af is hp
t e ro a P Cc r o s s - h ap a t t e

j i lm a y bO 1 ,o 3.

j i l= Of i l la lc h a r a c tw ia s o lf ia e ds c af c h

@ = 1 e d g es c a l a bf o nc h a r a cb ud on f it ha f b
f o na ns t i cf o nc h a r a c t e

j i l=2f i l la lc h a r a c tu s it hc u r rf it yb d n e t

f i l= 3 f i l la lc h a r a c tw it hc u r rf it ya e ds cf
c h a r a c t e r s

p e= Os e l e c tt hw h ip ef oe d g i

p e= 1 s e l e c tt hb l ap e

I n p ei s p e c i f i et hc u r rp ei u s

T hw i d to t hp eu s et e da c h a r ai p r o p ot t c
t e r ’p o i ns i z e

T hl i nw i d tu s ei c r o s s - hp a t tc b s w t P c
m a n d

T hc o m m a nw i tn p a r a m es e l ea s of ia t w p
e q u i v a l e nt C F O ,

A C c o m m a nr e m a ii e f f eu n tt p r ir e ca nC com-

m a n da D Fo a IN;c o m m a
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Set absolute character size
S1[width, height] [;]

w i d t hc h a r a c t ew i d ti c e n t i m e
h e i g h tc h a r a c t eh e i gi c e n t i m e

T h ec o m m a nd e t e r m i nt hs io l a bc h a r a c

w i d d zi . c l a m p ei n t e g eA n e g a tw i dp r o dm i r r oc h
t e r s ,e x c e pa f t ea S B 1c o m m a

h e i g h ti a c l a m p ei n t e g eA n e g a th e ip r o du p s ic
a c t e r s .

100 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB”;
120 LPRINT “INSP1“;
130 LPRINT “IPO,0,4000,2500,SCO,100,0,100“;
140 LPRINT “DT*“;
150 LPRINT “SD2,1,4,12,7,52“;
160 LPRINT “S1.5,.75“;
170 LPRINT “PU5O,160“;
180 LPRINT “LBNormal text*“;
190 LPRINT “S1.5,–.75“;
200 LPRINT “PU5O,140“;
21O LPRINT “LBUpside-down text*”;
220 LPRINT “S1.5,-1.5”;
230 LPRINT “PU5O,1OO”;
240 LPRINT “LBBackward text*”;
250 LPRINT “S1O-.5,-.75”;
260 LPRINT “PU50,80”;
270 LPRINT “LBBackward, upside–down text*”;
280 LPRINT CHR$ (27); “%OA”;
290 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E”;
300 END

Normal text

flbe!qe-qowu [6X[

A c h a n gt t hc h a r a c ts i zm aa l tt hl iw io s tf c h a

T h eS B 1c o m m a nm ac a uu n e x p ev a r i ai c h as i
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Set relative character size
SR [width, height] [;]

w i d t hc h a r a c tw i d
h e i g h tc h a r a c th e i g

T hc o m m a nd e t e r m it hs io l a bc h a r ar e lt P a P

w i d ta nh e i g ha rs p e c i fr e s p e c ta a p e r co t h o
a nv e r t i c ad i s t a n cf r oP t P 2

w i d ti a c l a m pi n t e gA n e g a tw ip r om i r rc
t e r s

h e i g hi a c l a m pi n t e gA n e g a th e ip r ou p sc
a c t e r s

C h a n g et t hr e l a t ip o s i t io P a P w ia lt c h as

100 REM Program one
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB“;
130 LPRINT “INSP1IPO,0,3000,200OSCO,100,0,100“;
140 LPRINT “L04“;
150 LPRINT “DT*“;
160 LPRINT “SD2,1,4,30,7,52“;
170 LPRINT “PU5O,50“;
180 LPRINT “LBShrunken text*“;
190 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OA”;
200 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
210 END

100 REM Program two
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; “ E “ ;
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB” ;
130 LPRINT “INSP1IP1000,0,2000,2000SCO,100,0,100“;
140 LPRINT “L04r’;
150 LPRINT “DT*”;
160 LPRINT “sD2,1,4,30,7,52” ;
170 LPRINT “PU50,50”;
180 LPRINT “LBShrunken text*”;
190 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OA”;
200 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E”;
210 END
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Shrunken text

PI I

P2

P1

P2

If P2 is to the left of Pl, characters will appear in mirror-image. If P2 is
below P1, characters will appear upside-down.

A change to the relative character size may alter the line width of stick font
characters.

The SB1; command may cause unexpected variations in character size.

The command without parameters sets the character width to 0.75% of the
horizontal distance between P1 and P2, and the height to 1.5% of the verti-
cal distance between P1 and P2.
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Set character slant
SL [ tan ] [;]

t a nt a n g e no c h a r a cs l aa n g

T hc o m m a ns p e c i f ia s l aa n gf ol ac h a r

O n ls c a l a b lf o na ns t if oc h a r ac b s l a

A p o s i t i vt ac a u sc h a r a c tt s l of o r w

A n e g a t i vt ac a u sc h a r a c tt s l ob a c k w

100 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E“;
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OB“;
120 LPRINT “INSP1IPO,0,3000,3000SCO,30,0,30“;
130 LPRINT “DR3,5“;
140 LPRINT “DT*“;
150 LPRINT “SD2,1,4,25,7,52“;
150 LPRINT “S1.7,1“;
170 LPRINT ,,SL.3II;

180 LPRINT “PU1O,10“;
190 LPRINT ‘rLBForward slanting text*”;
200 LPRINT “SL –.3”;
210 LPRINT “PU1O,3”;
220 LPRINT “LBBackward slanting text*”;
230 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“%OA”;
240 LPRINT CHR$ (27);“E”;
250 END

Forward slanting text
Backward shnting text

I t a nO c h a r a c t ea ru p r i g

t ai a c l a m p er e an u m b e

T hc o m m a nw i t h op a r a m ec a uc h a r at b p ru p
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Scalable or bitmap fonts
SB [ type ] [;]

t y p ef o nt y p

T h ec o m m a ne i l a b lo d i s a bt hu so b i tf o n

t y p e= Os p e c i f i et h ao n ls c a l af o na nt s tf om as e

t y p e= 1 ‘ s p e c i f i et h aa nf o nm ab s e l e c

A nS B 1c o m m a nm ac h a nt hc u r rs t a no a l tf s e
t i o nb a l l o w i na b i t mf o nt hb e tm a t ct m or e cs p
f i e df o na t t r i b u t et b s e l e c ti p r e f e rt a s c af o

A nS B Oc o m m a nw i lc h a nt hc u r rs t a no a l tf s e
t i o ni e i t h ei c u r r e n ta b i t mf o n

B i t m a pc h a r a c t e rc a n nb e d g ec ao nb p r ii o r i eo 0
9 0 ° ,1 8 0o 2 7 0 °a nc a n nb s l a n tB i tf oc h as a
a p p r o x i m a t eo n l y

T h eF a nF c o m m a na u t o m a t i ce n ab i tf os e lw
t h e ys e l e ca b i t m af o n t

T h ec o m m a nw i t h o up a r a m e ti e q u i v at a S Bc o m

T h ed e f a u ls e t t i ni s c a l a bf o na nt hs t if oo n
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Extra space
ES [ width [, height]] [;]

w i d t hc h a r a c ts p a c ic h a n

h e i g h tl i n e - s p a c ic h a n

T hc o m m a na d j u sl a bc h a r aa nl is p a

W i d ts p e c i f it hn u m bo e x ts p ab e tc h a rA n e
w i d tr e m o v es p a c e

h e i g hs p e c i f it hn u m bo e x tl i nb e tl al iA n e
h e i g hr e m o v el i n e

T hw i d to a s p a ci e i t ht hc u r rp is e t( a f i x
f o n t )o t hw i d to t hs p ac h a r a( fa s c af o

T hl i n e - s p a c is e t t ii d e t e r mb t c u rf o

F r a c t i o n av a l u eo w i da nh e ia l lc h a ra l s pt b
f i n e - t u n e d

w i d ta nh e i g ha rc l a m pr en u m b

T hc o m m a nw i t h op a r a m e ts p e c in e xc h ao l s
i n g

A E c o m m a nr e m a ii e f fu n tt p r ir e ca nE
c o m m a no a D Fo I Nc o m m a

Transparent data
TD [ mode ] [;]

m o d ed a tt r a n s p a r em o

T hc o m m a nd e t e r m iw h e tc o n tc h a r aa p r i

m o d= Os e l e cn o r mp r i n t ic o n tc op e rt hn oo
t i o na na rn op r i n t e

m o d= 1 s e l e ct r a n s p a rm op r i n tc h a ra p ri p
b la nc o n t r oc h a r a c td n op e r fa o p e r( ua c
c o di d e f i n ea t hl a bt e r m i n ai w hc ai w s tp et
f u n c t i o n )N o n - p r i n t ao u n d e f ic h a r aa pa a s p

T hc o m m a nw i t h op a r a m e ts e l en o rp r i ne q ut TDO;
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